


.44 MAGNUM CARBINE

superbly finished,
single-action ... $116.00.

In every characteristic, this handsome little
weapon must please the discriminating hunter
the rakish but traditional lines, the substantial
construction, the fool-proof dependability of the
unique RUGER self-loading mechanism are but._
a few of its appealing qualities. Perhaps best
of all, the mild recoil and low intensity report
of the "Deerstalker" makes practice shooting
a pleasure ... $108.00.

The entire line of RUGER firearms is on dis
play at your leading arms dealer, or write for
descriptive literature.

MATCHING CALIBER SUPER BLACKHAWK"

STURM~ RUGER & COMI·ANY~ INC.
13 LACEY PLACE, SOUTHPORT, CONNECTICUT, U. S.A.

AMERICA'S NEWEST GAME RIFLE

Proven on the plains of Africa, the RUGER
"Deerstalker" carbine is a technological break
through for the benefit of American sportsmen.

The entire recent history of cartridge devel
opment illustrates the trend toward shorter cart
ridges giving equal or greater power ina smaller
package. An outstandingly successful example
is the .44 magnum. These shorter cartridges
make possible shorter, lighter, firearms.

The new 53/. pound RUGER "Deerstalker"
was designed around the .44 magnum cartridge
and has, as a result, more killing power for its
length and weight than if it had been built for
any other commercially available cartridge.
With the 18';''' barrel of the "Deerstalker", the
muzzle velocity of the big 240 grain bullet is over
1800 feet per second. The performance of the
"Deerstalker" on game has been proven not
only on White-tails in North America, but on
Leopard, Hyena, Wart Hog, Topi and many
other species in Africa.
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of AUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

20 Gauge

16 Gauge

12 Gauge
3" Magnum

from $134 50

Prices subject to change without notice

Write for catalog giving complete facts and

data on Browning guns plus special chapters

containing practical shooting information.
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The BROWNING Automatic-5 is made
with you in mind. There ~re four models - from the
powerful 3-inch Magnum 12 to the little 20 gauge
- and at least one is perfectly suited to you and the
kind of shooting you like to do. Also, your exact
preference is no restriction to varied use - you can
be equally expert in field or marsh or in hunting the
wily buck. Extra barrels of any choke or length,
quickly interchangeable without fitting, give you
actually many guns in one. Each model provides you:

• 5 fast shots, reduced to 3 shots (when required)
in seconds.

• An unexcelled long, straight sighting plane.

• Speed loading, even with gloves, left or right hand.

• A shock absorber for comfortable, reliable shooting
with all commercial loads.

• The extra convenience of a magazine cut-off
when desirable to be "on ready" safely without a
loaded chamber - or to switch loads in 3 seconds.

From the first shot, you'll sense the dependability of
your Browning's smooth function; and time will
prove this Aristocrat was engineered for tough action
· .. capable of trouble-free performance for a lifetime.

YOUR BROWNING DEALER..
Browning Arms Co., Dept. B4, 8t Louis 3, Missouri

- in CANADA: Browning of Canada, Dept. B4•. P.O. Box 991, Montreal 9, P.Q.
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THE MODERN GUNSMITH
TWO VOLUMES

by JAMES V. HOWE

The most authoritative
work ever written on
gunsmithing and gun
making; invaluable to
professional as well as
amateur. It is the one
work that every
sportsman should have-a real guide
filled with the most practical detailed
information and crystal-clear working
plans to be found anywhere.
Special supplementary chapters on
craftsmanship, high-velocity experi
ments, gauging the wind in testing, gun
barrels and safety analysis.
Two volumes 300 ill. 944 pages ~15.00

THE AMATEUR GUNCRAFTSMAN
by JAMES V. HOWE

This helpful book is
for all amateurs who
are interested in the
fascinating hobby of
working with guns and
keeping their firearms
in prime condition.
Among many other
subjects it shows how

to equip a shop, how to select and use
tools, gunstock design, te.mpering and
annealing steel, remodeling shotguns
and handguns, barrel alterations, trig
ger details, bluing methods, formulas.
315 pages illustrated $4.00

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
HANDLOADING

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Everything really
new in most recent
years is included in
this new edition of
the "handloader's
bible." The most com-

prehensive, authoritative and up-to
date coverage available today, it gives
you the information you want on tools
and techniques, old and new, on every
phase of the handloading sport. Con
taining over 8,000 individual loads for
rifle, revolver, and pistol cartridges, it
discusses every model of shell and
primer, bullet and bullet mould.
A 240-page supplement includes new
material on electronic equipment, load
ing tools, military salvage, foreign
and military cartridges, and the manu
facture of smokeless powder.
719 pages 340 illustrations $10.00

THE RIFLE IN AMERICA

Here in five handsome volumes is a complete, authoritative library on
rifles, guns, handguns, and gunsmithing. Sound, up-to-date informa
tion on all rifles commercially manufactured in this country, with the
most carefully detailed instructions on how to identify, collect, repair,
and refinish them. Expert advice on metallic and telescope sights.
Full technical information on handloading and handloading tools
thousands of tested handloads for rifle and handgun cartridges.
Modern workshop techniques in gunmaking and gunsmithing-clear,
step-by-step instructions on etching, engraving and repairing revolvers,
pistols, and shotguns. Restoring antique arms, etc.

LIBRARY

by PHILIP B. SHARPE

Introduction by Julian S. Hatcher,
Major General, U. S. Army (retired)
This famous book is the most
authoritative work on rifles and
their cartridges ever published.
For more than two decades it
has been accepted as the stand
ard reference of the industry
and all government agencies.
Completely revised and greatly
enlarged, this accurate and al
ways dependable book now pro
vides full information on the
military rifles and ammunition

of both World Wars and discusses the possibilities
of converting these rifles to sporting pieces. Gives
detailed information on collecting and identifying
old American firearms, home gunsmithing, metallic
and telescope sights, ballistics of all American car
tridges, current rifle twists, barrel diameters, con
version tables, rifle and accessory manufacturers.
Over 975 pages 750 illustrations $17.50

FUNK & WAGNALLS'

SPORTSMAN'S

Address .

Name . Address .

Name .

Funk & Wagnalls. Dept. GM-961, 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10. N. Y.

Please send me for 10-days free examination the book or
books I have checked below. After ten days I will either send
you the full purchase price, plus postage. or I will return the
book or books and owe nothing.
__ The Rifle in America $17.50
-- The Complete Guide to Handloading $10.00
-_ Amateur Guncraftsmanship $ 4.00
-- The Modern Gunsmith (2 vols.) $15.00

BUDGET PLAN.....•.... I enciose $6.85 as first payment and
will send you $5.00 a month until the $41.85 is paid. Unless I
am completely satisfied with the Sportsman's Library I can
return it within ten days and you will refund in full any
money I have paid.

Please send me the complete five-volume Sportsman's Library
(regular price $46.50) at your special price of $41.85. I will
pay for this set under the plan checked below: .

PAYMENT IN FULL I enclose $41.85 in full payment.

Funk & Wagnalls. Dept. GM-961. 153 East 24th St.,
New York 10. N. Y.

I

I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I,
~
I
I
I City Zone State .
I (Offer good only in USA. Please do not mail cash.)

~-------------~------------~
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MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLE

diately. When they cool, be sure to identify
the "pigs" in some manner.

Lacking the convenient ingot moulds sup
plied with popular electric furnaces for cast
ing one pound pigs, one chap used bed rails
for long sticks of alloy. They can be chopped
into convenient lengths for your pot. The
most popular ternary alloy is a 90-5-5 mix of
lead-antimony·tin, excellent for hard hand·
gun or rifle pills.

Junk dealers call anything soft enough to
be scratched with your fingernail "lead."
The name is excellent for buying and selling
scrap metals, that come in more than the 57
varieties of soup in cans. Bullet metals for
casting or swaging should be of uniform
quality, made especially for bullets. So-called
"lead" made for other purposes may contain
excessive amounts of undesirable foreign
mailer. This includes iron, arsenic, silver,
copper, zinc, and almost anything else. For
example, U. S. Government specifications re
quire that lead alloy for bullet cores shall
not exceed the following amount of impuri
ties:

Arsenic 0.25%
Copper 0.25%
hon 0.05%
Tin 0.50%

Alloys are pretty darn "pure" when they
contain such small amounts of impurities.
Of COlll"se foreign matter is of less import·
ance in jacketed bullet cores than in naked
cast bullets. A commercial alloy of high uni
form quality is, I think, a very good invest
ment for cast bullets. It actually costs no
more than trying to mix your own with high
grade virgin metals. Division Lead Co., Sum·
mit, TIl., supplies their Illinois Bullet Alloy
(IBA) No. 7 for rifle and hard handgun
bullets at up to 1500 feet per second '('Ips).
IBA No.4 is softer, and excellent for up to
1,000 fps. I've driven both numbers faster
without bore leading or other troubles. There
are other good commercial alloys, of course,
but I've carefully tested DIVCO's.

Scrap metals are dandy for fishing sinkers
or wheel weights, but they do not make pre
cision bullets. Bullets really take a beating.
Hot expanding powder gas under terrific
pressure starts the base moving before the
nose can get started. Rifling lands cut into
the pill as it starts down the bore, cranking
up to sometimes a quarter million revolu·
tions per minute, while it goes forward at
up to 1800 miles per hour or more! This all
takes place in a few inches of barrel before
you can say Skat!, and the slug has to leave
the bore in perfect alignment, heading into
the "young" powder gas that blew ahead of it.

(Continued on page 50)

Bullets made with Swag-O-Matic.

T ET'S DISCUSS a variety of subjects,
L with the hope that a shotgun blast
will drop a few pellets of information your
way. I never recommend mixing your own
ternary or antimonial alloy. Antimony melts
at about 1166 degrees F., which means your
electric furnace won't melt the stuff in the
pure state. However, after an antimonial
alloy is mixed it melts easily in the usual
electric furnace. Antimony makes bullets
harder than a straight lead·tin alloy, and a
good commercial mix is the best deal for
most shooters. The alloy is difficult to mix
accurately at home, and it's still more diffi·
cult to duplicate batches.

You'll find that many home-mixed alloys,
even simple lead·tin types, will cause bullets
to have hard and soft spots. This also means
they have light and heavy spots, as the lead
rich side is heavier than the tin or antimony·
rich side. Such bullets, of course, are out of
balance, and will not spin with accuracy as
they speed to target or game. Could this
account for your large groups? Precision

By KENT BELLAH

LEAD MIXTURES AND LOADS FOR .30 CARBINE

loads are the result of uniformity in every
component, and in every assembly operation.

What about your bullet Lubri-Sizer? Is it
a good, tight press, holding the sizing die
in perfect alignment? Is the sizing die pol·
ished, so that no trace of tool marks are on
the bullet? The bullet bearing surface should
be slick and bright as polished chrome plate
when you size a bullet dry for a test. A rough
bearing surface helps to cause bore leading
and other troubles.

If you must mix your own ternary alloy,
use a cast iron pot or stew pan. Break up
the proper amount of carefully weighed lump
antimony into fine pieces, and melt it first.
Use an intense heat until it melts, then add
the proper amount of pure lead with con·
stant stirring, and as the metal cools add
the carefully weighed tin, while you flux
and stir some more. Pour into ingots imme-

Another
FIRST for
C-H~

• MORE UNIFORM & PER
FECT THAN CAST BULLETS! A
Simple die adjustment enables you
to obtain ANY bullet weight
desired.
• INCREASES BULLET VE
LOCITY & ACCURACY! By form
ing bullets from lead wire you get
PERFECT expansion, plus the fact
that gilded metal jackets insure
greater bullet velocity and accuracy.
• TAKES ONLY SECONDS! Cut
lead wire, insert core into jacket
and your Swag-O-Matic forms the
most perfect bullet you have ever
seen.
• CHOICE OF CALIBERS &.:
BULLET STYLES. Available in 38,
44, 45 ACP & 45 Colt pistol cali
bers. 6 bullet punch styles. See it at
your sporting goods dealer or gun
smith now.
• 30 CAL. RIFLE DIES in 3
punch styles only $9.00 each. ~~•.,..

rtlil;IJJ.
~I

I
Name-------------1
Address. 1

• City Zone__state •

• Name of my sporting goods dealer or gunsmith is: •

I.i••• ....

•
C-H DIE COMPANY, Dept. G·'l
P. O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex

• Los Angeles 54, CalIf.

••
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What is aWinchester?

It wasn't too long ago when the word Winchester
meant rifle. The old model 1866 was as much
a part of our Western history as the Conestoga wagon
and the buckskin shirt. Time was when
a man felt naked without his Winchester - unless
he was a preacher and it was on a Sunday.

Oliver Winchester's first rifle was the Henry repeater.
The Confederate Army saw it from the
wrong end. They called it "That damned Yankee rifle
that you loaded on Sunday and fired all week."

Later Buffalo Bill Cody told people,
''For general hunting or Indian fighting I consider
my Winchester (model 1873) the boss."

To Teddy Roosevelt, his Winchester (model 1895)
was his "Big Medicine."

Today, on the national and international firing lines,
where Winchester 22's have won

. more matches than all others put together,
they call it "The Rifleman's Rifle."
You and your Winchester are in pretty good company_

WINCH£ST£R:'" .
WINClfESTER.WESTERN DIVISION"lin

New Haven ~. Conn. •



SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

More on the Winchester .30·.338
Basically, the .338 Winchester Magnum is

practically the same case dimensions as the
time tried .30 Newton, except that it is a
belted case. Charlie Newton was o~ly about.
40 years ahead of his time. I prefer the .338
Mag Winchester in its present caliber, but
a lot of folks want the big case in .30 caliber.
Fred Huntington of R.C.B.S. has worked up
and chronographed the .30 caliber loads in
various bullet weights and powder charges
in four different rifles, so his figures can be
taken as very close to right. Atkinson &
Marquart Rifle Co. of Prescott, Ariz., will
rechamber the various .30-06 rifles for this
cartridge, and it is not beyond the realm. .of
possibility that Winchester may bring it out
in their Model 70. If they do, it will make
even the big Weatherby .300 Mag case
with its %on free bore, go to beat it. The
belted .30 Newton case was first developed
by Chet Paulson of Tacoma, and many hand.
loaders made .30 and .35 Newton cases form
.300 and .375 H & H brass, by sizing and
cutting.

Briefly, here are the average velocity fig·
ures that one may expect to duplicate; but
all loads should be started four or five grains
low and carefully worked up, as .30 caliber
barrels vary a lot in groove diameter and
what is safe in one may be dynamite in
another.

With 150 grain Speer bullet seated with
base of bullet down to base of case neck, a
charge of 76 to 77 grains of 4350 will give
3350 to 3400 feet-safely when carefully

The big visible hammer is rebounding and
is probably the safest of all for the youngest
members of the shooting clan, as they can
see if it is cocked or not. Stock and fore
end are of good American walnut, with butt
plate. The size, weight, and balance are just
right for a youngster, and I doubt if there is
any red-blooded American boy who will not
want one.

The barrel is 6 grooved, button rifled.
Front sight is fixed, and rear sight is adjust
able by driving for windage and with the
usual step-ladder elevation quoin. The rifle
will not fire unless action fully closed and
locked. The hammer is independent of the
lever action, and in this feature is, of course,
unlike the Winchesters. Receiver is rust
proof; firing pin is of best tool steel, with
barrel clearance for dry firing. Top of breech
block is grooved to serve as a loading plat
form when lever is retracted. The gun cannot
be fired when the hammer is down or in for
ward position. In this Ithaca Model 49 we
have one of the best little "beginner" rifles
this country has ever seen, and one the kids
will go for like hotcakes and maple syrup.

Skeeter Repellent
So far, the best mosquito repellent we

have tried is put out in spray cans by the
Silicote Corp., Oshkosh, Wis. This is very
handy to apply and does not stain clothes or
skin. It seems a powerful repellent for gnats
as well as skeeters. We gave it a thorough
workout while salmon fishing here, when
the mosquitoes rose in clouds while crossing
hcavily grassed areas. They would alight on
us, but immediately retracted their landing
gear and took off as though it burned their
feet. Some deer and horse flies were also
present, and this dope seemed to repel them
just as well as the mosquitoes. We tried
some other preparations, but the mosquitoes
landed on us in clouds and acted as if they
had just received a good appetizer. Not so
the N-l Silicote repellent. This stuff rl1ally
works, and I can heartily recommend it to
anyone.

will, of course, handle C.B. caps, Shorts,
and longs also.) It is an adaptation of the
famous old Martini action, but with a vis
ible hammer.

This new Ithaca single shot rifle is de
signed for the youth of America, and I be
lieve it will be most popular with the young
sters. The gun is right, and the price is
right; just $19.95. A saddle scabbard is
also available at an additional $5.00. The
Martini action is made in the shape of the
Winchester carbine frames, with a loop lever
the same as the Winchesters and a false
magazine under the barrel, with typical
carbine bands at front sight and fore-end.

Ithaca Saddle Gun
This latest creation by Ithaca will, I be

lieve, make that gun company more money
than any model they have ever produced. I
examined this new Model 49 at the N.S.G.A.
show in Chicago. Briefly, it is a single shot
rifle built to very closely resemble the '92
and '94 Winchester carbines-but it weighs
only five pounds and has an 18" barrel
chambered for the .22 LR cartridge. (It

Norma's made a. dream come'
true for all handgun hunters
and real gunbugs. Here's a .44
Magnum cartridge with super
accuracy ••• tremendous shock·
ing power.

This new non-fouling, jacketed
bullet is pleasant to shoot, too.
Muzzle velocity is 1470 fps in a
6V2 inch barrel, even more in
carbines. Breech pressure is
moderate.

Don't miss this chance ·to fire
the first .44 Magnum soft point
ever offered for handguns or
carbines. Ask for .the brand
new .44 Magnum Norma soft
point cartridge at your favorite
gun dealer.

Want more
handloading info?

Send 10¢ for the NEW
"Gunbug's Guide."

Box GM-9

And famous Norma "Re"
quality cases insure safe func
tioningt easy extraction, mini·
mum gun wear.

Norma's exclusiv.e .44 soft
point bullet makes the big dif
ference ••• doesn't deform as
do ordinary lead bullets • • •
.packs enough wallop to literally
flatten a moose!
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cartridge reloading
with'tmror~
stroke action in one tool

The
Standard of Quality :

STA DRI BOOT CO.

Pacific Super Tool

Only $18.50*

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant colors.
beautiful desif?,'ns. hand cut
by precision machinery. Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS.

·
·
·• SUBSIDIARY

• • DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
: Dept.. H·91, Rogers, Arkansas, U.S.A. :
'. 75 YEARS OF QUAUTY PRODUCTSI .:. .

Simply invert toggle and link, and you
have your choice of the action you
prefer, up or down.
Cast of the highest grade non-porous
cast iron, the only material that holds
to a minimum the springing or elong
ation of the yoke while tool is func
tioning. This keeps the case in perfect
alignment with the die, insuring a
perfect reloading job.

ACCESSORIES
Super Tool Automatic Primer Feed $ 7.00
Super Tool Primer Catcher 1.75
Universal Primer Arm................................ 3.00
Rifle Die Set... 11.50
Pistol Die Set... 13.50
One piece shell holder.............................. 4.50

I!
"Super tool frame with toggle and handle 18.50

See your dealer or write for
literature

ACIFIC GUN SIGHT CO. Dept. G, Lincoln 4, Nebraska

Savage .410 Pump
This Savage 30·E .410 pump gun comes

with 28 inch ventilated, elevated rib barrel,
shoots where it looks, and is a very fine and
fast little gun. Patterns were excellent with
Remington %, ounce loads in their 3" case.
Up to 35 yards it is absolutely deadly on
anything the size of pheasant or crow, and
to about 25 or 30 yards on quail. I killed a
good many magpies with it from 20 to 35
yards with No. 7% shot, and failed to kill
crows with it at 45 to 50 yards. The pattern
was just too thin at that range. However,
crows within 35 yards usually came down
in ruin.

The little gun has double sights on as
beautiful a ventilated rib as one could wish,
is well stocked and balanced, and handles
very fast. Magazine holds three 3" shells,

(Continued on page 61)

you can pick out your gun instantly. It also
dresses up any fine gun and identifies its
owner. Price of this neat identification shield
in sterling silver with initials engraved there·
on is just $2.00 prepaid.

English Oil Bottles
The Santa Ana Gun Room (Box 1777,

Santa Ana, Calif.) has English-type square
oil bottles with metal screw tops for carrying
gun oils in the trunk·type gun cases. The
screw cap has an oil dropper and is, as far
as we can tell, identical with those bottles
furnished with the finest cased English guns
and rifles. We do not know the price; write
to G. Robert Lawrence, above address, for
prices.

New .30 Magnum Cartridge
E. H. Sheldon of Norma·Precision, South

Lansing, N. Y., announces that Norma is
now furnishing a new .30 Magnum case
based on their .358 Magnum case blank,
made by necking down the .358 case. A great
deal of demand has been shown for a Mag
num .30 cartridge that would work through
standard .30-06 magazines. For this reason,
a great many have necked down the Win
chester .338 case to .30 caliber, which forms
a case very similar to the old .30 Newton.
The new .308 Norma Magnum case is also
similar, except it has slightly longer case
body, shorter neck, and may well hold a
trifle more powder. However, bore diameter
limits the amount that' can be used with a
given bullet. This is bore capacity.

The new Norma .308 Magnum case is
made for our primers, and all that is neces
sary is to rechamber the rifle, enlarge bolt
face and extractor for the larger belted
case, and open the magazine lips to handle
the new round. The new cartridge will de
liver 3000 feet quite easily with 180 grain
bullet and 69 grains of 4350 powder. It will
also give 2700 feet with a load of 66 grains
of 4350, and the 220 grain bullet. These
loads compare favorably with those obtain·
able from the .338 necked to .30 caliber, and
with the time·tried .300 H & H Magnum.

For years, many have tried to improve the
ballistics of the .30-06 by blowing out the
case and extending the shouldet so as to be
able to still handle the round through stand
ard .30-06 length magazines. For this reason,
many turned to the .30 Newton and the
.30-.338. Now Norma furnishes cases ready
to load for a very similar belted case. The
Norma .358 and .308 Magnum cases both
have rather short necks, and deep seating
of long bullets will be necessary in both
calibers. Dies and reamers will be available
from Norma and other leading tool makers.
Although only cases and bullets are now
furnished, I look for Norma to bring out the
loaded round as well in the future.

Sterling Initial Shield
Bob Hinman Outfitters, Box 1222, Peoria,

Ill., offers a small sterling silver shield, with
your initials neatly engraved, for fitting to
any gun stock. A very useful item on the
trap gun that is placed in the gun rack, as

worked up in the individual rifle.
With the 180 grain Speer bullet, a charge

of 72 grains 4350 or 75 grains 4831 will give
average velocities around 3150 to 3200 feet
safely in most rifles if the load is carefully
worked up from around 5 grains below the
above.

With the 200 grain Speer bullet, 68 grains
4350 or 71 grains 4831 with C.C.I. primers
will average about 3000 to 3050 feet velocity.
Remember, rifles with tight .308" groove
diameter may require four or five grains less
powder for same velocities, while rifles with
.309" groove diameter may handle these
charges easily. Start low and work up care·
fully, preferably with powder and rifle at
about 90 degrees temperature so the loads
will be safe in most any climate. The .30-06
barrels to be rechambered for this load
should never be lighter than standard Gov
ernment 1903 .30-06 barrels. Do not have
light weight barrels with small diameter in
front of receiver rechambered for this big
case.
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Robert Miller
OPERATION TRICORN

Post Office Bo~ 1141
Omaha I, Nebraska

Minutemen For Defense
Response to such GUNS articles as ".22's

For Survival" (Aug. '58), "Where Are To·
morrow's Minutemen?" (Jan. '59), and "The
Rifleman In Civil Defense" (April, '59), is
furt her proof of a growing interest in guer·
rilla warfare as a defensive weapon.

Any of GUNS readers who would like to
participate in an exchange of notes on guer·
rilla warfare are cordially invited to get in
touch with this organization.

nance Inspector Lieutenant John . Jordon.
He served in this capacity from October 13,
1891, to Feb. 18, 1895.

The particular rifle mentioned in the arti·
cle was marked N.C.T. for N. C. Twining,
Ensign, U.S.N. also an inspector.

Warren Sipe
Augusta, Georgia

Guns For U.S. Arsenal
In your June, 1961 issue, there appeared

an article by Mr. Harvey Brant, "Why Not
Learn From this Design?" This weapon, de·
scribed in some detail is, I believe, a variant
of the Japanese machine rifle described in
W.H.B. Smith's "Small Arms of the World,"
(5th Edition). This arm was also a simple
blowback action. Smith states that the cyclic
rate of fire is 750. The recoil is said to be
heavy, if not violent. Ejected cases are reo
ported to be badly deformed. However, the
weapon did function in a fairly satisfactory
manner. From Smith's description this rna·
chine rifle was used with fully loaded 6.5
mm Japanese Service cartridges.

Weapons of this type deserve a closer
study from our military authorities. J:he
Japanese blowback automatic weapons as
described by Mr. Harvey, and the German
Machine Pistol #44 are two designs that
might well be studied as possible additions
to the arsenal of the West.

W. P. C. von O~inski

Amarillo, Texas

Likes Busbey
As an avid reader of your magazine as well

as every thing else published relative to
sporting arms and hunting, I wish to thank
you for the story, "The Lefever No Money
Can Buy," by Colonel George W. Busbey.
(June, 1961) It is refreshing to learn that
literary style is not dead! Busbey writes with
authority, good sense, wit, and with a feeling
that brings the reader right into his story.
This is the type of article that will appeal to
everyone. Let's have more of Busbey!

This is the first time I have taken the trou-

ROSSFIRE

Initials Explained
Following my article in February GUNS

about the .236 Lee-Navy Straight-pull Win
chester Model 1895, I had an avalanche of
questions from owners who were pleased to
see any or more information on the weapon.

One of the questions most frequently asked
was, "What do the initials J.N.J. mean on
the receiver?" J.N.J. was the Naval Ord·

Pity the Postman
I am probably one of the many readers

to do so, but may I draw your attention to
the unfortunate and biased anti·gun article
written by Lloyd Shearer and appearing in
the Parade for April 30, 1961. This has a
wide national circulation, and counter action
should be indicated.

I have already taken personal steps by
writing a strong letter of protest to the
author. Although I do not follow the sport
of fast·draw, I still remain loyal to all true
and devoted gun owners. I trust the fast·gun
people will be able to police their sport suf·
ficiently to earn a recognized and honored
place in the fellowship of intelligent and
safety minded firearms owners. And I hope
all your readers and gun owners everywhere
will flood Mr. Shearer with protests so that
he may know our strength.

Your magazine is a fine one which I enjoy
each month.

Mr. Shearer's mail has been heavy!-Editor.

Gilbert B. Jansen, Jr.
Pasadena, Calif.

Texans Arose
Now that the smoke has partially cleared

away from the most recent battle against reo
strictive gun legislation here in Texas, I want
to take this opportunity to thank you for
your kindness in supporting our stand on
the issue. Your giving my reply to Governor
Daniel such prominent display (April, 1961,
page 4) was most helpful and most sincerely
appreciated by all the members of the Texas
State Rifle Asociation.

For your information House Bill 575, which
would severely regulate pistols and revolvers,
was introduced in the Texas House. The op
position which we developed against it, and
your assistance in this respect, was impor·
tant and sufficient to cause it to be referred
to a subcommittee where it died without
action.

I am sure that this will not be the last
attempt on the part of those who want to
regulate more severely our personal weapons,
but again I do want to thank you for your
valued assistance and hope that in some way
we can show our appreciation.

R. L. Sargent, President
Texas State Rifle Association.. Beginners Guide to

Handloading" tells
what is needed. why
it is needed and how
it is done. Write today
for your copy. No
obligation.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send check or M. O. Ship.
ping charges extra. ';"
deposit on C.O.D.'s

ORDER
TODAY

K. 1. Wells, life.

Chrome-plated. hardened.
full length sizing and seat·
ing dies. Thread size 'l'B·14.
Regular $13.50 value. For
most rifle and pistol cali·
bers. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plated easy to read beam.
• Big 325 grain capacity.
• Hand honed tool steel bearings.
• Exclusive positive control. lock beam

design for faster weighing.
Shpg. wt. 4lbs.

DEPT. 9E, HOWARD LAKE, MINN.

Heavy Duty.
semi·alloyed
steel frame.
For full length
resizing and
bullet swaging.
Interchangeable
Shell holders. Full
3'12 inch stroke with
favored downward leverage.,..........

PROVEN DESIGN
AND QUALITY FOR

TOP PERFORMANCE

FREE!
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Edward Larralde
Santa Barbara, Calif.

See GUNS, April, 1958: "The Gunsmiths of
Eibar," By Colonel Charles Askins.-Editor.

hIe to write to a magazine of any kind to
comment on its contents. Keep up the good
work. GUNS with this type of writing will
have no difficulty in holding the leading po
sition among magazines of its kind.

James Zeller
Chiloquin, Oregon

M. Royce Thomure
Ste. Genevieve, Mo.
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Coming Up
I have been taking and enjoying your in.

formative magazine for several years. I
thought I would take this opportunity to
praise the high quality of your advertising,
and on the fact that you stick to advertise·
ments pertaining to the shooting sports.

Inclosed is a picture from the Oct. 20
issue of The St. Louis Post Dispatch, describ
ing a new weapon that is called a grenade
launcher. I would call it a hand mortar.
Comparing the weight of the weapon and the
projectile with the weight of an average 12
gauge shotgun and load, and the fact that
the army found it necessary to put a recoil
pad on the weapon, it must kick like a Mis
souri mule. How about having a story on it
in your fine magazine?

Sooner Done Than Said
Colonel Charles Askins article entitled

"My Old Man" was really good reading. I
have been trying to find out more about the
"Old Man" for some time and this piece
did the job.

As a suggestion, how about having Colonel
Askins write an article concerning the Span.
ish shotgun industry? I know from some of
his articles that he has had some experience
in Spain, and with the great numbers of
Spanish shotguns appearing on the market
in this country it would seem that such an
article would be appropriate.

Aubrey C. Brown
Port Haywood, Va.

Grand Old Man
I was very pleased to see the article "My

Old Man" (April, 1961), by Chas. Askins,
Jr. Both he and his 'father have a frank,
straightforward style that I find both inter
esting and refreshing. My only complaint
(which is really a compliment) is that I
would had liked the story to be at least four
times as long! .

C.A. Sr. was certainly the grand old man
of the scattergun, and his lucid discussions
made wonderful reading. I have been read
ing him ever since he first appeared in the
old "Outdoor Life" many years ago, and I
am certain that many others have as well.

Please prevail upon C.A. Jr. to give us a
fuller treatment and follow it up with some
reprints of the old man's articles. It will
make your fine magazine even finer!

Two minor corrections on the article are
in order. First: Bert Becker (not Bob) col.
laborated with Askins to bring out the 12
gao Magnum, overbored to .750" and han·
dling 1% oz. shot, not the 10 gao which was
developed by Ithaca with C.A. Sr.'s assist
ance. Second: Askin's book was titled "Mod·
ern Shotguns and Loads" rather than "Mod.
ern Shotgun Loads."



Heads up•..
.you're on him with
your Savage 4-M!

Great news for chuck hunters, small-game enthu
siasts! This new Savage 4-M is chambered for
the great new 22 Magnum rimfire cartridge ...
flat-shooting, hard-hitting, accurate at ranges up
to 125 yards. The 4-M is mighty handsome, too
with Monte Carlo stock, white-line butt plate,
gold-plated trigger. Handy clip magazine. Re
ceiver grooved for scope mounting. Make sure
to see this fine new Savage-at your sporting
arms dealer now.

If you prefer the time-tested .22 long rifle car
tridge, ask your dealer to show you the Savage 4,
accurate and reliable for small game, plinking
and informal targets. Only $34.95.

FREE! Colorful, illustrated, 28-page catalog of
Savage, Stevens, Fox firearms. Write Savage
Arms, Westfield 87, Massachusetts. Prices
subject to change. Slightly higher in Canada.

model

4M Sall8ge •
•••••

I '

:' .. '

L GER VARIATIONS By Harry E. Jones
(Southern Press, Los Angeles, California)
This is a superbly illustrated book of 304

pages plus index; the most complete treatise
on the Luger that has come to my notice.
Each and every model and variation, from
the first 1900 model to the last 1943 models,
are pictured, with complete descriptions and
with all markings, proof marks, and any
variations from standard minutely described.
All the many different models from the seven
different manufacturers are illustrated. All
calibers, including the very rare .45 Colt
auto model, as well as all. barrel lengths and
the carbines, are shown complete with all
accessories.

Complete stripping and assembly directions
are furnished, together with breakdown pic·
tures of component parts. Cased, factory
boxed, and engraved Lugers are also shown
in the fine full page photos. As far as I am
concerned this book is the Bible on the
Luger pistol, a must for all arms students
or Luger collectors. I do not know the price,
as mine is a personalized copy; but I would
say the book is well worth any reasonable
price that will be charged for it. It fully
covers all types of shoulder stocks and their
variations, as well as all types of magazines,
and all the different models by each maker
whether in Germany, Switzerland, or Eng·
land. The very few existing models of Lugers
that are not pictured full page in this book
are described on the last page.-E.K.

A HISTORY OF FIREARMS
By Harold L. Peterson

(Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York. $3.50)
Peterson's work, in this field needs little

comment, but the book is remarkable for
two reasons. Although kept in the simplest
terms, basically written and designed for
young readers, it covers the development of
firearms pretty completely. Even the experi
enced gun reader can find much of interest
in it. The layout and typography of the book
are so outstanding that I feel that adult read
ers will enjoy it even more than the youn~.

readers, since they will appreciate it to a
greater extent. For gun readers at all levels,
here is a comprehensive yet simple history
of firearms.-R.A.s.

GUN DOG By Richard A. Wolters
(E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc. $5.95)

If you hunt over a dog, train a pup, have
a dog, or just like to look at wonderful dog
pictures, you will find this book a pleasure
and perhaps the most satisfying training man·
ual that has come along in quite a number of
years. Dick introduces a new, rapid training
metbod-a method that works well. I know,
since I trained my own Springer pup that
way some years ago. Well written, full of
humor and wisdom and love for dogs, the
book is superbly illustrated with photographs
by Joan Sydlow. Congratulations to a job
well done go to Wolters, Sydlow and the
pll blishers.-R.A.S.
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i - - -MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! - - - ..
~ KLEIN'S-Dept. G-9

I .. 221 W. Washington st. I
I . . ... . Chicago 6, Illinois I
I

oca:::or: ~ Established 1885-QILr 76th Year I
er 0 Credit 0 C.O.D. Order (Include 100/0)

I RUSH: I

I
CREDIT CUSTOMER~: Send $2.00 or more Down Payment You I
::it~i~h;osdall seO~hce c.harge, if balanc~ of cash price is' paidI payable mon~tfy, if yeOr:I:~ef~~~ balance In 22 weekly payments, I
NEW CREDIT CUSTOMERS: To speed your order send $200 (orI :n~re1s~own paYf"ent, name & address of your employer and' names I
have had)s~~~ft :cc~~nn;:.reAlcS~m::~:e~g:it~~~:~o~OUnoha~:~~r

I fNr;:C::~~A:~Ot:. p~eE·Q·Unt'RjEObo boegan, and yo~r weekly s~larY. THIS I
NLY ON FIRST CREDIT ORDER I

I ~~~rl::sf·fo~,ia ~~::S?tMo~R~.:O~~~~~~~i~ :r money order in f~lI,

I
size order for postage, etc. EXCEPTIONS:d~e~drY$l~5go feO: r'~~ I
~oha~:::ag~il~c~~dgUnS and ammo shipped via Express or 'Freight, I

I ~hA~DGUN PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement stating

I Aflaa ::'i~d:~en~rl~c:.r~:;'1~di~~:~t~I~~~'ahf~~~ti:: :~~~u~°"ad~i~et I
so sen permit If your City or state requires. I

• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. •

Famed English Service
Revolyers at less than
1/4 original cost. Strong
rugged design, double
action. G-shot, auto ejec·
tion. Parkerized finish.
NRA Very Good Condi
tion-mechan ically per
fect. Your choice of .38
S&W caliber with 5"
barrel or .45 ACP cali-

~~~nii~h~ ~~~hel:4~ ~~fi~
~~';;HKLpE~,~~ $14.95
Add $3.00 for Special
Selection. .45 Ammo

~i:$OA~~o j~~..io :e~
:SO rds.

Flasla' Ruger i;;;.
Bearcat Reduce

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
The "Bearcat" is a mechanical
jewel, made to standard~ of precision
and quality that will faSCinate the man
who understands fine firearms. Compa~t .
as it is, the "Bearcat"· possesses a.gnp which
is comfortable and secure even. an a la~ge
hand, clear Sights and the feeling of being
heavy for its size that makes acc~rate shoot·
ing easy. CALIBER: .22 Long ~Ifle, long or
short, high velocity or regular. SIX shots. Br'l

~~~~~h,•• :~~rc::.~I~~e~~id17prf::· a:7~;~1 ;.~n~~
now reduced from $49.50 to $39.501 Pay only
$2.00 down, $1.71 a week for only 22 weeks,
payable monthly if your prefe~. '$3~O
Order #7050. KLEIN'S Credit
or Cash Price is Only........ ppd.

PRICE REDUCED TD
$39.95! BRAND NEW!

FRONTIER
SIX-SHOOTER
.22 or .22 MAGNUM

Col. Colt's Frontier SiX SHOOTER is an exact
super-accurate modern shooting reproduction of
the famous 1800'$ single action frontier six
shooter most prized by the men of the old west.
These guns are made by famed gun maker in
Germany in the exact size and weight of the
original models. Excellent for hunting, plink
ing, home protection or fast draw. Blue steel
finish. 40 oz. weight, 51/2" brio Brand new!
State choice of .22 (shoots .22 short, long or
long rifle) or .22 Magnum. Pay only $4.00
Down, $1.88 a week for only 22
weeks. Order it66. $3995
KLEIN'S CASH PRICE •.••••••• • ppd.

Famed British pilots and Of
ficers Royal Enfield Commando Revolv·
ers, now yOU rs at less than 1/5 the
original GOy't cost. Hurry! This is
a repeat of a sell-out! 6 shot. Very Good.

C=:'8s.:'~,:,g~'.'~~~·............... $12.88
(Only $4 extro for above converted to 2" snub

barrel.) ($3 extra JOT select grade.)

fa1;:;:; s~~~ ~::e ~~:~~~~~t~~~~r:~~ $29.95
()n~y :i~h.~~ :b~~~ ~o:~eb~r}.~tllek,~~~n

Famous
Royal

Enfield
.38 Revolver

Amazing value! Guaran~
teed slightly used genuine
Colt U. S. Gov't Service
Revolvers. .45 Auto. calibe

:~t:~'atf:.mii~t~~':.Sm~g~tci~~
included. 51/zH barrel. Blued finish.
Good condition inside and out. Com·
pare to $50 Gu.ns! ORDER #1100.
PAY ONLY $2.00 DOWN. $2495BALANCE $1.20 A WEEK
FOR ONLY 22 WEEKS, OR ••

Genuine Frontier
Derringer.s

.22 Cal.-Cut to
$16.95!

All Brand New, First Qualit)'l
Exact copy of the original Reming

ton oyer & under Derringer-now made
for modern high power cartridges by
famed gun maker in Germany. De·

luxe models with twin floating firing pins.
Brand new. Pay only $2.00 Down.•22 Blued
_reduced to $16.95 ••••22 Chrome-$19.9S;
•••.22 Magnum Blued_$21.9S; •.••22
Magnum Chrome-$24.9S; ••••38 Special,
Chrome ••. $39.95.



RELOADS
EASY AS

~ CRIMP

Factory tested
and FULLY
GUARANTEED
parts and
workmanship

~, ,.. >,".

Mossberg's 340 TR
The old saw about the forward four inches

of a gun barrel being the most important is
borne out by this amazing little gun. I know
shooters who sneer at anything in the .22
line that is not "target grade," but some of
them who have fired this rifle while I was
testing it lost their sneer in a great hurry.

To begin with, this 340 TR can be used as
a regular .22 rifle, shooting Long Rifle, Long,
and Short rimfire ammo from the well-known
and ingeniously designed clip that is adjust
able for whatever cartridge you feed it.
(However, the three different lengths of .22
are not interchangeable in the same clipful.)

Next, if you want to do some trapshooting
and be humbled, unscrew the rifled tube,
insert the smooth bore tube, and you are
ready to shoot .22 shotshells at the small
clay targets. The little trap can be mounted
on the barrel, handled like a handgun, or
set on the ground_ But hitting the targets as
they zoom out is something else again. They
move, and they have to be hit soon. Out of
some 100 targets, I scored only some 20 hits
that dusted the claybirds. If the bird gets
out a little too far, a hit is noticeable by the
sudden wobbling of the bird.

Overall length of the gun is 44 inches,
weight is slightly over 5% pounds and the
gun can be taken down with the help of a
coin. Function was smooth throughout the
tests and accuracy with .22 LR ammo was
very good. The few rounds of long and short
ammo I had, I wasted on function tests, and
again the gun performed well.

I don't anticipate that the 340 TR will
replace trap and skeet shooting, but I had
a whale of a lot of fun with the little gun
and, with some practice, I'll improve my
score-with the 340 TR and perhaps also
with a regular shotgun.

Odd-Ball Cartridges
Looking for some 8 mm-.308 or some .285

OKH loads? Or for just some other of the
odd-ball loads that once were popular, or
for some metric cartridge? Or is it brass for
the big British doubles that you have been
hunting? Drop a note to Nonte-Taylor Am
munition, 1112 Buena Vista, Decatur, Ill.

By R. A. STEINDLER

They have well over 100 different calibers
in stock, loaded or cases, or will do your
loading for you. In addition to loading facil
ities, they have access to all sorts of ballistic
testing equipment, and pre-test many of the
loads they sell. This shop will load any cen
terfire metallic cartridge for you, regardless
of caliber or oddity, providing the order
amounts to at least 100 rounds.

Don't Attempt Conversions
This is the word from Smith & Wesson.

Many shooters have been writing in to see
if S&W could convert their present guns to
fire the new .22 Jet and the .22 LR or .22
Magnum RF. It cannot be done. Let's see
why S&W is turning down these requests.

First, many of the guns were not built to
take the extra power the magnums dish out.
They were made for a given cartridge and
with its pressures in mind. Secondly, a good
many of these guns have seen long and hard
service and even if conversion were feasible,
it would not be recommended in these older
guns. Thirdly, and this is a point too many
shooters don't seem to understand, such a
conversion is one heck of a job and costs
would be fantastic, even if no major tooling
were needed_ As a matter of fact, S&W tells
me that conversion costs, based on their own
shop figures, would be well over the cost of
a brand new gun_

Conversions for the .22 Jet from rimfire
guns is completely out of the question, and
factory re-tooling is impractical. So, do your
family and next of kin a favor and don't
attempt a conversion to magnum calibers. It
ain't worth it_

Sighting in a Rifle
While I was associated with a gunsmith

shop, one of the most appreciated tools~was
the Collimator-a device that permits you to
sight in a rifle on the workbench without
firing a shot. Unfortunately, the Collimator
costs a small fortune. Only recently did I
learn that a smaller edition of this device
has been on the market for some time, and
I promptly acquired one.

Although still not in the cost-class of a
pack of cigarettes, the new Site-A-Line is
an outstanding tool, built for long use and,
most important, it does a fine and accurate
job. The appropriate caliber spud is inserted
into the muzzle with the gun on a rest or
in a vise. The Site-A-Line optical system is
then screwed onto the spud. With the scope
or peepsight in place, you merely look
through your sighting system, line up the
crosshairs of the scope, if you use one, with
the crosshairs of the Site-A-Line. So many
clicks up, so many sideways, and you are set

(Continued on page 53)
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Is extreme velocity the only reason
for owning a Weatherby Magnum?

F lat trajectory, long range, superior killing power - these
are basic advantages owners expect from their Weatherby

rifle. Weatherby Magnums have lead the way in demon
strating the superiority of lightweight bullets traveling at
ultra-high speeds.

However, the satisfaction of owning a Weatherby is not
confined to performance alone. Everything about a
Weatherby - its design, its "feel;' its safety, its features
makes it a most satisfying personal possession.

Purposefully Designed
A Weatherby is as different from ordinary rifles as

advanced design and engineering skill can possibly make it.
It is a genuinely graceful rifle - every line is functional,
every feature has meaning and purpose.

We believe the exclusive Weatherby bolt action is literally
the world's strongest. It embodies advances found in no other
riRe. It incorporates such safety features as gas escape ports
. . . an enclosed cocking mechanism .. ~ nine locking lugs
instead of the conventional two. The action is velvet smooth
and operates with only a 54° uplift of the bolt handle.

Exclusive Hammer-Forged Rifling
The perfectly proportioned barrel is rifled by an exclusive

new Hammer-Forged process. The rifling grooves are cold
swaged into the chrome steel barrel under one-half million
pounds of pressure. The result is a bore of almost incredible
hardness ... glass-smooth for greater accuracy, longer life.

Weatherby barrels are carefully hand bedded in the spe
cially designed Weatherby stock. Cheek rest, Monte Carlo

comb, slanting 45° fore-end tip, and meticulous hand checker.
ing are unmistakably Weatherby.

A Sound Investment
The ownership of a Weatherby provides a lasting source of

pride and satisfaction. It is an investment that goes beyond
computation in terms of dollars and cents alone.

Your nearest dealer will be glad to show and demon~trate
a Weatherby for you. Available in the following Weatherby
Magnum calibers: .257, .270, 7mm, .300, .378, and ,46Q.
Weatherby Mark V De Luxe models are priced from $285.
Left hand models from $315.

New Departure in Fine Scopes
A Weatherby Imperial scope is the perfect companion for

any fine riRe. It offers exclusive features that make it supreme
in the fine scope field.

Send for "Tomorrow's R~fles Today!' The all-new 1961 11th Edi
tion, 144 pages of valuable' information and ballistic data. Profusely

illustrated. Only $2.00 postpaid.ttl.
,Write today for FREE LITERATURE ~ .

l' "'1.

~
/

-+·1/ ::: I

Lo'I..uIVI , N C. . ..,..., ..

BUILO~R OF THE WORLO'S MOST POWERFUL R1FLES

Home office: 2775 iFirestone Blvd., South Gate 3, Calif..
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR: Canadian Sauer, Ltd.{ 103 Church St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

:~:~::~~~~~~~~~~~t¥~~yS:~:;''Se;~~D:::ldor1?G~~:~~rf,Germany
Dealers allover the world••
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If you keep a gun in your desk, place it
in position to be reached swiftly, drawn
and pointed smoothly. Gun pictured above
is badly placed, might be fumbled in draw.

By TOM NEWBURGH

T ODAY, THERE IS more danger on the streets of any
city than there ever was when gun-toting was the way

of life in roaring towns like Wichita, Tombstone, and
Dodge_ Any man· who operates a cash register in certain
sections of our cities is apt at any moment to face a hold
up. Any home in city or suburb could be invaded any
night by dangerous men seeking loot or sex. Today's police
officer is at least as likely to find himself in a gunfight as
was the average lawman in the bad old western days-and
I ought to know, because I'm a detective on the Chicago
Police Department, and Chicago sees an average of about
30 shootings per month. (Chicago is no worse than other
cities, in proportion to size. In one month recently, the Los
Angeles Police Department shot it out with 12 gunmen.)

Back in the days of Wyatt Earp and Billy Tilghman and
the others, the man who didn't wear a gun advertised his
peaceable intentions and was left alone by gunfighters.
John Chisum walked gunless through the powder-smoke
years in New Mexico Territory, and lived to tell it. Today,
the man, or the store, or the home without a gun is a patsy,
a soft touch for the hoods.

The F. B. I. crime survey of 1959, taken city by city
throughout the United States, showed one armed robbery
every three minutes, 24 hours a day, every day. That's
wilder than the Wild West ever was! Why not? In the old

days, practically every CItIzen, male or female, had guns
and knew how to use them. Today, it's the rare citizen in
store or home who (a) has a gun and (b) knows how
to use it.

I'm not recommending that every CItIzen go heavily
armed and ready to shoot anyone who steps out of line. I
am saying that a gun in the right place at the right time
could easily save your life, or your property, or the sanctity
of your home-if you know how to use it. That last "if" is
important. If you keep a gun for protection, you damned
well better know how to use it! .

Do you keep a gun in your home or place of business?
If so, is it ready to use? Is your ammunition fresh and
potent, or is it green with age? Does your autoloader have
a load in the chamber, or not? Is its clip pushed all the
way in, or not? Is your gun clean and smooth-working?
Where is this gun of yours? Is it where you might be able
to reach it in case of trouble, or is it so well hidden that
even your burglar couldn't find it? If your answer is ~'No,"
or "I don't know," to any of these questions, better do
something about it. A gun that fails to function when you
are conducting an interview with a hood can get you killed.

And how about you, yourself? Have you practiced with
that gun enough to put five aimed shots on a target the size
of this page at 75 feet? Given the gun in your hand, can

Sa"V'"e Y'Ou.:r Li.£e!
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you fire a first shot from it in, say, a couple of seconds,
and hit a man-size target at 15 feet? If you can't do
one or both, better hide the gun and forget it. How
ever ready it is t6 help you, you're not qualified to
use it.

Harsh words? Maybe; but true words, notwith
standing. I remember a man we found dead with a .
.357 Magnum clutched in his fist, empty, and a bullet
hole just above his left eye. According to witnesses, the
man had drawn the gun, fired five fast shots, from the
hip. He blew hell out one innocent bystander and
the surrounding scenery, but he never touched his
opponent. The other man fired one well-aimed (or
lucky) shot. Our dead man had the fire-power; he
lacked the skill.

Another instance: A man entered a drug store, drew
a revolver, ordered the druggist to open the till and
put the money in a paper bag. The druggist complied.
But as the hold-up man left the store, the druggist
pulled a small auto-loader from under the counter,
fired four shots. One of the slugs caught the robber low
in the thigh, driving clear through but missing the
bone. He fired back, and ran. His bullet. hit the
druggist in the chest.

Hard-working detectives apprehended the wounded
bandit while a doctor dug the bullet out of the druggist.
They didn't have to dig far. The slug had hardly more
than pierced the skin. When the detectives examined
the hold-up man's gun, they learned why: the gun was
an ancient clunker, nameless, so loose that most of its
power was lost through escape of gases at the breech.
Whether his centered shot was skill or luck doesn't
matter; he had bought (or stolen) the wrong weapon.

That druggist was lucky in another way, too. I
asked him if he had practiced with his weapon. He

said, "Why should I? I hit him,
didn't I?" Well, yes. But he had
had time to fire four shots, at an
easy, close-range target. Anyone
of those shots could have ended
the matter. Instead, he took a
bullet in the chest which, but for
incredible (Continued on page 42)
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Rail hunting comes in two "sizes:" from a poled boat,
which is easy. or on foot over boggy marshes in heat
that blisters you. But it is fun if you can take it.



By BLAINE KLOPPENBORG

These are but a few of the various calls,
whistles, and other devices used by
author before the right one was found

GENTLY AND SLOWLY, but ever so steadily, I turned the barrel and
handle of the tiny device known as a bird call. Mixing the loud rapid

warbling of the Oriole's song with that of the long, clear, whistled caroling of
the Robin, I ground out a wide variety of bird calls. I wasn't interested in
birds, however. I was "whistling up" a woodchuck.

Only a few minutes before this, as I drove my Jeep across a back section of
the farm, I had seen a woodchuck dive into his hole. I pulled up broadside
of the chuck's hole so I could use the hood of the Jeep as a makeshift bench
rest. About half way through my repertoire of bird calls, and in the middle of
what I thought was a fair rendition of the irregular whistling, sputtering,
chattering of the Starling's song, it happened.... The chuck popped up out
of his hole as if the "all clear" had been sounded after an air raid warning.

He looked aroUlid, then ran about four yards from the entrance to eat some
young· sprouts. I stopped calling, dropped the whistle in my pocket, took a
good long squint down the tube of the Weaver K6 scope, put the crosshairs a
little below his ear, and "touched 'er off." The mushrooming hollow point
"stopped his clock," slamming into him with pile-driving speed.

I called again, and almost at once a young chuck came out. I bowled
him over with no trouble at all, almost beside the old one. To this day, in the
Valhalla of animaldom, those two chucks are probably still wondering how
and why those birds crossed them up.
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Breaking in call requires two hands. Actual
calling, left, needs only gentle holding of
barrel, relaxed movement of thumb and fore
finger on call handle, plus time to practice.

SOUNDING "ALL CLEAR"

ON BIRD WAVELENGTH MAY

BE A DIRTY TRICK ON MR. WOODCHUCK.

BUT IT PRODUCES RESULTS FOR

SMALLBORE OR HANDGUN VARMINTERS

That's the secret. Bird calls offer a brand new concept
in chuck hunting. The type of call I have found most
effective can be purchased at any pet shop for a dollar.

How did I stumble onto this? In the first place, I didn't
just stumble onto it. It evolved out of a period of five years
of practical and orderly research, trial and error, success
and failure. Here, just as in all other phases of shooting,
hunting, ammo, and guns, there is no place for blind leaps
in the dark, random shots at nothing, or jumping to false
conclusions. Everything must be tried and proved, accord
ing to its own worth and merit. To do this, I bought, bor
rowed, begged, or made about every type and kind of a
call imaginable for calling animals. All this for one lone
theory ... to prove that a chuck can be called.

Today, some thirty odd manufacturers are engaged in
the business of making animal calls of many types. Oddly
enough, the one call that they haven't turned out is one
that will work on the woodchuck-the most sought after,
and popular of all varmints. How these companies missed
the boat on this angle after launching the ship itself is
beyond me.

GUNS SEPTEMBER 1961
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This chuck was caught by telephoto lens being called
out of hole. Seconds later, author made one-shot kill.

This bird call is capable of producing a wide variety of
amazingly realistic bird-like sounds, songs, and calls. It is
a veritable factory capable of rolling out an assembly line
like production of calls, songs, warnings, twitterings,
limited only by the imagination of the operator, and the
skillful touch of his fingers. Practice is essential.

Most birds are active from early dawn until around
10:00 A.M., and again from about 3 :30 P.M. till about
dusk; almost. identical to the hours when woodchucks are
also most active. This makes for a natural combination,
smce although any hour of the (Continued on page 31)
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Slot in booted scabbard locks around

2 bolt handle, locks rifle in. Boot is
snap - fastened, flips free for smooth
draw even with a scope - sighted rifle.

1

SADDLE MOUNTS FOR

Tilted enough to hold rifle firm, but
low enough for easy mounting and dis
mounting, this left-side mount allows
rifle to be drawn to rear when needed.
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WESTERN RIFLES By WILLIAM CURTIS

3
This mount, though popular with TV cowboys, lets
rifle snag limbs,' gauge horse's neck if he turns
left. Forward draw past head may spook the horse.

4
This rifle won't bounce out, and barrel is clear
of skirt, does not bow rider's leg. But rifle is
less accessible for drawing by dismounted hunter.

AT LEAST as controversial as "What is the best deer
rifle?" is that other question, "How should a rifle be

carried on a saddle?" Hunters in the west, southwest,
and Pacific Coast areas, where game country may be reach·
able only by horseback, have almost as many answers as
there are hunters; but here are some of the "answers," with
one man's opinions as to their faults and merits. If your
method isn't mentioned, don't write me: just go ahead and
hang your own scabbard!

Several basic problems have to be considered. Some of
these affect the horse; some affect the hunter. Obviously,
the gun must be hung so that a rider can "draw" it quickly
and smoothly when a shot is offered.. But it must be hung
so that it will not cause unnecessary discomfort for the

rider, and so that it will not interfere with the horse's
movements. It must be hung, too, so that it will stay put.
A lot of good rifles have been damaged by being dragged
out their scabbard by brush or by falling out when the
horse climbs in steep country, or when he bucks. Trained
horses in a guide's remuda are not apt to buck with you,
but steep country is probably just what you're seeking
else why are you on horseback?

Photo Number 1 shows one of my own favorite positions.
The scabbard may be a shade too far forward, but if
placed further back, or at a steeper angle, the butt of the
rifle rises to catch a man's leg as he swings into or out of
the saddle. Placed at a lesser angle, more nearly level,·
the rifle might jounce out of its (Continued on page 46)

5
Some riders like right-side mount as shown here
with bolt action rifle in booted mount. Draw is
difficult unless made before or as you dismount.

6
Lacking a scabbard, rifle can be tied to saddle
strings or hung on horn with loop through trig
ger guard. Rider's knee guards and steadies gun.



STAMPS HAVE PROMOTED SHOOTING IN

OTHER LANDS: WHY NOT TRY IT HERE?

FOR, YOl:.J:R
STA.::M:P

A.LEl:.J::M:
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By TOM BURRIER

SUPPOSE CAMP PERRY'S annual shooting competi
tions were advertised by one hundred million multi

colored posters-posters so distributed that no American
and few people anywhere in the world, could miss seeing
them. Assume national trap meets and other major events
involving firearms were similarly publicized, officially, by
our government.

Then add prolonged magazine, newspaper, radio, and
television publicity until even the loneliest hermit is fully
informed on the spotlighted gun competitions.

What a fantastic boost this eould be for shooting!
It has often been done for subjects much less significant

than our national shooting programs: chickens, a gym
nastic society, various industries, historic monuments, have
benefited from a "special" U. S. postage stamp.

For sheer, saturation publicity of a person, place or
event, nothing in the advertising world compares. The

6

1) Sweden, 1960, civilian target shooting. 2) Czechoslova
kia, 1948, peasant revolt. 3) Switzerland, 1950, target
shooting, semi-postal. 4) Hungary, 1941, tax for Army
support. 5) Costa Rica, 1950, airmail, battle of Cartago.
6) United States, 1961, Civil War. 7) Liberia, 1947, battle
of Monrovia. 8) Pakistan, 1961, Kim's Gun for Boy Scout
Jubilee. 9) Netherlands, 1944, exiled volunteer. 10)
Austria, 1914, semi·postal, militia in .trenches. 11) Jugo-

slavia, 1954, first Serbian revolt in 1804.

hundred million stamp "posters" carry mail everywhere;
the stamp subject is noted by the letter writer, by the
addressee, and by in-between handlers.

In weeks before a "special" stamp issuance, millireams
of background dope on the stamp subject flood press and
air waves. A "first day of sale" city, closely connected with
the honored place or event, is selected by the Post Office
Department. On the issue date, the new stamp is sold only
at the "first day" post office. Elaborate ceremonies feature
cabinet officers, state governors, and other dignitaries as
speakers, with live telecasts and further floods of favorable
publicity.

Stamp collectors (there are about 20 million in North
America) send self-addressed envelopes to the "first day"

office, to obtain the special cancellation. Commercial firms
connected with the event mail colorfully decorated \'first
day" envelopes to customer lists. Half a million first-day
envelopes is a normal mailing volume for a new stamp.
The day following, the special stamp goes on sale at all
U. S. post offices. .

In these days of creeping anti-gun legislation and well
meant but thoughtless attacks on "the right of the people
to keep and bear arms," a stamp series featuring firearms
and firearm 'events would further dignify a major Ameri·
can heritage.

There is ample precedent in foreign nations for postage
stamps picturing civilian riflemen, rifle matches, and game
hunting. Some, of the semi-postal (Continued on page 37)
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TALK TO FIVE SHOOTERS and you'll get five different opin
ions about what makes a rifle accurate. One man says it's in

the bedding of the barrel in the wood, another that it's all in the
ammunition, another that it's in the rifle's action (whether bolt or
lever or some other), another that it's in the rifling-plus the
cynic in the crowd who insists that any rifle is as accurate as the
man shooting it can hold it.

They're all right; but, given equality in other factors, the rifling
in the barrel, and the stabilizing effect that rifling gives to the
bullet, is a directly determining factor in rifle accuracy.

Down through the decades, there have been literally scores of
different kinds of rifling: different shapes, depths, and numbers of
grooves, different angles of "twist." Each type has had its pro
ponents, and each could "prove" his point by demonstrating ac-
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ecret is ine"

Conventional six groove rifling is
shown in top pictures; deep grooves
show on bullet. Below is Marlin's
Ib groove shallow rifling, with a
bullet bearing its typical pattern.
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Marlin's Cap Colby test-fires guns
for function, consistent accuracy.



curacy with a given rifle, with a given bullet. Rifle makers
today still have divergent beliefs about rifling-about the
shape, depth, and number of grooves, about the degree of
twist for a given bullet, about how rifling is best cut into
a barrel. All of them are right, and can prove it with highly
accurate rifles. Marlin experts swear by their Micro-Groove
rifling, and prove it with groups and group measurements
that are truly fantastic; so fantastic that I determined to
put a Micro-Groove Marlin through some tests myself, see
how it would shoot-for me. This, then is the story of
Marlin's Micro-Groove rifling-the theories on which Mar
lin experts base their claims for it, and the results I got
from it.

According to one of the five shooters mentioned in the
first paragraph of this story, the action on which a rifle is
built is a factor in its accuracy. There are those who insist
that only a bolt action rifle can be truly accurate. Yet
Marlin has, for more than 85 years, clung to their lever
actions-and Marlin is no newcomer in the competition for
accurac.y. Ballard rifles, made by Marlin between the years
1875 and 1890, 'were famous for their accuracy; so much
so that they are much sought-after today, both as collectors'
pieces and for use as varminters and bench rifles-the two
most demanding of rifle sports so far as rifle accuracy is
concerned. The Ballard A-I, commonly known' as the Bal·
lard Creedmore, pictured with this article is now owned by
Bob Wallack. It is just one of the many models, styles, and
calibers made by Marlin under the Ballard trade name.
This specimen is in fine shooting condition and will, today,
make tight little groups as consistently small as can be
made with many target-grade rifles produced in much more
recent years.

Marlin's theory of rifling for accuracy begins with the
fact that bullets, in spite of the best efforts of their makers,
are imperfect to some slight, almost unmeasurable, degree.
That is, individual bullets in a given lot are not exactly
uniform. This is not due to manufacturing carelessness, by
any means; but jackets that differ in thickness from one

SO SAY MARLIN EXPERTS WHEN

THEY TELL OF THE 8S-YEAR RECORD OF

BALLARD-MARLIN ACCURACY

side of the bullet to the other, even if the difference is no
more than a microscopic fraction of an inch, can play hob
with acc'uracy. Marlin's Micro-Groove rifling is designed
to offset this hazard, or at least to minimize it, and thus
improve accuracy. Let's have a look at this. and other
claims made in Marlin advertising and by Marlin experts,

Marlin pioneered "button" rifling, using a system of 16
to 24 very shallow grooves, in contrast to the conventional
4or 6 grooves. Wheq. four grooves are used in a .30 caliber
barrel, the cut of each groove is 0.004 inch deep. With the
greater number of grooves in the Micro-Groove rifling, the
grooves are shallower and thus less bullet metal is dis
placed. This, our Marlin friends tell us, results in less dis
tortion and a better grip of the grooving on the bullet.
They insist also that, because of the shallower grooving, an
uneven thickness of the jacket wall does not affect the
bullet's flight, but lets it remain centered in the throat
rather than being pushed over toward the side of the thin
nest part of the jacket wall. Greater stabilization of the
bullets means greater accuracy. (Continued on page 40)

Many of the famed Ballard rifles are still used in
competition shooting, can equal many modern rifles.

By BOB TREMAINE

Marlin's solid carbide' button, shown here for first
time, used to make Micro-Grooving, shown above left.
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Over 250 skeetgunners squared away in
the 1961 running of the Great -Western, one
of the most successful in history. The three
day event enjoyed excellent press, radio, and
TV coverage. Lincoln Park president Marv
Rosenberg, program chairman Mort Froy,
and publicist Dick Levin look forward to an
even bigger and better meet next year.

Additional Great Western results:
ALL AROUND

Champion: Clarence Schuyler, Park Ridge,
Ill., 385x400.

Class AA: Mort Froy, Skokie, 111., 385x400.
Class A: J. Hilland, Indianapolis, Ind.,

381x400.
Class B: G. Rehr, Chicago, Ill., 371x400.
Class C: R. Mengel, Oshkosh, Wise., 366x400.
Class D: George Presbitiro, Chicago, Ill.,

366x400.
Class E: G. Shores, Chicago, Ill., 310x400.
Ladies: Marge Annan, Aspen, Colo., 367x400.
Ladies Class AA: Jean Shields, Grand Rap-

ids, Mich., 35lx400.
Ladies Class A: Patty Singer, Sewickley, Pa.,

356x400.
Ladies Class B: C. 1engel, Oshkosh, Wise.,

341x400.
Sub-Senior Champion: Al Shuley, Chicago,

Ill., 383x400.
Industry Champion: Jack Eliot, Chicago, TIl.,

370x400.
ALL BORE

Champion: John Poister, Sewickley, Pa.,
100xl00.

Class AA: Clarence Schuyler, Park Ridge,
Ill., 100xl00.

Class A: N. Prescott, Wayzota, Minn.,
99xl00

Class B: Don Davis, Chicago, Ill., 98xl00.
Class C: Jim Coulter, Northbrook, Ill.,

97xl00.
Class D: A. K. Andrews, Chicago, Ill.,

97xl00. ~_

Class E: O. J. Glasman, Chicago, Ill., 91xlOO.
Ladies: Jean Shields, Grand Rapids, Mich.,

99xl00.
Junior: Dan Niederer, Elmhurst, Ill., 99xl00.
Sub-Senior: Clarence Schuyler, Park Ridge,

111., 100xl00. .
Industry: Lloyd Pierce, Chicago, Ill., 97x

100.
Husband-Wife: Marion & Jean Shields,

Grand Rapids, Mich., 194x200.
TWO-MAN TEAM

Champions: Jim Settlege and Ed Sherer,
Waukesha, Wise., 198x200.

Class AA: AI Shuley and Frank Swengel,
Chicago, Ill., 197x200.

Class A: Vic Sussin and Keith VanKirk,
Chicago, Ill., 195x200.

Class B: N. Prescott and T. A. Cladhelm,
Wayzota, Minn., 194x200.

Class C: C. Menzel and R. Menzel,~
Oshkosh, Wise., 185x200. ~

THE WORM TURNED at the 18th An
nual Great Western skeet champion.

ships at Lincoln Park Gun Club, Chicago.
Last year, in the male competitions, if you
were old enough to shave, the chances were
that you didn't make the winner's circle. It
was different this year. Most of the major
men's titleists in 1961 have been shaving for
many years. The "oldsters" staged a come
back.

Alex Kerr, who was probably winning
skeet trophies before some of last year's
Great Western victorious youngsters were
born, set the pace early when he showed
his heels to the 410 field with a sharp 96xl00.

Bill Furlong, writing in the Chicago "Daily
Jews" prior to the Great Western, had pre

dicted that the graybeards of 35 and up
might have to switch to trap in order to
win some victor's hardware in the clay target
games. Bill seems to have put the whammy
on the skeet youngsters by this prediction.

Young Dan Niederer, the Junior World's
Champion, valiantly ground out 99 of the
28 gauge targets, but so did Chet Crites of
Detroit, who is no stranger to the shaving
brush; and maybe it was Chet's shaving
savvy that won him the title in the shoot-off.

Last year's hot youngster, Dave Hussey,
posted a 98 in the 20 gauge race, but this
wasn't good enough. Two old pros, Hoosier
Bob Dodd, from Indianapolis, and Lincoln
Park home-grown Joe Bullaro, locked horns
in a shoot-off for the 20 gauge toga, with the
title going to Dodd in two overtime sessions.

Twelve shooters who broke 'em all
(l00xl00) in 1960 made for a lot of con
gestion at the top. This year, shooters visit
ing Chicago for the first time found out
why it is called the "Windy City." One
loyal Lincoln Park host was heard to de
scribe the winds as "only gentle breezes"
at the same time bracing himself to keep
from being blown off his station. But the
gale-borne targets looked good to John
Poister of Sewickley, Pa., a Class C shooter
going into the Great Western. He picked
this day and spot for his first 100 straight
in competition, and made it all the way to
the championship.

Clarence Schuyler was the only other
shooter with a perfect century. The all-gauge
100 straight fitted well into his 385x400
total, good for the All-Around Championship.

Marge Annan, of Aspen, Colorado, who
carried home a lot of loot in 1960, kept up
her winning ways with the 1961 Women's
AII-Aiound. Jean Shields of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, always a contender in the distaff
division, tooK the Women's All-Gauge. Dan
Niederer, Elmhurst, Illinois was Junior
Champion. Jack Elibt repeated in the In
dustry All·Around race, and Lloyd Pierce
was goo~ in the Industry all-Gauge contest.

ITHACA
STANDARD

fEATHERLlGHT®
Model 37 $94.95

other models to $2500

BOTTOM EJECTION
Throws shells straight
down. Protects you from
ejecting shells, gas blow·
back. Easy to load Qnd
unload,

Compare Ithaca features and
quality with any other shot·
gun! Ask for an Ithaca Feath·
erlight® from your Ithaca
franchised Dealer, now.

SEE ITHACA X·S LIGHTNING
-AMERICA'S FINEST .22!
lightning fast autoloader
with exclusive features for
safety and accuracy. 7·shot
clip model $39.95; 16·shot
tubular model $49.9$.

SPECIAL OFFER!
Ithaca Gun Catalog. Loaded

-with expert tips for bellet
shooting. Just 25t__

Write Pept.. GM·9

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES,
FINEST QUAlITY
MAKE THE DiffERENCE

fEATHERlIGHT® WEIGHT
America's lightest all·
steel shotgun. Lets you
travel farther, point
faster, finish fresher.

RAYBAR® SIGHT
Gives you amazing
gun pointing ability
under any shooting
conditions. Lets
you lead faster,
more accurately.

COMPARE
ITHACA
FEATHERLIGHT®
WITH ANY
SHOTGUN!
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THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL

Back strap of Bisley Colt is
fully engraved with continu
ous pattern. Stars on right
side of grip are smooth, won't
interfere with lengthy firing.

By OWEN ROBERTS

T HIS BISLEY COLT was engraved for Hugh O'Brien, TV's
Wyatt Earp, by Arthur Cordiero of Anaheim, California.

Cordiero is a custom engraver whose experience includes em
ployment with Winchester and with Marlin Firearms.

The gun is in perfect condition and was engraved with the
temper retained. The Bisley Colt was developed for the inter
national revolver matches held in Bisley, England, and the
grips were designed for target work. The trigger is set further
back in the trigger guard, allowing better trigger control and
reducing backlash, and the hammer is lower and flatter than
that of the Single Action Army gun. The Bisley model was
succeeded by the New Service Target model, manufacture of the
model terminating after 1912. The Bisley model, in contrast~
to the Army model, was not manufactured in .22 rimfire. ~
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·TIP FOR
HUSBANDS:

Buy Your
Gal aGun
By W. DAVID PENNIMAN

After function and potentialities have been mastered, the
sight picture and gun holding technique is explained and
demonstrated. At first, sessions are held with empty gun.

IF YOUR SHOOTING CAUSES FAMILY

STATIC. TEACH THE FAMILY THAT "SHOOTING IS FUN FOR EVERYONE"

lation now being enacted. The National Rifle Association
is combating this lack of knowledge with publicity and
educational programs, but we must do our part also.

The Constitution of the United States gives people the
right to keep and bear arms. This right should not be
infringed upon, but if the people have the right to possess
firearms they also have the obligation to know gun safety.

What about the woman and firearms? The majority of
women see firearms as one of their husband's necessary
evils--like cigar butts and poker nights. If for no other
reason than for self-preservation, the husband should teach
his wife the difference between the muzzle and the butt of
a pistol, rifle, or shotgun.

In fact, I taught my wife the fundamental rules of gun
safety before we were married. The first time I handed her
a pistol I said, "Never point this at anything unless you
intend to shoot it." I figured I'd better teach her gun
manners if I wanted to live to our wedding day. After all,
you don't play jokes with a 230 grain .45 caliber slug.

I bought my wife a .22 revolver and started teaching.
We took the pistol apart and I showed her how it worked.
Then I showed her how to clean it. In this way she became
accustomed to the gun and learned to respect rather than
fear it. By the time I took her out shooting two things
were automatic with her.

First, she never pointed a gun at something she didn't
intend to shoot. Second, she'd ask when picking up a gun
that was new to her, "How do you check to see if it's
loaded ?"

Those are just two of the many (Continued on next page)

ARE YOU the only one who knows how to use the guns
Ii- in your home? Or have you taken the time to teach
your family facts that someday may save their lives?

In recent years more and more women and children are
learning to use firearms with skill and safety. It is lack
of knowledge about firearms which so often results in
feminine fear of them. This fear of firearms is probably as
much to blame as the crimes of violence for firearm legis-

Demonstration of gun function and how-to of gun care
are·.as important as· proper holding, are also taught.
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BIPOD
$17.50

NEW! FREELAND
"SUPREME" BENCHREST

STAND $30.00

STOP fLINCHING-IMPROVE SCORING!
Acclaimed by champion shooters and recommended by
Ear Specialists as the best protection against harmful
noise. lee Sonic EAR·VAlVS let you hear everything
normally while they eliminate the harmful effects of
gun blost noise. A precision engineered, patented
mechanical hearing protector. NOT EAR PLUGS. Only
$3.95 Q pro with money bock guarantee. ORDER TODAY
or write for FREE Medical Proof and literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1608 Hillhurst Ave., Dept. K, Los Angeles 27, Colif.

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$.13.50

NEW MARK III BSA. MARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rifle. the Supreme in Accuracy, com
fort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooter. without sights ••••••••••••• $210.00

SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

ALL ANGLE
TRIPOD $15.25

FREELAND LARGE LEATHER HOLSTER
RUG, FOR HAMMERLI, and 10"
barrelled hand guns •••...••••••. $ 9.98

FREELAND B Shooting Mat. • • • • • • • • • •• 17.50
FREELAND ~ opening Rifle Kit ....•••. ' 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREELAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks, 50 hole $2.00, DeWar. . . • • • •. 2.30
FREELAND Sling Keeper. . • .. . • . . • • ... 1.25

" Deluxe Cuff & QD hook • . • • • • • • . 4.25
U Mid-Century cuff Comb. •.••••••. 8.50

Alum. butt plate 10.50
butt plate w/rubber pad ••••••. , J.3.00
Schutzen hook for above . . • • . . • . 8.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST •...•••••.. 12.50

CARBIDE LAMP. . . . • • • . • • • .. . • . • .. .. • 3.40
Trigger Pull Gauge.................. 5.80
RIG SCORING GAUGE............... 2.00
MITCHELL # 2 Shooting Glasses , 12.00
lOX SHOOTING COAT 20.00
Win. Model 70's , 139.00
REMINGTON 40X rifle •....••..•.•••.139.75
Remington 66 NYLON ••...•.••...•.. 53.95
Mossberg 144-LS 52.45
Sturm Ruger, Single-b 63.25
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair..... 3.95
ACE TRIGGER SHOE, mention gun. • • • • . 2.50
Win. Model 52 Std. or HB 139.75
Win. Model 50 Shotgun 12 Ga..•......134.45
S&W Model 41 .22 Automatic 100.00
S&W Chief Special, Regular •.••.•••.•• 65.00
HIGH STANDARD SPORT-King ..•..•..• 52.95
HIGH STANDARD Supermatic Citation ... 89.95

Prices SubjecI 10 Change Wilhoul NOlice
Jobbing all the Remington, Winchester. Marlin, S&W.
Ruger, High-Standard, Crosman, Mossberg, Firearms, Sheri
dan, BSA Target Guns, etc. WRITE FOR PAMPHLET.

FREELAND'S S~ope Stands. Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Ro~k Island. III.

manual: George, Jack F. Shooting and Fire
arms Education. 1201 Sixteenth Street, North
west, Washington, D.C.: American Associa
tion for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, 1956. The price is $1.50 and well
worth it.

If you start teaching your kids to shoot
be sure not to quit half-way through the
project. A little knowledge can be worse
than none at all. Boy or girl, man or woman,
the person who thinks he knows all about
guns, but really knows very little, is more
dangerous than the person who knows noth
ing about them, but is willing to learn
this of course holds true of many acquired
skills.

Let's face it; firearms can be dangerous.
But firearms can bring a great deal of en·
joyment, too. Why not share the enjoyment,
not the danger? Teach your family about
those "don't touch" objects in the back of
your closet or locked in your gun cabinet.
Start with your wife. While I'm not trying
to advocate "togetherness," gun safety can
prevent you and your family ~

from being apart - for good. ~

Call makes chuck easy mark.

call; in fact it isn't an animal call at all in
the true sense of the word; it's a bird call,
designed to imitate bird calls, songs and
notes-a whistle-like device. This is the key
factor which makes it possible to whistle up
a chuck with an unbelievable amount of regu
larity.

It has long been known that birds serve as
a warning device, spreading the alarm of ap
proaching danger throughout the animal
kingdom. From the ground, perched on a
limb, or in the air, regardless of the location,
birds provide a "radar warning system" upon
which animals depend for warnings of ap
proaching danger. This principle has been
further evidenced in many of the varmint
calling stories which have appeared in most
"hunting" and "shooting" type publications
over the years. Nearly all of them mention
the fact that, though the incoming varmint
cannot be seen, his presence is known due

WHISTLE UP A WOODCHUCK
(Continued from page 21)

day might be said to be o~e in which chucks mainly to the fact that birds can be seen
or birds can be observed, there are certain taking wing. The varmints' presence is also
hours that are more productive than others. generally foretold by the sudden silence, the

Whistling up a chuck will not call him into absence of birds singing, or, something just
range; will not bring him running; and, will the opposite, by the cawing of crows or the
not result in one Marmota Monax sitting on screaming of Jays circling over the varmint,
the end of your gun barrel after a few min- indicative O'f danger in that particular locale.
utes of calling. It will however, lull him into Actually, whistling up woodchucks is mere·
a false sense of security, leading him to be· ly a matter of applying an old, but well
lieve that above ground, on the surface, all known fact to a new situation. All wildlife
has returned to normal, and that safety exists put great stock in the reliability of the ac
again. Actually the device is not a woodchuck tion of birds ... so why should woodchucks

be an exception?
Bird-chatter is a safety signal also, signi

fying that the danger is past. This is why a
chuck can be whistled up. Create that safety
signal, or produce what he associates with
safety, and you have found a means of out
witting him. And to the woodchuck, the
sound of a bird singing nearby is the symbol
of safety.

Although calling or whistling up a wood·
chuck is not too dissmiliar from that of call
ing a predator, deer, duck, goose, squirrel, or
crow, the basic idea involves a completely
different approach, and results are obtained
by a vastly different motive. In predator call
ing, the element of food and hunger is in
volved. When properly called, the meat-eat
ing varmint comes in on the run at the
sound of a dying rabbit call, looking for an
easy meal. Calling deer and elk or a moose,
the element of sex is involved, or protection,
such as the bleating of a young fawn. The
duck caller, crow caller, or the person using
a turkey call, relies upon his ability to closely
imitate the bird or animal being called. But
in "calling" chucks, the usual motives of sex,
hunger, protection, and imitation are absent.
The new motive is that of "safety," and try
ing to convey that idea to a chuck in his
underground burrow. Imitation is involved, of
co.urse, since it stands to reason that the more
birds you can imitate the greater the margin
of safety must seem to the unsuspecting
chuck. Actually, we are not calling chucks
at all; we are actually trying to "call" birds
in to the area, since the more chaHer and
singing of birds that can be brought to bear

rules to be learned. I picked those because
I had to start somewhere, and I knew my
wife would need a gun for protection, not
for hunting. She has learned a lot more
about guns since those two basic rules, but
I'd say they're good ones to start with.

My wife has made me proud several times
by good gun habits. I'm never ashamed to
take her into a gun shop with me. On the
contrary, I like to surprise the salesman
with her knowledge of firearms.

Children and firearms pose a more diffi
cult problem.· At what age should children
be taught about firearms? Can they be taught
too soon? How should they be taught? The
NRA supplies instruction for boys and girls

. between the ages of 10 and 17; however,
they should not be allowed to shoot firearms
until they are 12 years old, according to the
NRA program. Many summer camps follow
this, and are quite pleased with the results.
The children learn with others their age and
have an instructor who is prepared to teach
the youngsters. If the parents decide to
teach their children the safe use of firearms,
they would do well to send for the following
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rosin applied to the metal plug inside the
call brings it instantly back to life. As in
other forms of calling, silence is golden; a
period of it between calling intervals of re
curring patterns of notes produces a more
life-like and realistic imitation. Also, a few
high pitched "squeaky-kiss" calls are usually
effective in alerting and attracting those un
seen birds beyond visual range. This is im·
portant, as it 'means you will be creating
more bird sounds or calling in birds to make
those sounds, which the woodchuck inter
prets as a sign that all is well above ground.

One-hand operation requires more practice
than the two-handed method. Hold the barrel
gently with the hand and rotate the handle
with thumb and forefinger.

Woodchucks are hard to spot, hard to fool,
and even harder to hit; but the var"mints,
young and old alike, are suckers for the call
ing bit. When you tell a non-hunter that you
are a varmint hunter, he'll probably admire
your sportsmanship. Tell him your specialty
is "picking them off" at those long, long
ranges and he'll think highly of your skill.
But when you tell him you also hunt 'em in
close, that you call them with a bird call,
he'll more than likely think you've gone off
your rocker. But it's what you need to tip
the scales in your favor.

My favorite gear for this work is are·
worked Winchester Model 72 (one of three
which I have built) with a free floating
"bull" barrel, bedded action, custom-fitted
stock, and a Weaver K-6 scope. As for ammo,
it goes without saying that hollow points are
the ticket. But whether you pack a .22 or a
super-varminter, or a pistol, the chuck~
call will supply the targets. :~

and keen observance that squeezes out results
from the margins of possibility. Unlike var
mint calling, you need not consider the di·
rection of the wind.

The mechanics of operating the "chuck
call" are quite simple and require little
practice for results. Breaking in the new call
requires using both hands. Fingers must' be
kept stiff, and with wrist or arm movement
(never fingers), both parts should be rotated
or turned back and forth simultaneously,
applying a slight pressure between them. To
change sound and pitch of the notes, a slight
variance of pressure between the moving
parts is required. A small in-and·out move·
ment of the handle will produce whistles,
chirps, and cheeps. Canary-like twittering and
trilling notes are made when handle and bar
rel parts are held at their extreme opposite
ends and turned lightly.

After breaking in, louder notes and deep
throated whistles are the result of a firm
smooth rotating of parts in a back-and-forth
motion. Occasionally the voice will wear out,
or fade away, but a small amount of common

around the chuck's hole, the more he assumes
that everything is safe above ground. This
means that the range must be relatively close,
not for the birds whose hearing senses are
very acute, but for the chuck hidden some·
where down there in his subterranean pas·
sage. Best results are obtained inside a 50
ft. radius of the den entrance. Inside this
range, movement is prohibited, since the
woodchuck is aware of your proximity
through ground vibrations. This is a "close·
in" tool. '

Handgunners will be quick to recognize the
potential benefits to be derived from this new
method of chuck-busting. The bird call is
not a mechanism requiring one hand on the
gun with a released safety, and the other
hand on the call. The call can be worked
either with one or two hands. Nor is there
any great need for elaborate systems of
camouflage. I frequently call from an impro
vised benchrest such as an old table, the
tailgate or hood of my Jeep, from a fence
post, or across an old log or stump, rolling
up my jacket to serve as a shooting pad.

The chuck however, like the varmint, duck,
or crow, is not easily outsmarted. A couple
of times calling and shooting, and the wood
chuck becomes call-wise. Shoot at and miss
a chuck, or walk near him or his hole, and
he heads for the darkness of his den. This is
the time to make use of the bird call. Make
him think that birds are up there on the
surface, and he thinks this means safety, that
you have departed. Be ready though, because
when he comes up one of the first things he is
going to do is look around to see if you are
still there. If he sees you before you can nail
him ... it's goodby chuck. You might as
well pack up and move on. He's got your
number for the rest of the day.

The varmint hunter whose sole claim to a
place of distinction among his fellow var
minteers is a .22 rimfire rifle will welcome
this trick chuck calling. The working range
of his .22 is about 75 yards, and the work
ing range of the bird call is somewhere
around 50 yards, although best results are
had at the 50 foot range indicated. The work
ing ranges of the two are very similar. For
the big bore and high velocity rifles, it's a
different story. Often "doping out" at ex
treme close range runs into about as big a
problem as those far out shots.

Obviously it would be ridiculous to say
that, by using a call on chucks, results can
be guaranteed, just as it is equally absurd
and preposterous to guarantee the results of
a crow, duck, or predator call. If the critters
aren't there in the first place, no amount of
calling is going to produce the goods. Also,
it takes a fair degree of skill to imitate a
wide variety of birds, or even one single
specie.

Moreover, calling chucks is productive only
when you have located an active chuck hole.
In calling woodchucks you have only to
watch one spot-the active hole, whereas in
other forms of game calling you are forced
to watch in all directions to some extent.
Results are productive about 60 per cent of
the time. This is a long ways from perfect,
but I consider it to be a pretty high figure
of success.

.It naturally follows that the expected re
sults of whistling up woodchucks will be
closely correlated to the amount of skill, pa·
tience, and practice involved. The caller must
have the semblance of animal-like patience

SALE
MFG. in Germany.
The New Over &
Under Derringer-

.22 Cal. Blue Finish $16.95

.22 Mag. Chrome 24.95

.22 Cal. Chrome 19.95

.38 Spl. Chrome 39.95

FRONTIER DERRINGER

Very rare 7.65 caliber. Beautiful
blue finish. Walnut grips. Ex
cellent condo $24.95. Npar mint $29.95.
Ammo: $4.50 box. Stripper clips:
each. Holster: $S.50.

GERMAN 9MM P-38
$42.50

"TIGER" SADDLE CARBINE

SMITH & WESSON Ii·~=·"i:liii.
REVOLVERS

45 Caliber. Excellent condition.
Commercial blue finish .. $32.00
38 Special. Snub nose. 2" BBL.
Excellent. . $39.95

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

SALE
S.A. REVOLVERS

43,4, 5 j.2, 7j.2 BBLS.
.' 45 Long Colt $69.95

357 Magnum $79.95
44 Magnum $79.95

Send Check Jumbo Used Guns $1.00 PP
or M. O. German Military .50 PP

with Order Great Western .50 PP
CATALOGS Colt Single Action .. .50 PP

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO•• lne.
P.O. Box 1248 Dept. G Studio City, Calif.

CARBINE
Lots of Brass. Good collectors item-

Good Condo $19.95
Select Grade 24.95

.45 AUTOMATIC
Brand new unfired
Argentina 45 autos.
Beautiful blue finish walnut
grips $39.95 $800
.45 auto holsters. Brand new. . . . . :
Ammo-$3.50 Box

rx~~:i:n:5. ~CP Revolve~s $19.95

A RARE COLLECTORS FIND
.44-.40 Caliber. Original

Blue Finish, in Excellent Mechanical
and Shooting Condition, Complete

with Saddle Ring. Select grade $49.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II
Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality
& workmanship-Collectors find-mint
condition-$4.9S. Enfield ~ifle Bayo-

net
mint

$4.95. Argentina
Bayonet-$4.95
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Model V8
Scope with Crosshair

Reticle and Weaver·Adjustable
Mount: $79.50

FREE send for new
36-page, full-color catalog.

Power is changed instantly
by turning the scope eye
piece. A Y3 turn covers the
full power range, 2Y.X to
8X. Turning the eyepiece
for power change does not
affect the focus of the scope.

new power
change

new
multi-range

reticle

2Yz power

8 power

At lower powers, heavier
outer crosshairs enable eye
to pick up reticle quickly,
and square aperture brings
eye to center, or aiming
point. At higher powers,
fine crosshairs within aper
ture are used at extreme
ranges, or when aiming at
small targets. Multi-Range
Reticle is optional at
additional cost.

versatility plus

© 1961 W. It. W~AVI:It COMPANY

The versatile V8 is a continuously
variable-power scope, for long or
short range shooting - in wooded
or open country - at all kinds of
game. The Weaver V8 gives you a
true all-purpose hunting scope 
plus these fine features:
• The V8 is always in sharp focus at

any full or fractional power setting.
• New V8 Multi-Range Reticle - for

effective aiming at high or low
powers. No target "blot·out" at
any power.

• New type of Power Change - fast,
easy, positive.

• New IO·element optical system
with coated lenses; best Image
quality at all magnifications.

• New Weaver-Adjustable Mount
with quick, accurate micrometer
click adjustments for windage and
elevation.

• Lenses hermetically sealed. All
joints compression-sealed with
Neoprene a-rings. Nitrogen filled.

• Sold only complete with Weaver·
Adjustable Mount. No extras to
buy. Mount available for most
high power and .22 rifles.

Name _

Address _

City Zone__ State _

Dept.A3 W. R. WEAVER CO. EI Paso, Texa.s

.with N8
variable power 2Y2X to ax

WIIAVII*COPII

WALKIN' UP A RAIL
(Continued from page 19)

solitude from living man, even on opening
day of the season. I returned to the Guineas
last fall. .

The boat was fifty yards off-shore in the
York river near the village of Bena. The tide
was out, and Sam Stanford and I had no
trouble wading the knee deep water with our
provisions, and at 9:00 a.m. we were ready.

Sam is a game warden and his knowledge
of the York and the trail country is tops.
Under his skilled hand, the 16 foot skiff cut
its way out of the sand bar infested shal
lows into the deep blue channel.

Soon we passed the last houses and there
was nothing but marsh grass on our left,
water on our right. High sandy beaches flat
tened into soft rolling grass country, with
an occasional lofty pine statued against the
sun, telling us that a patch of high ground
had escaped the salt water. We left the York,
entered Mobjack Bay, a body of water which
nearly surrounds the Guinea Marshes, our
destination for the day. Then we were swal
lowed up in the fastness of the Bay and
what seemed a thousand marsh islands.
These were the Guineas, a kaleidoscope of
large and small islands all but devoid of
man. This was the rail country, wide and
vast and dry; grasslands superimposed upon
oozing muck; lands of the clapper rail. It
is here where the clapper lives out his life.
He may venture southward in winter, but he's
back again soon to raise his family.

Two hundred yards inside the bay, we
started to push the boat over the mud flats.
The waters were crystal clear and shallow,
and the world that opened up at our feet
was worth the trip. Hard~shelled crabs scam
pered us; millions of tiny fishes scurried in
and out from beneath our boots, a majestic
array of oyster and clam shells lined the
island shores. Gulls and terns cluttered the
waters ahead of us, and at our approach filled
the sky with flapping wings.

After pushing across the shallows, we rode
another mile or so, finally drifting into a
cove leading up to an island covered with
tall pines and tangled alder. A large fishing
boat lay at anchor, telling us our guide,
Penny, was home. Wading ashore, Penny's
family came down to meet us. Sam was no
stranger to them, they remembered me from
the year before, and they greeted us warmly.
We talked while Penny got his dog, Pat.
They told us that, from the cackling rails
they heard, we ought to have a good hunt.
They described the music of the birds out
in the wastes as especially loud, and that
meant close by and abundant. Penny headed
the skiff toward the nearest island. He wasn't
himting, but carried my shotgun while I
lugged my cameras. Our easy living was
over, and the hunt was on.

The dog hit the shore and froze. Sam and
Penny moved in to make the flush from the
waist deep· grass, while I readied for my
first picture of a rail on the wing. Penny
beckoned Pat in after the bird, and in he
went with one powerful lunge. We tensed.
"We'll make our first kill in less than a
minute," Sam said excitedly. But Pat just
kept right on going, and we saw nary a
feather. The bird had done what most rails
do at low tide-it had run instead of flushing.

Pat kept after it, through mud and alder
(Continued on page 36)
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The bird Pat was chasing got up about
five feet in front of his nose. With one
furious lunge and meshing of teeth, the dog
grabbed for it, but the bird flew on, only to
disintegrate a dozen feet ahead as Sam's
double barked twice.

We hunted the first island until about.
one. We returned to the boat for lunch with
only three birds, but I was dragging from
the waist down and the weight of the cam
eras made me feel as if I were walking on
all fours. In fifteen minutes we were off to
another island and hopes again ran high.
The second island jutted far out into the
water on all sides, like the points of a star.
Heavy grass and alder grew to the tips of
each point. Our plan was to work the birds
from the middle. If they decided to run, and
we knew darn well they would, we'd catch
up with them at the water where they would
either fly or drown.

Pat froze on a point again as he hit the
dry grass, and my anxiety to shoot overcame
my desire for a picture; I 'took my shotgun
and left the cameras in the boat. Pat charged
in after the rail, only this time up it went,
fluttering directly in front of the dog, so
slowly I could have taken a picture. Sam let
me take it, but I shot so fast and the bird
moved so slow that I cleared a yard of marsh
out from under it. It preened around slightly,
then straightened out and Sam spilled it.

Another one got up and this time I let it
go some 50 feet before pulling on it, crum·
bling it with one shot. We worked the alder
tangles and edged our way toward the edge,
thinking we would drive the birds from cov·
er. But the rails refused to be driven. Four
times in the next fifteen minutes they got up,
one by one, all perfect action photographs,
and me with a 12-gauge shotgun. Between
Sam and myself, we had eight birds, just
little more than half of one man's limit, but
we were licked. We agreed to get one more
and call it a day.

We travelled and hunted through two
more broad, mud·logged islands before Pat
held on another bird. This time I was ready
with my 35 mm camera. Pat went in; we
waited; no bird. Sam lowered his gun in
disgust, and I was about to throw my camera
across the York, when we heard a flutter and
here came Pat. The dog had run the bird
into us and the shuffie of our feet had forced
it to flush. I swerved with my camera and
Sam with his shotgun. I clicked the shutter
just a second before Sam clobbered him.

Our leg and arm muscles ached as we sat·
in the boat on our way to Bena that after·
noon. We had carried gun and camera over
what seemed a thousand miles of marsh mud,
and I wouldn't forget that day for a long,
long time. Not just the rail hunting, even
though it had its excitements. But we had
also seen a lot, heard a number of new
sounds, learned even more.

We learned that the clapper is a gallant
game bird with all the tricks of the game
available to him. I found him comparable to
any small game I'd ever hunted, and in many
ways he surpassed them all. Where else can
you find a bird that outruns and out-dodges
the ringneck pheasant, swims underwater
like a grebe and sneaks out of mudholes
with maddening ease. All this despite his
labored flight and weak looking legs. Walk
ing up a rail is sporty shooting and it does
separate the men from the boys. ~

And I like it! ~

P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

(Continued from page 23)
and grass; up one slough and into another,
wading the muck and swimming the water,
trailing it every step of the way. We did
our best to keep up, but finally gave in to
the mud that hampered every step. We de·
cided to wait it out until Pat pointed again
or the bird took to the air. You may run
some, but you don't run far nor often in the
Guineas. The oozing muck sticks tight to
your feet, sucks at your boots.

Finally, the bird ran out of cover at the ..
water's edge. We didn't have to move a step
as it flushed and headed smack into our
guns. Sam nailed him, but it was too far
for a picture. I continued trailing in hopes
that just one good shot would pose itself.
The wait lasted five hours..

With number one in the bag, we watched
Pat work the vast reaches of the island. The
dog covered a lot of ground and never tired.
He was a fine hunter, but he had a mind
of his own and the best we could do was
follow 'where he led. He knew more about
rails than we, since he had been born and
raised on the islands and had grown up
chasing the clappers. In another five min
utes Pat was holding again across the ·mud
flats some 200 yards away. Again we pulled
and tugged towards him, hoping to get there
before the bird ran or flushed. Pat's patience
wore thin and in he went after the rail. This
time the bird got up and landed again near
a small pond across a span of mud·flats,
pock-marked with thousands of tiny holes
about the size of a bottle top-the home of
the tiny fiddler crab. We knew the bird was
somewhere near the pond and we waited
patiently while Pat worked it out. The dog
held and then lunged into the heavy growth
of alder. Again the trail was on, around the
edge of the pond, in and out the slough,
and across the muddy banks.

In all the time I've hunted in those
marshes, I've yet to see one of the birds
actually running. I have seen them flush,
have seen their fresh tracks, but somehow,
I never saw one running. But I do know,
after walking behind a number of dogs that
were trailing them, that they will put the
colorful ringneck pheasant to shame when
it comes to walking. The clapper rail can
run rings around the ringneck, and every
thing is his cover: mud, grass, water holes.

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.
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er riding crop, with 18 Inch dagger hidden in
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GUNS FOR YOUR
STAMP ALBUM

(Continued from page 25)

vl!riety (described later), actually provide
funds for continuing these events, and for
other worthy projects. Even in captive and
dictator dominated countries, the nostalgic
past when citizens could own firearms is
occasionally recalled postally. Free Western
nations militantly feature shooting programs,
on their stamps.

Switzerland is a good example. One of
the world's oldest free republics, the Swiss
have remained that way by considering every
able-bodied male a soldier. Every soldier
should be able to shoot in defense of his
country, they reason, and supervised target
practice is a year 'round duty and sport.
The Swiss militia man keeps his rifle at
home, ready for instant use.

A 1950 semi-postal Swiss stamp pictured
civilian riflemen target shooting. One of
many such designs, the stamp sold for 50
centimes: 40 centimes was valid for postage,
and the additional ten went to support the
Red Cross.

Epirus, a rugged little Balkan country now
a part of Greece, featured quaintly-costumed
"Peasants At Target Practice" on 1914 letter
stamps. It was these same citizen-soldiers and
their not-so-quaint sharpshooting that helped
keep Mussolini's entire army at bay in the
early phases of World War II.

Germany postally noted the Seventh Na·
tional Shooting Matches at Innsbruck in
1944. The semi-postal pictured a Tyrolean
rifleman and his match weapon, "shadowed"
by a Wermacht soldier, which Hitler hoped
the civilian would become. Of the ten pfennig
stamp, six was good for postage, the other
four went to a fund for perpetuating the
Innsbruck matches. Germany has often issued
postage stamps honoring both civilian and
military gun events and individuals.

Sweden, home of many fine sporting and
military arms designs, issued a 1960 stamp
series showing rifle range, targets, and "ready
on the firing line." These tiny engravings,
repeated millions of times in the mail, keep
the entire population aware of the rifle rights
and gun privileges enjoyed in their free
country.

Canada in 1958 prepaid first class mail
with a stamp picturing an upland hunter,
/!;unning in a stubble field over his pointing
dog. Neighboring Newfoundland, as early as
1897, franked outgoing letters with "Caribou
Hunting," complete with sporting rifleman
and downed animal. Both of these stamp
issues advertised the good gun sport avail
able in nations where gun restrictions are
kept at safety minimums.

Many African countries and colonies have
postally pictured native horsemen and mili
tia, armed with everything from ancient flint
locks to modern Mausers. These stamps, and
those of most nations, are not issued to in
cite revolt against government, or promote
a warlike atmosphere. Rather, they reflect a
facet of daily life, the firearm a three-way
symbol: protection, sport, and food.

Practically all nations have, at some time
or another, undergone revolution and civil
war to attain independence, or freedom from
internal tyranny-a painful process still with
us in the 20th century. Most such strivings
for freedom have succeeded because of cit·
izens-turned-soldiers---citizens familiar with
rifle and shotgun through sport and target

,
Don~t let this happen to you . ..

HOTICE, The federal Car/ridge Corpora/ion i. American
owned and operated. " emploY$ labor in the United 51018$
01 a high rale of pay. It purchases all of its materials and
supplies here in the United ,SIotes and intends fa keep on
do;nglhis. If pays higher wage.s thon any other caunlr.y can pay.

~

R~'
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shooting. Their freedom struggles are favor.
ite subjects for stamp engravers.

Czechoslovakia, with many such pages in
its unhappy history, released a 1948 stamp
showing "peasants in revolt," commemorat·
ing the abolition of tyrannical serfdom a
hundred years before. A 1954 Yugoslavian
stamp features a fine picture of cannon us~d
in the first Serbian Freedom revolt of 1804.
The South American republics regularly com·
memorate key battles of campaigns that
brought them freedom, proclaiming the fact
world-wide, on postage stamps.

The significant fact evident from these
miniature postal portrayals is that firearms·
familiar civilians played the key roles, using
their gun training and knowledge in right
eous causes. Costa Rica's 1950 airmail stamp
is representative of this group. It pictures
the battle of El Tejar at Cartago, in which
civilian volunteers played a large part.

Though not a personal firearm, cannon
have been the tools used by both military
and civilian gunners in the heroic past, and
they are not forgotten in postal engravings.
Liberia printed a large 1947 stamp com
memorating Matilda Newport's heroic role
as a cannoneer in the decisive battle for Mon
rovia, the nation's capital, in 1822. In sad
contrast, the U. S. remembered Molly Pitch
er's defiant bravery at the Revolutionary
War's battle of Monmouth by merely over
printing the common 2 cent stamp with her
name_

Pakistan highlighted the 1960 Boy Scout
Jamboree with a postal picture of "Kim's
Gun," a rugged frontier cannon made famous
by Kipling. Austria portrayed volunteers in
a trench on a 1914 semi-postal. The Nether
lands symbolized Dutch volunteers by an
exiled-government postage stamp of 1944.
Hungary helped equip her militia with a
1941 semi-postal engraving of a heavy ar
tillery unit.

Semi-postal stamps originated in Europe,
since then spread to Africa and some Latin
American nations. They are issued showing
two amounts: ten francs (or lire or pfennigs)
plus five francs, for example. The purchaser
pays fifteen francs for the stamp, of which
ten is valid for postage. The extra five francs
go to a pre-designated fund for a specific,
officially sponsored purpose. The various for
eign trade fairs, ski meets, automobile races,
horse shows-and rifle matches-are largely
supported abroad by sale of semi-postal
stamps. Red Cross, child welfare, and med
ical care also receive support from the flJnds.

The U. S. has issued some stamps pictur
ing firearms as part of the design. But these
have all dealt with military campaigns, the
guns subordinate to a battle or campaign. In
the 1920's, when sesquicentennials of Revo
lutionary campaigns matured, the batties of
White Plains, Saratoga, Vincennes, and sev
eral others were noted with commemorative
postage stamps. World War II saw issuance
of stamps honoring armed forces branches,
after the fighting was over and victory as
sured. What potent publicity could have
been generated by stamps picturing enlist
ment centers, citizen-soldier training, and
rifle shooting, during the war! Recently, the
Civil War Centennial and the cannon that
fired the first shot from Fort Sumter was
featured on a 4 cent stamp.

No U. S. stamps have ever noted, com·
memorated, or publicized contemporary
"gun" events, even though the country was

the 7th fastest growing city in the U.S.!
Professional. estimates of Albuquerque's
future vary. But the most cautious guess is
more than 500,000 by 1970; and far more
many experts predict that by that time
Albuquerque may reach a population of one
million.

This isa city of modern shops and Con·
quistadore history; of gleaming new schools
and semi-tropical foliage; of health and
peace •.. and yet spilling over with oppor·
tunity. This is Albuquerque, a city with a
future as bright as the sun that bathes it
360 days a year.

It is no wonder, then, that the valleys
that surround Albuquerque.,. green valleys
of prosperous farms and great ranches .....
are now being converted into communities
to fill the demand of a growing Albuquer
que. One of these valleys is Estancia; and
here, in our opinion, is located the most
exciting offer of homesites being made in
the entire Southwest - THE VALLEY OF
THE ESTANCIA RANCHETTES. Were one
to imagine this Valley 39 miles from
Phoenix, or from Tucson, or from San Diego,
the cost of an acre could be as high as
$10,000 each. Yet an acre in THE VALLEY
OF THE ESTANCIA RANCHETTES - 39
miles from Albuquerque - is only $395
complete, payable $10 down and $10 a
month! It is only because Albuquerque has
only recently been "discovered" - because
Albuquerque is only now in the very begin
ning of its inevitable huge growth - that
these Ranchette sites can be offered at
such a low price! THE VALLEY OF THE
ESTANCIA RANCHETTES lies directly on
Rt. 66 - little more than a half hour from
the heart of the city. Its natural beauty, the
picture-frame of the mountains, the color
springing from the fertile soil, its calm and
peace will enchant you. A VALLEY OF THE
ESTANCIA RANCHETTE is near enough to
Albuquerque to be benefitted by the advan
tages of a great city, yet just far enough
away to be purchased today at a price you
can afford! For that is the nutshell of it
the price today of a Ranchette in the Valley
of the Estancia will be impossible to dupli
cate a few tomorrows from now.

Let us send you our thick four color
portfolio absolutely free of charge. In it
you will find maps, full color photographs,
statistics, the answers to your questions
about the Southwest. Remember this port
folio is FREE and places you under no
obligation whatsoever. No salesman will
call - only the mailman. Get your free
portfolio by writing VALLEY OF THE
ESTANCIA RANCHETTES, Dept. N-6A, 2316
Central S.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ALBUQUERQUE
The Healthiest, Sunniest Climate

In All America

~-~~----~~-...._.....::

THERE IS a broad ribbon of highway
that begins in the heart of Chicago and

winds for 2000 miles to its terminus in
exciting Los Angeles. This ribbon is mighty
66-the most famous, the most legendary
highway in the U. S. Millions of Americans
have followed it to the West, coursing
through the plains of Illinois and over the
hills of Missouri, biting off a piece of flat
Kansas and driving over l:Iundreds of miles
of equally flat Oklahoma and Texas. Grad
ually the scenery begins to change.. Texas
begins to roll; distant hills become higher.
Then, suddenly, one emerges into "The
land .of Enchantment." New Mexico's won
ders erupt in a blaze of color and majesty.
The mighty mountains thrust themselves,
tree-topped, into the unimaginable blue of
the sky. Dust and smoke have vanished
from the air and ·the lungs drink in great
delicious draughts in' heady delight. If it
is wintertime there will be snow capping
the mountains and you may see skiers
gliding down their slopes. If it is spring or
summer or fall, the. unhumid, unspoiled
air touches the ·skin softly and the feeling
of well-being is nowhere else equalled. But
winter or summer-it is almost certain that
the sun will be shining in New Mexico
the sunniest, healthiest state of all 50!

And then, when you think this incredibly
beautiful land couldn't possibly have more
to offer, great 66 brings you to the pass in
the Sandia mountains and there below you
is the Queen herself, Albuquerque.

To live anywhere in New Mexico is to
live better. The superb climate, naturally
air-conditioned in the summer 'and bril
liantly sunny in the winter - the breath
taking beauty of a lavish Nature-the young
vigor of a state that is causing an unpre
cedented business and investment boom
the record which shows that one lives
longer, that health improvement is almost
miraculous-these are the reasons that tens
of thousands of Americans already have
come here to live, and hundreds of thou
sands of others will be following in the
immediate years ahead.

Consider, then! Here in the center of
this miraculous climate and beauty is a
cosmopolitan city of more than 260,000
people which has grown 800% in 30 years.
Founded in 1706, the population of Albu
querque as late as 1930 was only 36,000.
Then things began to happen. The incom
parable climate and the staggering beauty
began to draw Americans to the Big Sky
Country. By 1950 there were 97,000 Albu
querqueans. And in the next 10 years, to
1960, this quaint Southwestern town
rocketed to the status ofa major city-
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built and has been defended by "a nation
of riflemen." The two World Fairs of 1939,
several large hydroelectric darns, the Pony
Express, baseball, the printing press-all
have been honored postally, among a host
of similar subjects.

The mass publicity of the "special" stamps
has been proved time and again. In 1934,
our Post Office Department issued a National
Park series, the "specials" picturing a cross
section of Parks across the nation. The next
year saw the largest influx of vacationers to
the Parks ever, and even in the depression
years attendance shattered all records. The
same has been true of other places and
events postally publicized.

It's not easy, but certainly not impossible,
to have special stamps authorized. Prior to
1957 many specials were ordered by Con·
gress; designs steamrollered into the mails
by potent lobbies, pressure groups, and par·
tisan legislators with little regard to national
importance of the stamp subject: hence the
"chicken" and gymnastic society stamps.
Worthy perhaps in a regional sense, but cer·
tainly not of general public interest.

In 1957, President Eisenhower appointed
a Citizen's Stamp Advisory Committee, which
was just that to the Postmaster General. The
seven man group included artists, philatelic
experts, designers and 'a USIS representative.
They sifted thousands of suggestions and
demands for special stamps. Nation·wide
interest, historical significance, and effect
of the stamp abroad were some of the con·
siderations in approved designs the Corn·
mittee recommended. The quality of our
postal "specials" improved immediately.

Postmaster General Day only recently
(April, 1961) re·f9rmed the Committee as
an eleven member group, with the same
general goals of national interest, suitability,
and worthiness of subject in view. Any incIi·
vidual or group in the country can send the
Advisory Committee suggestions or requests
for "special" stamp issues. They can even
send designs, paintings or other art work as
possible subjects for the postal engravings.
The Committee reviews every suggestion reo
ceived.

Here are some of the taboos: no living
person to be pictured on U. S. stamps, no
commercial firm to be specifically honored,
no profit.making single group publicized.
The factor of national public interest is pos·
sibly the main criterion. Our several Red
Cross stamps, the baseball commemorative,
the World Fair issues, all qualify under this
unofficial rule.

But so would the national rifle matches,
shotgun events, and handgun competitions
mentioned earler. Certainly there is national
interest in these activities, both civilian and
military. A well·designed "gun" series would
be a shot in the arm for our hard·pressed
gun makers and ammunition firms as well.
And it would advertise to the world, through
the. mail, our love for and familiarity with
and our ability to use-firearms. Not a bad
thing to publicize, in these tense days.

Suggestions should be addressed to: Cit
izen's Stamp Advisory Committee, c/o Post·
master General, Post Office Department,
Washington 25, D. C.

It's a "national interest" target worth ~
shooting for. ~
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30.95
37.95
52.95

56.95
7.95
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SEND FOR OUR FULLY ILLUSTRATED'

FREE! GIANT CATALOGS
SPECIFY HUNTING, FISHING OR BOTH

• Removable Hood

• Rubberized Game
Pouch

• Roomy Pockets

• Knitted Wristlets
and Anklets

• Choice of
Hunter's Red or
Olive Green

NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 10 MONTHS TO PAY

WEAVER SCOPES • •• Rota;'
K 2.5 or K 3 CH or TP ........••. 337.50
K 4 CH or TP •........•.....•.. 45.00
K 6 en or TP . . . • . . . • • • . • . • • • •• 48.50
K 8 or K 10 eH or TP ......••... 59.50
Vari-Power VB CH w /mounts. . . . . .. 79.50
Vari-Power VB Multi·Rang-e

Reticule w /mounts ......•..•.• 84.75
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3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G961)
NEW YORK 67, N. Y.- Phone TUlip 1.1900

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Famous for high quality gun cases,

hunting vests, other accessories.

LEADING DEALERS OF:
~~mi~~~n.loM~;.li~~rr~.1-\~c.arM1'J~ec~es§<':kO~roS~~~n~:
Stevens. Mossber~. Ru~cr. Smith & \Vesson. fi\.
!j.~~~aLd·Sc~~les~'[~~d?n~~ ~~~~3,ie~Jlri~1~~ B~:~l~r~
Pachmayr, Bausch & Lomb, Leupold. Unertl. \Veathcr-
~'K~~~ftoft,~~~~o~c~~~~~~r;EB~~~mQueen

SEND FOR CREDIT APPLICATION
International Charge Credit Cards

Honored On All Purchases-Any Amou."t
Add posta~ to all items, 200/0 deposit on aU COD'S.
Prices subject to change without notice.--

LeufJold Vari 3x9 eH only .....•.... 89.50 67.50
SW&}<~Tc~gotn~:-s1.co

e w~6r:J1.~ 84.00 52.50
REDDING Scale 14.00 10.95
REDDING easure .. 18.50 13.95
REDDING ing- Press .. 16.00 11.95
PACIFIC POWder . . . . . . . . . .• 10.90 8.75

~~8l~l8 ~ul)r~ ~~~:sSet' : :: : :: : ::: ttgg 1;:~~
PACIFIC 3 Die Pistol Set. . . . . . . .• 13.50 10.80
DEITEMEYER Shotshell ReJoader

DLIOO ...................•.. 59.50 47.60
LYMAN 310 TOOL with dies ..••... 16.50 13.20
LYl.1AN. dalia with dies 34.50 27.50
LYMAN erican with dies 119.50 95.60

g~ ~~; IRJi~~ : : : : : : : : : :: t~:gg 1~::g
MEC "2 pJete 48.95 39.25
~f1.T~utf~r U~sm~l.et.e. . .. 57.75 46.25
Autoloader roPhy" 12 ~a 141.95 120.70
Autoloader' permatic" 12 gao •••• 117.95 99.95
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RUGER Deerstalker Carbine- 108.00 91.75
*Subject to availability-first come, first served.

Comfortable bellow-type shoulder
and underarm design permits fast,
free-swing action. Made of tough, pli
able, weatherproof material .•• all
cotton sateen with 100% dacron poly.
ester insulation and 100% nylon lin·
ing. Reinforced at all points of wear.

Asic Your Dealer For WIS.TOGS by

II:I.I.III:I~
S'f>~ C-...p~

381 E. McWilliams St., Fond du Lac, Wis.

SECRET IS IN THE GROOVING
(Continued from page 27)

The greater number of grooves and the
reduced depth of them has, still according
to Marlin, the further ballistic advantage
that bullet distortion is reduced while the
increased number of grooves hold the bullet
steadier than the 4 or 6 groove barrel can
do. Greater stability of the bullet in flight
of course means that it gets where it is going
with less deviation from its assigned path.
This gyroscopic stabilization is what 'every
barrel maker and gun company strives for.

In general, American grooving is somewhat
shallower than the grooving encountered in
European rifles. European ballisticians prefer
to have the bullet fill the rifling-a process
of bullet-metal displacement which is com
monly called upsetting in the States-and
with the deeper rifling they are willing to
exchange a slight loss in accuracy for what
they feel they gain in "safer" pressures and
longer barrel life. Being accuracy-happy, we
Americans are willing to gamble a little on
barrel life, insisting rather on tack-driving
out to 500 yards.

Rifling methods have changed considerably
over the past 20 years. Originally, each indi
vidual groove was cut separately-a tedious
and highly unsatisfactory method when mass
production is considered. This led directly
to the use of broaches--that is gang-rifling
tools that made it possible to cut all the
grooves at one time.

Broaches have the disadvantage that they
are expensive and easily damaged. From this
broaching system the mandrel type of groov
ing derived. The mandrel holds the reverse
impression and, when pounded through the
barrel, will force the metal of the barrel to
accept the mandrel's impression.

From this method, the next logical step
was the "button" rifling. The heated carbide
button is driven through the barrel blank in
one pass, leaving the work smooth and fin
ished. Practically all bench-rest barrels today
are button rifled, and Marlin's Micro-Groove
is a logical development from the new gen
erally accepted button grooving. It is Mar
lin's contention that, when barrel metal is
treated with the method used by them in
cutting the Micro-Groove, it will be harder
due to the heat, smoother due to one-step
operation, more uniform and in all likelihood
will stand up under prolonged usage better
than barrels cut by other methods.

Despite the fact that a good many shooters
feel that the lever-action leaves much to be
desired in accuracy, Marlin guns have con
sistently produced fine accuracy. Since about
1950, Marlin has employed the Micro-Groove
system of rifling and their rifle barrels have
proved themselves time and again. "Cap"
Colby, Marlin's test shooter, is one of the
best benchresters in the country and neither
you nor I could possibly hope to reproduce
some of the groups that he fires daily-out
of guns that come straight from the,assembly
line. He regularly shoots five-shot strings at
100 yards, for groups measuring from .48 of
an inch for .22's to .30-30 groups that meas
ure an authenticated 1.13 inches.

Being a high-accuracy fan myself, and
having read a great deal about the Micro
Groove rifling, I decided to find out more
about it. I acquired a brand-new, over-the
counter Model 336 in caliber .30-30, mounted
a 4X Marlin scope on it, freed bore and ac-

G-9

Free Fall
Catalog

Off the Press

Hunters and
campers will find
many practical
items in our 116
page fully illus
trated Fall Cat
alog. Shows
huntingfootwear,
clothing and 400
items of interest
to both men and
women. 13Sitems
are of our own
manufacture.

THE SHOTGUN NEWS
Columbus, Nebraska

Yes, send me the next issue of SHOTCU N
NEWS FREE and start my subscription for one
year. $2 enclosed-to be refunded if I'm not
completely satisfied.

5000
FIREARMS
BARGAINS
Are you a gun trader? Gun collector? Or are

you just plain interested in guns? If you are,

you'll profit from reading the bargain-filled

columns of SHOTGUN NEWS, noW pub

lished twice each month. It's the leading

publication for lhe sale, purchase and trade

of firearms and accessories of all types.

SHOTGUN NEWS has aided thousands of

gun enthusiasts locate firearms, both mod

ern and antique - rifles, shotguns, pistols,

revolvers, scopes, mounts ••• all at money

saving prices. The money you save an the

purchase of anyone of the more than 5,000

listings twice a month more than pays your

subscription cost. You can't afford to be

without this unique publication.

Name __ n_ ..

Free trial offerl
Money Back .Guarantee.

As a special ihtroductory offer, we'll send

you the next issue of SHOTGUN NEWS free

of charge with your one year subscription.

That means you get 25 big issues. What's

more, if you're not completely satisfied, just

tell us. We'll immediately refund your

money in full and you can keep the issues

you already have. Fair enough? You bet!

Fill in the coupon below and mail it today!

-----------------~

L. L. Bean, Inc., 320 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Mfrs. Hunting and CalTlping Specialties
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POLAROID CAMER'A KIT
Free with $3,000 Account

G.E. CLOCK RADIO
Free with $1,000 Account

.$"'"0)~h~ ~

\"~.'.'.. ""Z::" .,·r
G.E. ALARM CLOCK
Free whel"! opening account
for $100 Qf more.

ORDER BY MAIL

.JULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST.

REIVER GUN BOX KITS

CITySSAVSiNGS~
ASSOCIATION l!!!!!JIJ
1656 W. ChIcago Avenue. Chicago. III.

ASSETS OVER $22,000.000.00

~
~I"

__ ~~ ~~U ~'<.:

~ /1 .
Our 13th Public Sale is Aug. 19th.
Catalogs 50c. Mail order bids ac
cepted. Details: write ED HOWE,
Coopers Mills 8, Maine.

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kif

~.-,
~£~ M Q"'" "'" ',m, "'''-~., CIvil War vintage - Good Or-
~ der - $100 and $150 grades

, OLD GUNS and SWORDS
~ You don't want to miss this 'absorbingrea catalog. Fascinating background and
.~ 1,498 photographic illustrations ot au-
..... lhenlic old guns, daggers, swords, andJB armor. For your Catalog No. 31, just sendrf $1.00 to cover handling and postageiff with your name and address.
fI ROBERT ABELS Inc 860-U Lexington Ave.
..... , • New York 21, N.Y.

The .30-30 group measured 1.13", the
.22 group was .48 inch. Both guns
came directly from assembly line.

and offhand, with a 4X Weaver scope and
with the factory iron sights. Again, the in
herent accuracy of the gun rather than my
skill as rifleman told the story. Slow-fire
with iron sights gave me consistent lY16 inch
groups, and rapid-fire groups spread to 1%
inches. With the scope, firing slowly, repeated
groups printed 1:1h inches, with one of them
shrinking to .82 of an inch. I only wish that
I could do as well when the chips are down
and I'm shooting a target grade rifle with a
much more powerful scope in target compe
tition where a tenth of an inch can make
the difference between winning some nice
hardware or getting the booby prize!

Our arms companies have made vast strides
in the last few decades toward improved ac
tions, improved rifling, improved ammuni
tion, and improved accuracy. (True, some of
the old records of the best muzzleloaders
can scarcely be beaten even today; but the
average accuracy of the average over-the
counter rifle is far above the average ac
curacy of average rifles of the good old
days.) Few of us have "Cap" Colby's skill
and experience, so few of us will equal the
groups he shoots with his Marlin rifles. But
my experience with two over-the-counter
Marlins convinces me that these are rifles
of truly remarkable accuracy.

What is the source of that accuracy? Well,
the Marlin people say it's Micro-Groove
rifling. I suspect that it's good rifling, plus
good honest workmanship in other parts of
the piece as well-a smooth-working, solid
action; correct bedding in good wood; good
ammo; and, with due regard to our cynic
previously mentioned, a straight ~

shooter behind the butt-plate. ~

Beautiful 90% ~:-:::---"lill••finished shotgun and rifle stocks
by BISHOP _ .. for three generations,
makers of the world's most famous gunstocks!
Ask your dealer for your free copy of the all-new Alaskan 90%
finished shotgun and rifle stock cata log . . . or write direct.

E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc., WARSAW, MO.,

tion of the factory grease, grabbed several
boxes of factory ammo and handloads, and
went to the range.

Slow-fire five-shot groups at 100 yards, from
a benchrest, produced consistent 1.37-1.45
inch groups. Since heated barrels notoriously
make bullets wander all over the target, and
since bench-resting does not necessarily give
a true picture of the grouping ability of a
gun, I also fired my Model 336 for record at
slow and then rapid fire. Off-hand groups,
slow-fire, spread to a maximum of 1% inches,
with one incredible but witnessed group
measuring 114 inches. Levering round after
round into the gun, my groups spread from
2% inches to a maximum of 3% inches
still within an easy killing area for any
buck at that range.

I repeated some of the tests with my
Model 99, Marlin's sleek semi-automatic .22.
These tests were fired at 25 yards, sitting

IS YOUR
SIGHT THIS
ACCURATE?

111\11111~lllllllllr

If not available at your dealer order direct. Mail
2Sc for the Big New 4B Page Catalog No. 60.

GOLD BOND
Guaranteed Unbreakable!

Sold By
The Best Gun Shops

Brochure & list 25c
(FREE ONLY to Dealers)

FITZ -Box 49702-Los Angeles 49, Calif.

Assures you 01
Fast, Dependable, PERFECT

BORE -SIGHT ALIGNMENT Everytime!
An unexcelled tool for hunters-necessary for both

~~~~~~~l'g~~~ tf:3fTtSi~~a~1~:i::n~~heS'sc~~~P~~l~~~~i:11
rd~g~'I~tt :e~~~~1e~ ~~~~o~rta~~t. w f 1i\i~~ ~;f(~~
T;~e~~~t~~~3ro~~~tZ: ~hoicJ.h~i~~1H6;r i~~'ECa~~CI~~d
io8Xl~ar A"Uarantee is priced at $39.9 . - - - OHDER

AllEY SUPPLY CO.
P.O. BOX 458 e. SONORA, CALIFORNIA

SPUDS AVAILABLE: 17 A&l\I. 177 Crossman, 22
Rim l'"'ire, 22 Center Fire, 222 Rem, 6mm, 25. 6.5mm,

~~? 41~~iI.O·4g~~ :ib~iS~bcr.m577~36806;i~a~'3h5'$3:l5
~~z~f:c~~~kte~n~r3ga~;lh~cf~r~$r;..~~~sequipped with
SHOTGUN SPUDS: For Gunsmith's use in $tral~hten·
inR' shotR'\,Jn barrels before or after installin~ various
chokin~ devices. These spuds are available in the £01·
lowinK sizes at $12.50 each: 410·Ga; 28-Ga: 20·Ga;
16·Ga: 14·Ga: 12·Ga.

No.2

No.1

IMPORTED

Spokeshaves

'WORLD'S FINEST

PISTOL (iRIPS~~

IMPORTED

Draw Knife

~ F~u~m~~pp'~elo~~~e~I~~9~~R_
3577 E Tremont Ave. New York 65, N Y

Spokeshaves belong to the essential tools of the
stockmaker ... the handiest tool for smoothing
and finishing of semi inletted rifle stocks. Over
all length of the all' steel Spokeshaves is
about 10".
No.1 Straight blade 2" wide

No. 2 has 2 blades, radius 1v,"
1%" wide

Here is one of the most popular draw knives ...
Mode of flnest German Steel ... by experienced
craftsmen to give lifetime service. It's the best
tool to have handy for shaping gunstocks and
other uses around the shop. Requires little effort
and speeds up your work. Blade is hollow
ground, length about BY,', width 1~". $4 20

Proce •
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A GUN MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE
(Continued from page 18)

luck, would have killed him. The man had
guts, but bad judgment. He wouldn't drive
a car without practice; why would he enter
a gunfight without it?

Compare this with the case of a mild
little Jewish immigrant who ran a candy
store on Chicago's west side. Two gunmen
robbed him seven times in seven weeks, and
there's an end even to a mild man's patience.
The little man bought a Luger 9 mm. Para
bellum.

During World War II, this little man had
fought in the Hungarian underground, and
that Luger was an old and familiar friend.
Nevertheless, he took it well outside the city
and got himself some practice. He told me
he was rusty at first but, after some practice,
was able to hit three beer cans out of five at
50 feet, and come close with the misses.
That's good enough.

The next week, sure enough, the two hoods
appeared again. He gave them the money,
as ordered. The hoods, confident from past
experience, turned to leave. The little man
pulled the Luger from under the counter
and, very precisely, placed two slugs dead
center in each of the hoods. And I do mean
-dead.

That little man realized a few important
facts. First, the hold-ups were too swiftly
accomplished to' enable him to call police,
even by a pre-arranged signal. Second, police
protection in the store would warn the hoods
off so long as the officer was there, but the
city couldn't give him police guard forever,
and the thugs might come back later-for
revenge as well as for loot. Third, he knew
that when a man buys a weapon and expects
to use it, he needs to know how to use it.

I have been involved in several shootings
in the line of duty. The first was in an at
tempted robbery we were lucky enough to
happen upon. It was short but violent.

My partner and I spotted a car, of which
we had a description, parked outside a
Western Union office. The motor was run
ning and there was a man at the wheel. We
pulled up alongside and I, in the passenger
seat, pointed my gun at the driver and
warned him against making any sudden
moves. My partner got out on his side of
our car and, before I could get out, the other
hood came running out of the Western Union
office. He sized up the situation fast, and
chose to use the .38 revolver he hali!. in
his hand.

It was an unwise decision. He got off two
shots, wild. My partner, resting his arm
across the hood of the squad car, shot him
twice, once in the belly and once in the chest.
He was dead before he hit the pavement.

The driver of the get-away car sat motion
less during the ~xchange of shots, so that
was that. But I was mighty glad my partner
had a gun that was ready, and that he knew
how to use it. He very probably saved both
our lives.

Another shooting I was involved in has
some points of interest. I was off duty and
returning to my home about 11 :00 P.M.
when I ran head on into a robbery attempt,
on the street, in front of my house. I didn't
pay much attention to the three men stand
ing on the sidewalk about a hundred feet
away. But as I reached my door I heard a

(Continued on page 44)

SUPER DUX GAME BAG

Vinyl lined ... water-proof .••
blood-proof. For hunting, fish
ing, camping, field trips, cam
era equipment, etc.

• A real
killer. No other call
like it, and it's easy to blow.

REGULAR CROW CALL •••• $1.75
PREDATOR CALL •.... _•• $2.25
for coyote, wolf, fox, cats. True imitation of
mournful distress cry ... very effective. If dealer

can't supply, order direct.
GREEN HEAD CO.

360-2nd Street, La Salle, Illinois

NOW YOU CAN

murdercrows
WITH THE

New Adjustable-Tone

GREEN HEAD
CROW CALL

$3°0

PAR-A-PANTS •••

.... Double rubberized cloth front and
seat for all weather protection.
.... Bottoms worn straight or bloused
over boots with elastics furnished.
.... Zipper fly, tunnel belt loops.
.... Ideal for fishing, too.

WORLD'S FINEST STOCK ..
lightweight design, high Monte Carlo comb, cheek p.iece and %"
castoff. Pistol grip cap and 45° forend tip of contrasting hardwood.
Nearly perfect inletting with outside needing only light final sanding.
Choice of walnut, myrtlewood, cherry or maple. For Mausers. Spring
fields. Enfields. Sakos, Mark V, Mod. 70, HVA, 88 Win., 721. 722,
Brevix, Mex.• Swedish and Japs.
ROYAL ARMS Inc.,3274 EI Cajon Blvd.,San Diego,Calif.

CHECK THESE PLUS FEATURES

RARE ANTIQUITIES OF THE PASTf

20 lb. Keg #4831. $11.92
50 lb. Drums #4831 $20.9,

COMBINATION OFFERS

20i:~~eilfi:8~~i:e;~0~ .~:"':s: $23.75
20 lb. Keg #4831 & 2000 of our .

Regular Large Rifle Primers $25.00
50 lb. Drum #4831 & 5000 R.W.S.

Large Rifle Primers $45.75
50 lb. Drum #4831 & 5000 of our .

Regular Large Rifle Primers $49.95

~i~'i~~ ~:~~~O::he~r::ie~~:li~f::j:~do~:i~ei:.e~~
limit on quantity, order as many as you want.
Primers are NEW & FRESH. N.M. & N.C.
Cash with order.

~e~~'::f;'r::~~a:i~~C~~rlo~r~:~~o~~~~~
scopes sights, mounts, etc. Complete line of
shotshell loading tools and components. too.
All other available Hodgdon powders in stock
at Kansas prices.

RIFLE RANCH P::,SzCoONT1'
(Jim Wilkin~on, owner)

-POWDER SALE

HAMILTON CARHARTT CO. DETROIT 16, MICHIGAN

COATS •••

.... Made from 9 oz. Brush Brown or
Forest Green water repellent Super Dux.
.... Back and shoulders double lined
with rubberized cloth.
.... Full bi-swing action back for com
plete shooting ease.
.... Extra deep, seamless, washable
blood-proof game pocket. .
.... Drop seat for dry sitting.
.... Corduroy collar and cuffs elimi
nate chaffing.
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(REMINGTON 58 ·CAL.)

z

w, .* Qmlof th~mane pJ;oductsllr fr(fm the ~actori~sof . y A:rl"-s Co..
1 -Presentmg the only complete

line of Muzzle Loading Arms &
, Accessories

AVE

*SEND FOR OUR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE SHOWING ALL NAVY ARMS CO. PRODUCTS

• "Reb" Army Revolver .
• Remington 36 Cal. Belt

Revolver
• "Reb" Sheriffs Model

• Engraved Models

HOLSTER'r

~""~11!!8

BULLET MOULDS

SNIPER SIGHTS

CAPPERS

BUCKLES

DISPLAY CASES

PERCUSSION CAPS

/ ACCESSORIES

POWDER flASKS'I

• "Yank" Navy Revolver
• Remington 44 Cal.

Army Revolver
• "Yank" Sheriffs Model

• Leech & Rigdon
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In gun fight, use any rest avail
able, make the first shot count.

(Continued from page 42)
shout of "Help! Robbery!" I turned and
saw two men running for a double parked
car, and the third scurrying for cover be
hind a car at the curb.

I ran into the street as the get·away car
gunned its motor. and started toward me. I
announced my office as I drew my Cobra,
and shouted for them to halt. The lights
went off on the vehicle (quick thinking on
the part of the driver) and the tires laid
rubber as it shot toward me. I put my first

shot over the roof as they were coming at
me, so that they could get a good look at
the muzzle flash and know that I meant
business.

I jumped out of the way when I saw that
they had no intention of stopping and, as
the car passed, I began firing in earnest at
the driver. I missed him with my first two
shots, but later found that they had passed
him too close for comfort and had exited
through the window on the passengers side.

It's amazing how rapidly one thinks in
times of stress. Even as I triggered my sec
ond shot, I knew that I wasn't aiming or
allowing enough lead. The light from the
overhead street lamp picked up nicely on the
front sight of my gun, which I had dabbed
with red finger nail polish for just such a
need. At the same time, I saw the driver's.
back as the car drew away from me. He was
wearing a green army fatigue jacket, and
so, concentrating all my attention on the
jacket and gun sights, I lined up and
squeezed off the shot. The slug took him in
the back and broke his collar bone. The ve
hicle swerved and there was a crash of metal
as it rammed a parked car. From the wreck
age, I extracted the driver, who was bleeding
profusely, and two other badly shaken stick
up men. One shot properly placed had rid
Chicago of three undesirable citizens-not
permanently, perhaps, but for a time:"

All of this merely bears out what I've been
saying. Have a good gun; know how to shoot
it; and, if you have to use it, place your
shots where they will count. Take dead aim,
if time permits it. Just pointing is not good
enough, except at very short ranges, and
then only for the expert. It takes a lot of
hard, powder-burning practice to toss lead
out of a handgun the way they do it on TV
--and hit. The peace officers of the Old West
knew this, and they practiced. There never
was any such thing as a "natural born"
handgun expert, and don't let anyone tell
you different. You can learn to place aimed
shots on man-sized targets at reasonable
ranges in only a few practice sessions, but
-be sure you get those sessions. And get
them under an instructor who knows his
business. Anybody can learn to shoot a hanJ
gun, but a lot of what many people think

•••

MEC 500
Price complete $89.95

MEC 400
Price complete $57.75

hotshell reloaders

Finest bolt jeweling $6.50
New low bolt hondle for low scope $7.50

Both for $12.50

MAYVILLE ENGINEERING CO., INC.
MAYVILLE, WISCONSIN

A recent independent survey conducted among
dealers proves that MEC Shotshell Reloaders
outsell the next leading brand by more than
2 to 1. There are two basic reasons for this
popularity ... 1) they are priced to make buy
ing easy, and 2) they have a combination of
the most wanted features of any loaders on
the market..

Get the facts on all three of these amazing
reloaders, and then decide which MEC tool is
for you. There's one for every requirement.
See your dealer or write to Mayville Engineer
ing Co., Inc., Mayville, Wisconsin.

PREFERRED
2 to lOVER
ANY OTHER BRAND

48
MEC 250
Price complete $48.95

Black Myrtlewood Streamliner stock, pret
tiest wood that grows.
Sporter style stocks of many different kinds of wood. Custom rifle
building and custom gun work. Send 25c for illustrated 1961 Catalog.

ANTHONY GUYMON • 2206 EAST 11th ST. • BREMERTON, WASH.
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ONLY

$19.50

ONLY

$24.95

•

(Good to V.G.)

&A

pa
I Rifle & I Carbin.

Two Famous Models for one LOW
price. These famous rifles and
carbines were standard issue of
the Italian Army in both World
Wars. Carbine with origi"al fold_
ing spring bayonet. A unique con
versation piece as well as a fine
bush gun. (6-shot modified Mann
licher action. Cal. 6.5mm. Condi
tion Fair or better. Also sold Sep
arately. Carbine only, $12.50
Rifle only, 58.50)

ITALIAN M91 TERNI
RIFLES AND CARBINES

.303 and .22 Lee-Enfield
S.M.L.E. Rifles in
MATCHED SETS

Here is the once-in-a-Iifetime op·
portunity to own and shoot two
world-famous Lee-Enfield S.M.L.E.
rifles in TWO GREAT CALIBERS.
••.•22 for low-cost plinking and
target practiee (shoots all stand
ard .22 ammo) and easy-ta-obtain
.303 for hunting. protection, and
fullbore target shooting. Improve
your marksmanship with the inex.
pensive .22 . . . get your buck
with the hard-hitting .303! .22
Separately ONLY $19.95, 2 for
$35.00; .303 Separately ONLY
$9.50. 2 for $17.50; Selected
Models $2.50 ea.

• *

-

For Free Club Membership
Including Swimming Pool priVileges------,
RANCHOS Dept. 42 I

ANGelES 5, CALIF.

I
I
I

MAIL TODAY....---

$34.50
$3.50 EXTRA FOR

REFINISHED STOCKS
(Rifle or Carbine)

me the free. full-color map and color brochure.

--_......

___-"- ~ Zone State _

RIFLE Only $29 50
2 for Only $54.50 •

CARBINE Only
2 for Only $59.50

MATCHED SETS-l Rifle $59 50
& 1 Carbine ONLY •

These fine arms ... except tor military stocks and sights ... are virtually
identical to the world famous line of Mannlicher-Schonauer Sporting Rifles
and Carbines for which the modern commercial models currently sell for
over $200.00

SPECIFICATIONS: Caliber: 6.5 Mann. Schoen. (Sporting and military
ammo readily available). Barrel Length: Rifle 28"-Carbine 20". Sights:
V-Type, rear, adjustable. Magazine: Famous Mannlicher-Schonauer enclosed
rotary 5-shot magazIne. Safety: Positive, manual. at rear or bolt. Markings:
Original Steyr or Breda markIngs. N.R.A. Good or better.

CANADIAN
BUYERS:

I ~;~~e.to~i::r~yt~~
1011 Bleury,

ALBANS, VERMONT Mont'eal. Que.

*MILITARY COLLECTORS TAKE NOTE!*
FOR FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!

Popular Cal. 6.5MM MANNLlCHER SCHONAUER
1930 System Rifles and Carbines

(Made by STEYR for tbe Greek government)

Don't miss the Arizona land boom! Join your
neighbors already living, working, and enjoying their

Ranchos. Homes are being built, hundreds of miles
of roads are being constructed, power lines are being

extended. This is your opportunity to invest for
your retirement years or a weekend hideaway. One of the

most beautiful valleys in all of Arizona, Lake Mohave·
Ranchos is the closest planned community to 68 mile long

Lake Mohave. Invest today, and join the Lake Mohave
Ranch Club, currently being enjoyed by present
• owners.

they know about handgun shooting is wrong.
The old peace officers knew the value of

that one well-placed shot, too. Bat Master
son, after he became a newspaper reporter,
was once asked if he ever chose a particular
spot on an opponent's body as his target.

"Sure," said Bat. "I always shot 'em in
the eye."

"The eye? Why there? That's a mighty
small target!"

"Spoils their aim," was Bat's answer.
Mr. Masterson was trying to be funny. But

there is a germ of truth in his joke. Your
opponent, if not hit solidly, may very well
return your fire, as the hood did against our
friend, the druggist. If you shoot at all,
shoot to put your man down. Aim. Aim with
an arm-rest, if possible, as my· buddy did
in that first gunfight. Shoot from behind
cover, if you can. This is no affair of honor
under a Code Duello. Hoods have no code,
except the code of the jungle.

Take that handgun of yours out of hiding
and give it a going over. If you don't know
how, take it to a good gunsmith, or a gun
wise friend. Once it's in shooting condition,
take it to a range or a gravel pit or other
suitable area, and see if you can put most
of your shots on a man-silhouette target at
30 feet. If you can't, you need practice and
probably instruction.

You may be surprised how much you en
joy that practice. Handgun shooting is one
of the finest "fun" sports in the world, for
all ages and both sexes. And, unlike most
"fun" pastimes, the skill you gain can save
your life.

After you've gained some familiarity with
your handgun, walk up to within a dozen
feet or so of that man-silhouette target and



WESTERN SADDLE MOUNTS
(Continued from page 23)

case on a steep climb, or might be snagged
out in the brush. Placed as shown, the rifle
butt will not "flank" the horse as he travels,
nor will the muzzle interfere with the move
ment of his shoulder.

The rifle hung in this manner can be
drawn from its case easily and swiftly when
the hunter has dismounted for his shot. It
is drawn to the rear, where it is least likely
to annoy a spooky horse. And it cro,sses un
der the rider's leg at or near the bend of his
knee, where it is least likely to cause him
discomfort.

Picture No.2 shows a rifle slung low and
level. This seems to go contrary to most of
the suggestions offered above, but-note the
type of rifle and type of scabbard. This is a
bolt action rifle in a booted scabbard which
locks the gun in the leather (see bolt handle
projecting through notch in scabbard flap)
and practically eliminates danger of its being
dragged out or jolted out. Level of gun with
relation to rider's leg can be adjusted to
that most comfortable for the individual.

(Continued on page 48)

try a few "point" shots, firing the gun from
around waist level, from close to your body.
(Don't poke the gun out at him; if he hap
pens to have had training, he might then
take the gun away from you or knock it
aside.) If your gun is a revolver, try a few
shots double action. This might be the kind
of shooting you'd need to do in a fight at
close quarters. Practice it; it can be pltlnty
effective.

If you don't have a gun, buy one. Stick to
the proved name brands, as you would in
buying a car or a household appliance. (You
don't want a nameless junker like the one
with which the hood plinked the druggist.)

Next, learn to shoot it. If you need instruc
tion (and you probably do) and don't know
where to get it, write the National Rifle
Association (1600 Rhode Island Ave., Wash
ington 6, D. C.) for information about shoot
ing clubs and instructors in your vicinity.
They'll be delighted to help you.

No one Clln tell you how you will react
if it ever comes to an actual gunfight. Prob
ably it never will. But this much is true: a
man who practices certain skills until they
are ingrained in him-uses those skills under
pressure, almost without thinking. If I knew
a man was expert with a handgun, I wouldn't
pick him as an opponent in a gunfight if I
could help it. Neither will the hoods.

As a law enforcement officer, I wish that
every honest citizen owned a gun and knew
how to use it. I wish there were more shoot
ing organizations, more arms practice by
civilians-men and women. I'm not in the
least afraid of a gun in the hands of an
honest, competent citizen. That citizen and
his gun could make my job a lot easier.

An old Texas Ranger visiting New York
City was once asked what he'd do to check
big city crime. He said, "I'd teach the police
to shoot, first. Then I'd arm the honest peo
ple and teach them to shoot. It was straight
shooting lawmen aided by armed and straight
shooting citizens who broke up the tough
gangs in the old days. It could work today."

It was citizen resistance that smashed the
Jesse James gang at Northfield. What town,
I wonder, is similarly ready ~

for today's hoods? ...

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

NEW NATO
HIGH VElOCITY CALIBER

SPECIAL PURCHASE! Our gun·
smith customizes this superb pre

cision Swiss-made rifle with lightning fast
action. Sporterizes prime hardwood stock,

installs sling swivelS, rebeds barrel. Finest
workmanship..308 Winchester is the official NEW

NATO caliber sporting and target ammo available at all
sporting goods stores. Add $5 for selected collector's grade

exterior. SPECIFICATIONS: Straight pull, bolt speed action, 6·
shot detachable box magazine. 22" bbl. w/crown mUZZle. Sharp,
accurate bores. 2000 yd. adjustable sight. Precision milled all
steel parts. ACCESSORIES & AMMO: .308 Custom load softpoint
am.mo •. 70 Jds.,. $2.9~. New .leather slilJg, $2.. Gun ~ase, heavy
duty $2. Cleanino kit (cleaning rod, patches. cleaner, brushes, gun
oilf $2'. TO OROEIf: Enclose check, cash or money order. $10 de·
posit for C.O.D. Shipped F.O.B. Culver City. 10·day money-back
guarantee. Calif. resid. add 4% state tax.

MARTIN B. RETTlNG, INC. ~~~e:rw~~t~nrJ~~ ~~I~j:

Dual-purpose lyman Super-Targetspot puts eyes
on every bullet. Whether you mount your scopes
for varmints or targets, or both ••• you'll
agree these sleek Targetspot scopes provide

I
exceptional image brilliance and definition. A
,graduated sleeve permits wide range of focal'

~ 'adjustments. Effective free-aperture 34 mm,I gives big, bright field of view. Choose frolll

I THE. ONE SCOPE
BEST FOR BOTH!

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, plus many for
eign.

SPECIAL

.....1IIIII• .,~po:w:::er rifles~~~:~i~~FcE~:
:...o"'""-~or corrected coated lenses and

internal adjustments for windage, ele
vation. These are perfect scopes, rejected

by mfr. because of slight exterior blemishes. We
mount free with rifle. $29.95 compo Satis. Guar.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable made I Beautiful colors; smooth.
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl. Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn finishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catal091

For All American, Many Foreign Cun.

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

three thicknesses of crosswire reticules, and select
from several dot-and-crosswire sizes. Rear micrometer
mount (included) cradles the scope in nylon rocker
bearings, provides iilree-point, precision ';4 minute
adjustments. Available in lOX, 12X, 15X, 20X, 25X
_•. and 30X. Your Authorized lyman-scope dealer will
gladly demonstrate, or write for fREE brochure.

LYm!l!,!!
LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP•• MIDDLEFIELD. CONN.

FREE
CATALOG

For
Colt Remington Browning
Great West'n Ruger Czech
H & R Savage #Dreyse
Hi-Standard S & W Schmeisser
Iver-Johnson Walther Llama

And Many Others

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-9 Chicago 40, III.
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VACATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
Valuable information about a special service to help studenl~
choose vacation beauty spots for seasonal employment, provide
details on requirements. salaries, when, where and how to apply.
and much more. Sent free of extra charge to students.

NO COST OR OBLIGATION
Exciting and valuable information about opportunities for you in
Government Conservation - most glamorous career in America for
men who love an active, outdoor life. Details on qualifications.
salaries, advancement. Expect a happy surprise!

How to get
AMAZING SElECT-A-JOB CHART
Fascinating details on unique Chart which helps you pick exact
type of Conservation Career to best match your qualifications and
general background. Many say "Worth its weight in gold:' We
think you'll agree! Sent free of extra charge to students.

SelF-SCORING QUESTIONNAIRE
Ingenious self·rating device helps you decide in advance how well
you are fitted by personal taste & inclination for Conservation
Careers. May reveal interests highly favorable for success.

Namo .Age__

Slreel _

Starting salaries in Conservation vary with educational require4

ments, but many begin at $3000 or more. Government Hunters
also get a bounty on individual "kills" ranging up to $60 each for
female mountain lions! Opportunity in some classifications for
advancement to SlO,OOO and $12,000 a year after sufficient experi..
ence and educational qualifications. Government jobs are Civil
Service, which means regular raises, and many other advantages.

MANY START AT $3,000 A YEAR OR MORE
WITH REGULAR CIVIL SERVICE ADVANCES

NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION
Dept. E369. 810 Dodsworth, Covina, Calif.
~ Gentlemen: INot connected with the Federal Government in any way)

~ Please rush me the FREE facts on Forestry & Wildlife opportunities, FREE

1
facts about "Vacations with Pay," FREE self·scoring Questionnaire, and FREE

Exciting facts on Conservation Carem. "Select-a-Job Chart" delails. All poslpaid, and no obligalion on my part.

2
Thank you.

Information on ·Yacations with Pay".

3 Self-scoring Questionnaire.

4 How to get "Select-a-Job Chart" to help
I you choose your best outdoor career_ Town Zone_Stato _L ~ ~~~=~l~~ _

VACATION JOBS - A
WONDERFUL WAY FOR
YOUNG MEN TO GET STARTED

Conservation jobs are permanent. No layoffs because of
slow business, never a worry about getting your· pay check.
And your whole future is secure. Stay with the Forestry &
Wildlife Service,' and a government pension assure~ you a
good income for life. In the meantime, your living costs
are low - twice as easy to save money as in a city job!
Investigate! Mail Coupon Today.

Over 100 National Parks, Forests and Game
Refuges now accept applications from stu·
dents with special qualifications for vacation

jobs. Wonderful opportunity for young men to "learn the
ropes" and make valuable contacts. No special training or
experience needed. If you're a student, you:U surely want
to know all about this. Prepare now for the next vacation
period, Coupon brings FREE details.

GOOD PAY - SECURITY - PENSIONS

To guard and protect our forests, fish and wild game,
Wardens and Rangers are empowered to enforce the Can·
servation laws and arrest violators. Positions of prestige
and authority! Other exciting a.ctivities include supervising
fire patrols and reforestation projects, banding wildfowl,
innoculating wild game against disease, etc. - a never·
ending campaign of protection for our great national
resources.

'81Emaml
WIL."II-,,",est V"aoIators! .

'''£0 are proud 01 Membert;!lip in the
As:rocUltiQn 01 Homc Stlld.\·&hoo{$.
{"eM"ll in our nfltion'$ copitol.
H'c lIlIb$cribc wholeheartedl.v to it$
COOt' 01 Ethics. lormula/ed lor the
PUrlKJ.><e 01 encouraging tile hi#hell(
r)QSIItb/e Marrdflrdll 01 education
throuGh Home Stud)'.

"l thought you'd like to know that Ire·
cently received my appointment as Park
Ranger from the Department of Natural
Resources. My work is part Forestry and
part Management of a State Forest Recrea·
tion Area ..• 1 most certainly thank you."

Rae O. Washburn-Pork Ranger

FIELD & STREAM
EDITOR LIKES OUR COURSE

"Y01/. are to be cOf/'gratulated 011 tbe
comprehellsive coverage "Ott ba've
givett these subjects. If/e hope to start
a series (itt Field & Stream.) 1Qbicb
'will illclllde profiles Ott the Game
lJ'l'arde1J,Forest Ratlger,Timber C1"lIis·
er, etc. This series will compleme11t
3'01lr Foreslry & Wildlife C01lrse very
1Iieely." ~ __ / fi~"H

~----o ~ Editor

STUDENTS REPORT BIG SUCCESS
c.~

'" am expecting to be advanced (from job
as Deputy) to tull commission as State
Game Warden. Any young man who wants
an outdoor career should take your Course."

~
Oelberl Merz-5lole Game Service

'" want to thank you for making it possible
, ,':::-.~ for me to obtain a job in the United States
. I'::;; Forest Service. I would very much recom·

mend your Forestry & Wildlife Course to
any young man who wants to get started
in Wildlife Conservation."

Durwaod Maxon-U.S. Forest Service

North American School of Conservation, Dept. E369
810 Dodsworth, Covina, Calif.
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PICTURE NO.7. No danger of rifle
being lost, but rider must be long
legged or agile enough to clear the
stock when mc~unting or dismounting.
stock, whereas in other positions the stock
is partially protected by rider's leg_ Here, as
in many forward mount positions, case strap
is secured through the fork of the saddle.

Picture No. 5 shows a right-side mount
that is favored by many experienced hunter
riders. Angle of gun may be altered to indi
vidual tastes, but the merits (and faults) of
the right-side mount are not much altered
by the angle-unless, of course, the butt is
set so high as to hinder mounting and dis
mounting. Climbing on and off from the left
side may tend to twist the saddle to the left
if cinches are not perfectly tight, and the
weight of the gun on the right side helps' to
offset this. Dismounting to shoot, you must
either learn to snake the gun out of the
scabbard as you leave the saddle, or else
you must reach over the horse to get it. Some
hunters need both hands to dismount, 1fhich
precludes the first method; and some horses
either swing away from you as you step down
(thus taking the rifle out of your reach) or
object to the reach-over, drag-the-rifle-over
technique. A lot depends on you and the
horse you are riding.

Picture 6. Lacking a scabbard, you can
use the saddle strings to tie the gun by its
trigger guard. It's better than trying to carry
a rifle across your lap in thick brush, or over
the shoulder in timber, or in your hands in
any fashion on a long ride. Your knee can
steady the rifle and guard the sights.

Picture No.7. I often carried my .300
(Continued on page 50)

(Continued from page 46)
Snap-fastened flap can be released quickly
and, with a little practice, hunter can draw
gun with ease and speed.

Picture No. 3 illustrates a scabbard posi
tion popular with TV cowboys, not with ex
perienced hunters. In heavy timber or brush,
branches will wedge in between scabbard
and horse, can rip entire rigging loose. If
horse is turned sharp left, the rifle butt
gouges his neck. Also, gun must be drawn
out past horse's head, a procedure not pop
ular with many mounts. Finally, muzzle is
in good position to jab horse in the flank
something nicely calculated to turn even a
staid trail pony into a fighting-mad bronco.

Picture No.4 shows one of the most com
mon ways to hang a scabbard. You don't
need to worry about losing the rifle; how
ever, the gun is not as easily accessible as
in the first picture. Also, brush can scar the

THE RANGER 60 SPOTS THEM[
IN THE BLACK-AT DUSK

the scape with

the ~~am.pionship$87.00
spec,f,callons

'Enioy shooting under .ony conditions, in any
light, with the finest of them all-the Ranger
60, 20 power prismatic spotting scope. The
large 60mm objective lens gathers extra light
lets you spot shots in the black at 200 yards
'll ives you a great night scope, fast spired
fine focusing.

Use any Herter tool or die for tltree montlts and if in your opinion it is not
superior in all ways to any you ltaYe seen or used return for a full refund.

Chillord Arms Mfg.
150 CALIFORNIA STREET· SAN FRANCISCO n, CALIFORNIA

Dollar for dollar-the Scout is unsurpassed. Spots
shots in the black at 100 yards. Locates deer miles
away. Ruggedly built and precision crafted, the
20 power, 44mm Scout gives you a 6 to 8mm larger
objective lens than any' scope in its price range.
This means more light gathering power, easier eye
relief and a wider field of view. Lens fully coated
and corrected. Quick draw tube focusing plus spiral' .
vernier fine adjustment.

• 20 power,Mmm obi. lens • ·tength: 1~IIc1osed,17110pe"
• Exit pupil diom.: 2.2mm • Durol&chromeploted brass
• Weight: 23 ounces • Finish: wrinkle block

THE SCOUT OFFERS MORE FEATURES
THAN ANY SCOPE IN ITS CLASS

farget shooting or trophy hunting

Newly designed O. S. E. stand as illustrated $13.95

H
••~ ~;·g$ShP'W9t.R
.,.,~ _ 23 lbo. II

• World's largest selling re- 11
loading tool that really I
speaks for itself.

• Loads rifle, pistol or shot-
shells. ,II

• Full length resizes and 11
Patents Pending swages bullets with ease.
Shp. Wgt. 4 Ibs. • Lathe bed cast iron frame stronger than similar

• Has patented "Instant Stapilizor." Gives you tools. no scrap iron used. _
1 instant accurate reading for the first time with • Complete with primer arm, and shell holder of II
1] a touch of your finger. your choice. . New primer catcher $1.37 fJ

• Has two leveling screws eliminatinq need to • t . t •• t· B
shim up one side of scale.

'I. Has hydraulic dampener to use if desired. Patent Pending

ft•Guaranteed 1/10 grain accurate 325 grain R
't • Only measure of this type made'

I capaci y. with micrometer setting. Has two I

II .. ,. . .. . .'. • built in baffles that actually take II
I:ID " . ,. , . ~ the weight off from the po.wder. 1m

! . Finest precision machined, hardened polished. 'rii??!l..S Shpg. Wgt. 4 Ibs. .8
All popular calibers. Standard Conventional
Type Mark I Reloading dies we have made these

I
! for retarS',Hard chro~::~.a~:;,2 Ibs. Guaranteed for your I·d,fetime. In !

translucent white or re .
Price per set: 2 pc. rifle Price for any pistol or rifle II
die sets $4.79; 3 pc. pistol cartridge. 42¢. Shp. wgt. 8 ox. f]
s1i,,! sets $6.49. Price for any shotgun ~

shell 49¢. Shp. wgt. 8 OL

~~~~~~-~I Standard Conventional Type Send for famous free booklet. How R
11 Mark II Reloading dies, to Reload by George Leonard Herter.

heat treat finish not chrome Send 2~ for giant 400 page reload-
II plated. Shp. wgt. 2 Ibs. . ers catalog. Dept. 2AH •
Ii 2 pc. rifle die sets __$5.49 IMMEDIATE DELIVERY a
I. 3 pc. pistol die set,-_$7.19 1Il1P.l,.."'.
II ~!!!!!t:j~~~!!!!!!!:I)~!!!5IUW~
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REGULAR CLIPS
NEW DANISH $5.50

Only lot of these rare Luger clips and tools in existence.
Good, clean serviceable condition. Holds 32 shots. Tool
used to charge drum to capacity with 9mm cartridges
only. Ammo Special: Caliber 9mm Parabellum
cartridges $4.95/C

LUGER SNAIL
DRUM CLIPS $19.95
LOADING TOOL $24.95
BOTH FOR ONLY $39.95

SEMI-AUTO INFANTRY RIFLE, LATEST MODEL
Modern 10-shot gos operated rifle shooting Bmm Mauser ammo, popular

caliber cartridge obtainable everywhere or from us at low prices. Guns in
good, clean serviceable condition, used Egyptian Model. Fine walnut stocks,

all steel construction. Factory closeout list $lB6. Our price only $59.95
Ammo Special: Bmm fresh Italian all·brass 196 gr. boattail bullet $4.95/C

Ammo Super Special: Bmm Fresh Israel made Boxer primed reloadable
BT bullet $5.95/C

Ammo 5uper Super! Limited quantity 7.62mm Nato
Berdan, $9.95/C; Boxer $12.95/C

FITS ALL 9mm LUGER PISTOLS

LUGER DRUM .CLIPS!

IN MID-AMERICA, MARS IS NEARER TO YOU! SAVE ON SHIPPING!

RAREST

FN AUTO RIFLES! $5995

PISTOL SPECIALS: NOW AVAILABLE! DEALERS WRITE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

RARE MAUSER HSC '.32 TINY BROWNING .2S WE HAVE LUGERS 9mm GENUINE GERMAN P.38s

$29.95 $59.95 $39.95
latest Model Mauser Quality FN Make. Best for Greatest of 'em alII Walther type 9mm
Streamlined double action .32 the pocket. Cal. .25 Various marks, good plus Big, accurate, reliable

BEST FROM SPAIN FAMOUS BERETTA 9mm BROWNING HI·POWER 9mm BROWNING M1900 .32

.;

$19.50 $24.95 $39.50
Astra 9mm Short Cal. 9mm Corto 13 Shot Magazine; Classic Gun
Big caliber, small gun is powerful .3BO US Ctg. Finest FN Construction John Browning's Firstl

GENUINE STEYR .32 CZECH·MAUSER .32 SAUER·SUHL .32 BERETTA POLICE .32

.
=<

$18.00 $22.50
Rare Type CZ M27 was Rare original Reliable .32
M1932, seldom seen from Mauser design made by Sauer & Son Strong, simple design

PRE·WAR MAUSERS WIEN POLICE REVOLVER HUNGARIAN FREEDOM GUN ORIGINAL COLT SHERIFF'S

Cal. .45 LC
Made only for usl

, .32 M10 & M32
Finest German Craftsmanship

Use 9mm Rev.
Ctg. Fine collection piece.

$16.95
Big .3BO M37
Basic Browning design

MARS EQUIPMENT CORP. • 3318 W. DEVON AVENUE
CHICAGO 45-G, ILLINOIS
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,
90 minutes from New York City via N.Y.S.
Thruway; 6 miles west of Exit 19 at
Kingston. N. Y.

REMINGTON MODEL 24

.22 Automatic Extractors

-Unavailable for Years-

$3.75

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent finish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every.
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SiZE $2.00 ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint ~ $7.50 ppd.

.44 CALIBER> BARREL~Bl-AN~

·".1"

NEW LOW PRICE
.22 CONVERSION KIT

•

&it~
[P(Q)~lJ0DlVJ[L~ ~~=~(Ql

LEATHER CLIP Pouches
For .45 Auto & others. As
issued, Exc.-Russet Leather
NOT stained black-

$2.50 PPD

ONLY

.01

Numrich Arms

RETAIL OUTLET
West Hurley, N. V.

BUY· SELL· SWAP CRAZY
BRING TRADING MATERIAL BARGAINS!

Quickly installed
Sight set. Stream
lined front ramp
with sig-ht. Rear
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in
stalled by simply
tightening Allen set
screw. Front .560
J.d., rear .775 Ld.
Plenty of wall thickness for reaming to all popu_
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete set! .

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of

f~~ip~~l~~~~tep~~~tlceev(~~ -::~~~i1~~P:&g~ltn:tc;,a:)onn~~P;g~:
sible With a real, man sized .22 which not only shoots
better but feels better while shooting. (Just slide out
unit to change hack to .30·06). Full sized. Qut short
acting bolt. with precision rifled ban'eI liner gives
super accuracy. Each unit. in display box, contains
.22 bolt. barrel liner, trigger Jtuard & 7 shot magazine.
Bolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing
years 'of accurate shooting. Over 2,000 happy users.
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW, LOW $19.95 ppd.Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

~~~/0~i/40~5/Jr~~d~~ioyU~1~ef~rad~~t:61~ci~ ~Mg:
chester "92. iS73. :ri1nrlin models. 12 groove rifling,
ideal for custom pistol barrels etc. $8.50 plus 70¢;
post.

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL. BARREl BLANKS 
(,i

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
liAs recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo."

~)))))))))JjjmJJjjj~Olhr;! ~~~:::es
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES

NEW HOURS: 10 A.M. to 6 P.M., except Friday 10 ta
9. Closed Sunday and Monday.

One ptece safety firing pin. with crisp s~eed lock action.
Just seconds to install. no laborious takmg apa~·t of «?Id
flrinO' pin Really safe, does not depend on tillY wire
cliPS': True Mauser type with solid safety sh~ulder:. Lock
time reduced by nearly 500/0. Speed mamspnng ofspecial Austrian steel , $3.75

HANDLOADING ,BENCH
(Continued from page 6)

(Continued from page 48)
Savage this way-a variation of the picture
shown in Picture No. 1. Trapping for the
Fish and Wildlife Service, I had to negotiate
exceptionally rough country, and the high
angle just about eliminated any chance of
the rifle falling out of the sheath. And I'm
long-legged enough S6 I had no trouble
swinging my leg over the high stocK.

There are many other possibilities, some
quite different from those shown, others
variations of these. Some may be better, or
better for an individual, or better for a spe
cial set of conditions; some, I know, are
worse. If none of these suit you, improvise.
But bear in mind those basic conditions:
comfort for you, comfort for the horse; ease
and speed of rifle withdrawal. You'll feel
pretty unhappy if a fine trophy lopes away
while you're struggling to get that ~
pet rifle out of the leather! ~

It requires uniformity for a. twisting, scream
ing slug with its tail on fire to make an ac·
curate flight and hit a small, distant target
consistently.

The most uniform rifle or revolver bullets
are handmade, swaged jacketed types. The
handgun and ammo makers have, at long
last, decided to make new cartridges of this
type in a premium grade, just as I predicted
in GUNS. They have their own versions of
swaged, jacketed handgun bullet loads in
various calibers from .22 to .44 Magnum. I
have a sneaking idea they got the idea from
Harvey Jugulars, "The Most Deadly Bullets,"
that I wrote up in this journal in May, 1956.
When GUNS told the nation of their ad
vantages it quite naturally created a terrific
demand. At any rate, the gun and ammo
makers went to work to bring out new and
better products.

Ruger's "Deerstalker" Carbin&, chambered
for the powerful .44 Magnum cartridge,
proves a point. It shoots tighter groups with
more punch with jacketed, swaged bullets
than with the original factory type ammo.
This short, light, handy·dandy little spasmatic
Carbine is a dream come true! It takes over
where the .44 Magnum revolver quits, and
packs a punch tD- stop man, beast or auto
mobile. Lawmen will love it, perhaps as
much as deer hunters, and handgunners who
want a companion piec • -See this number
pronto! You'll have to shoot it a bit to
really appreciate it.

Let's pause to say thanks to the handgun
and amrno makers who are bringing us new
handguns and cartridges. The ammo makers
include Norma, Winchester and Remington.

Hand swaged handgun bullets have be
come more popular by leaps and bounds
since Harvey started them. Custom loaders
and bullet makers, such as Shooters Service,
Stanfordville, Conn., have enjoyed a steady
increase in business. C·H Die Co. gave a
terrific shot in the arm to the average reo
loader who wants to swage his own, when
they brought out the C·H Swag-O-Matic
bullet swaging press. With .30 caliber rifle
dies now available to fit the press, and sold
for a very low price, (and additional rifle
calibers in the' works,) the future of swaged
handgun and rifle bullets is assured.

Charlie Heckman, owner of C·H, is real
(Continued on page 52)
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DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

KNOXVILLE 6, ILLINOIS

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
authorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner, Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords, all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachmayr, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, Hi-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, lver Johnson, Cros
man target and field guns.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money. back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ingvalueever for $1.00. Mailedlmmediate
Iy in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

(ilL HEBARD (iUNS

Positive Expansion without shattering.
Deeper Penetration. Partition holds %
total bullet weight intact.

Engineered Accuracy, No other bullet
is made with closer tolerances.

243, 25, 264, 270, 280
Rem., 7mm, 30, 338, 375

cals. avail.



IDEAL FOR - HUNTING,
PLINKING, TARGET AND
MATCH SHOOTING---<l1I
at lower cost than .22 L.R.

SPECIFICATIONS

* .45 caliber 32" 8 groove
super accurate barrel

* Walnut stock

* Old type blue finish

* Sights - open rear. Ly·
man #4 front

* Brass ferrules. cap pro
tector

Complete kit, Rifle &
everything needed for
immediate shooting •••
{shipped exp. chgs. col-
lect ONLY $44.50
Discounts to dealers in
lots of 3 or more.
SEND long, self ad
dressed., stamped en·
velope for additional
free information!

This rille is of present day (7967) manufacture.* Now you can join in America's fastest growing sport
-Shooting the "old smokers".* Reasonably priced-all American made. Lowest cost
big bore shooting possible-less than .22 L.R.

YOU GET
Ready to shoot immediately* The fine Hopkins & Allen underha=er percussion

rifle* A .45 caliber bullet mold* Flask with quarter pound of black powder* Box of 100 percussion caps* Powder measure-maple ramrod* Instruction booklet on how to load, fire, and best
enjoy muzzle loading shooting

92-25 & 32/20,
$3.95

92-38 & 44/40,
$4.95

complete with .Iide &
screw $3.75

CARRIERS Model

(ij"II!ii;;;;;;~Model

PLEASE NOTE: Due to the huge increase in corre·
spondence and the shortage of technical personnel to
answer it ... IF YOU DO NOT HEAR FROM US IN 10
DAYS Oil odd parts requests-it means we cannot supply
items requested . • • at least at the time inquiry was
received.

E

.WINCHESTER ~i !@y'
MODEL' 7 3 n,g\l:D~

We LINKS FOR '73
WINCHESTERS

Brand new, either right or I.ft. Stat. which.
$3.75. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50.

WINCHESTER

#= _;;E300 FIRING PINS
'92 Model $2.95
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-25 & 32/20 mdls.......••..••.•.•... $3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center fire .. $2.95

Rare Parts - Brand New
Limited Supply

Mdl. '92 Hammers $5.95
Mdl. 'S6 Hammers $6.95
Mdl. '94 Hammers $2.15
Hammers, Low Wall & High,

coil spring mdls. $6.95

BARRELS FOR WINCHESTER '97 PUMPS

pp.

45/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight rifled lengths. 32"'" long, 1%"'" o.d. 1 turn
in 2~". beautiful 4 groove rifting, used (or re
barreling \Vinchesters. :Marlins. 'Yhilneys, Spring·
fields etc. Unheard of price o( $9.60 plus 95t.

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES I
WITH FREE CASE

made 1954 of new steel specs.
superior to any made pre·
viously. New. in orrg. wrap-
ping'S, $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web carrying case FREE.
DOUBLE LEATHER CLIP
CASES, as issued, exc., Russet color, NOT black $2.50

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunting, Ilts
flush with guard-streamlines appearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are selling $-2.45

• 15 shot. in original wrap. only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

SAVAGE MOL. 99

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobacco) proof rubber cap
given .teL magazine.

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

;::::
'.---==~~;:-;;

• MUZZLE LOADING
• 45/70
• .45 AUTO

NEW BARREL BLANK SIZES
MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS

FULL 48"" long-.45 caliber. rifted 1 turn in 56",
straight length blanks, 1 tAl"'" O.D. These barrcls
are ritled-(NOT buttoned or broached) which is
the only way to obtain proper groo\"e depth. Eight
frooves make (or super accuracY.ONLY $17.95 plus

S~~E~po,ft~d~~.. LONG__~_h$9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove,· .357 groove dia., 1 tum in
16" full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old' 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W.

Lugers, etc. $8.50 plus 70¢ post., or 12" lengths
$4.95 plus 40¢ post.

B~ , BLOCKS
'lVO NO AT ABOUT 50%
~ SAVING

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield, Jap, & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport·
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting &

:oer~d i~Yih ~at::=tl~ts c~b~
sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundrects
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions, ONLY $9.9S

plus 55e: PtiPI.,......~..IlII11....

*

These barrels are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but
toned" but actually
rifled. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot
ers, the very best
blanks available any
where.

45-70 BARREL BLANKS
(FULL OCTAGONAL)

For use in rebal'\relln~ Winchesters. MarHns, Spring
fields, Kennedy's, \Vhitney's, Remington Rolling
Blocks, Hepburns, Ballards, etc., etc._4 groove,
1 turn in 22". 15/16" across flats. Full 32" long

. ONLY $14.50 plus SSe.

NEW TAPERED BLANKS

FOR U. S. ENFIELDS
The biggest improvement in 46 years!
COCKS ON OPENING-SPEEDY

~ Q9l
Simply insert in your bolt

Corrects the two serious 'faults of the
Enfield action-lang, slow firing pin fall
and cock on closing design. Our unit re
duces lock time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of 'he bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives for better, (and faster)
feeding, for better extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR .UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE Of
$4.95 ppd. (for 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

.357 Cal. or .44 Magnum
(Also 9MM Luger, '38 Special & 44/40)

Used (or conversion or '92 \Vinchesters, '94 Marlins,
B.S.A.'s and many other models to the popular new
Magnum calibers. Made from Springfield '03 barrel
blanks (which are of the best Ordnance Steel), they
nrc carefully drit!ed. reamed and rifted to eithe.r the
.357 (9MM Luger is the same) or the .44 Magnum.
Each barrel is 6 R'roove rifled, standard '03 Spring.
field taper & contour, 24" long. We have left the
Springfield thread on for convenience in holding,
turning, etc. Actual rifled length inside (discount
ing old chamber an'd thl'eads of Springfield) 211/2:"
Slate ca1iber-Only $7.50 plus 50c pp.

MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eigbt
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
St4.85 + 85t - OR
FULL 42" lonl: • . •
S19.50 + SUO sbip
ping.

~ [J01](Q)~~ ~ MORE

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ~

~
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(Continued from page 50)

proud of his Swag-O-Matic. He says no tool
makes better bullets, and I'm inclined to
agree. Speer, who have made semi·jacketed
buJlets for revolvers for some time, and
good ones, recently brought out the .30 cal·
iber Speer Plinkers. These are the' same
basic type bullet, but have a round nose
and weigh 100 grains. Accuracy is better
than you expect in everything from a .300
Weatherby Magnum to a 30-30, and .30 Car·
bine, that is now so popular.

You can pull the hard jacketed G.1. Car·
bine pills and simply seat Speer Plinkers. Or
swage your own in a Swag-O-Matic, using
Speer half-jackets. Speer supplies "14 inch
Antimonial Wire." Division Lead Co.,
(DIVCO) supplies "Illinois .30 caliber 3%
Antimonial Lead Wire." Both makes are for
the half-jacketed Swag-O-Matic bullets that
can be driven at over 3000 feet per second.
The DIVCO wire is a little sotter and easier
to swage, but both work OK. The softer wire
should give better bullet expansion, and a
harder wire deeper penetration.

Handloading the .30 Carbine is easy. I
used C·H dies to swage pills of 92, 100, 115,
and 125 grains, using Swag·O·Matic wire.
The 100 grain is my choice. I drilled a 4
grain cavity in the nose, using a Forster
Precision Case Trimmer with Hollow Point
Accessory. My best charges were 14.5 grains
2400, or 15.2 grains WoW 295HP Ball, using
CCI No. 400 S.R. primers. Cases were brass
G.1. hulls, loaded in C-H loading dies, the
2-Die set. My gun functions well, and veloc
ity is more than the 2000 fps of G.1. ammo.

A few test loads were tried with the new
CCI No. 550 Magnum (Small Pistol) prim
ers. They worked OK with both powders,
but I recommend the Small Rifle type in this
cartridge, in a carbine.

Steel cases can be used, but are hard on
sizers, and may not function perfectly in all
carbines. I much prefer brass. Many lads
try to use ordinary oils or grease for case
lube. Cases may gall or stretch, or even pull
out of the shell holder. Really good lube for
sizing is cheap. Some good makes are the
new Anderol Case Lube, and the "All Clio
mate" lube they make for RCBS, C-H Die
Lube, Hollywood's Sizing Lube, Pacific, and
others. As a substitute, try drug store lanolin.

Carbon tet is excellent to clean and de·
grease dies, moulds, and other articles, in
cluding guns that are to be re-blued with
cold blue. It has many uses around a loading
bench. The fumes are poison, and it'should
be used with adequate ventilation, avoiding.
prolonged contact with the skin.

What about a good cast bullet load for
the .30 Carbine? My favorite is Lyman's
No. U311316 Hollow Point Gas Check, sized
.3085, cast with Illinois Bullet Alloy No.7,
or a 10:1 lead-tin mix, backed with Lyman's
listed charge of 14 grains 2400 and Small
Rifle primers. This bullet is hard, and doesn't
expand as well as the swaged bullet loads.
The nose cavity is rather deep. I believe it
works better if the hollow point pin is
dressed off about Jh", for a more shallow
hollow point. Velocity is a bit more than
G.1. loads.

This column will have some carefully
worked·up loading data for new handgun
varmint cartridges as soon as possible. Hand
gunning varmints with a flat shooting, highly
accurate load with a potent punch is~
more fun than anything I can think of. ~
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SHOOTERS SERVICE, Inc.
CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

H' ~euete't4... 1Jeue1tetu...
RIFLE VELOCITIES WITH YOUR HAND
GUN using Jugular jacketed Bullets, or
Game Stopper ammunition. lcals..38 
.357 - .44). Field and range tested for
over ten years.
SHOT CARTRIDGES FOR HANDGUNS,
for snakes, birds and rots. lcals. .38 
.357 - .44 -.44mag. - .45 ACP 
.45 LC).
Bullets and Ammunition for new Ruger
.44 Carbine.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

BALLISTIC AND HANDLOADING DATA - 25c
Dealer and Organization inquiry invited.

?t~
QUALITV

GUN RACKS

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC. . .~ lI!l.i~
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. [II! Los Angeles 15, Calif. ~

WRITE THE NIMROD COMPANY
F6~~ER 2007 L1NCOLN~.O. BOX 297

You'll have a great advantage with a lo-Swing Top Mount on your favorite hunting rifle
open sights or scope at your fingertips. In some hunting emergencies this patented lo-Swing
feature may mean the difference between life or death ... a kill or a miss. Features exclu
sive windage arid elevation adjustment. Easy to install. UNCONDITIONAllY guaranteed to
maintain absolute zero alignment no matter how often scope is swung to side or removed.
Featured at all leading Sporting Goods Dealers and Gunsmiths.

FREE '
, , Wri,te for Free 16:page brochure ~ea·

turing the latest In gun accessoroes

••
and services from the West's oldest

• Gun House.

MAKES ANY RIFLE
TWICE AS EFFECTIVE
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N~BLE

LEUPOLD & STEVENS INSTRUMENTS, INC.
4445 N. E. GLiSAN ST.• PORTlAND 13, ORE.

PRIMERI POCKET CLEANERH Scrubs pockets uickly. clean &
only $1· Ppd bright. For use 10 any motor or

.loA" R • :II: :it~~t:[t;enope~au~.. ~n:anste~~

D~O o~t; ~Lb~ ~~\p~(~WI~ ~~:~:~
INQU for laTu:iR~~P BP:g~~rs.

INVITED 2425 W. 12th st., Erie. Penna.

LEUPOLD
SportSlYlan

Professional forester type
sighting compass in com
pact pocket size for out·
doorsmen. Accurate and
easy to use for locating
your hunting camp and
folIowing map courses.
making preliminary sur·
veys, staking out mining
claims, etc. 2 ¥2" diam.;
wt. only 4 ozs. At your
dealer or order by mail.

I
Complete with illustroted

Dealer $9 95 guide showing how to make
Inquiries • full use of sighting compas!..
Invited Send check or m.o. (No COD's)

•"
shooting, merely change cylinders, pick up
a box of the Magnum ammo, and you are
all set.

Despite the fact that the barrel is bored
somewhat over-size to accept the magnum
bullet, the gun is very accurate with the rim

(Continued on page 55)

makes the gun extremel y versatile, since the
inexpensive rimfire cartridge can be used
for informal target shooting. Then, when
you want to go varminting or small game

MODEL 70 - Pump Gun
Perfectly balanced, a fine lightweight .410 shotgun in
popular slide action design. Safe, economical, excellent
choice for women or youngsters. Ideal for small game at
short range or small bore skeet events.

MODEL 420 - Double Gun
A traditional hammerless double barrel. double trigger
example of superb old world craftsmanship. Perfectly
balanced with smooth, positive action. Left barrel is full
choke; right modified. 12, 16, 20 gao

MODEL 275 - .22 Lever Action
Here's a hammerless, lever action rifle with one piece,
beautifully proportioned walnut stock. Short lever throw
operates smoothly and easily. Visible feeding, safe fire
control, thumb operated safety.

MODEL 60-12 and 16 Ga.
Beautifully finished, reliable slide action gun, fitted with
new Vary-Chek (variable choke) and resilient rubber
recoil pad. Available also as Model 65 with plain barrel,
full or modified choke, no recoil pad.

Beautifully
Balanced!

Lightweight
Favorite!

VARY·CHEK
Equipped!

Super-Safe and
Dependable!

MODEL 235 - .22 Slide Action
Excellent for small game, target shooting and all-around
use. Features adjustable sporting rear sight; ramp

Real Value! patridge type front sight. Receiver machined for quick
detachable dovetail mount for telescopic sight.

Please write for complete illustrated catalog.

Address your inquiries to: The NOBLE Manufacturing Co., Inc., Dept.G-2, Haydenville, Mass.
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superbly designed sporting arms!

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 14)

to print in the black or so close to it that
the final adjustment can be made by a child.

The Site-A-Line with one spud sells for
a nickel less than forty bucks, extra spuds
going for $3.85. If you shoot much, or change
from rifle to rifle, the cost of the device will
be negligible when compared with the cost
of ammo wasted in sighting the rifles. In
the first two days I had my Site-A-Line, I
sighted in three rifles with it, all printing
in the black with the first five shots. Site·A·
Line is available from Alley Supply Co.,
P. O. Box 458, Sonora, Cal.

Convertible Single Six
Ruger's Convertible Single Six is, like all

their guns, built so that it can take hard
use, yet it is accurate and smooth·function·
ing. With one cylinder in the gun, you can
fire the .22 rimfire cartridge; take out this
cylinder and replace it with the second cyl
inder that comes with the gun, and you can
shoot the .22 Magnum rimflre cartridge. This
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GUNS Magazine
8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-9

Okay, send me the 3-book library of Gun lore (worth
$3.00), absolutely free and start my one year subscription
to GUNS immediately. $6 enclosed to be refunded if not
completely satisfied.

Name "'--__

Address _

City Zone__State _
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(NOTE!-these prices do not include postage)

LEE ENFIELD CAVALRY CARBINE

Will fit, with minor alterations, any Mauser military pistol 7.63 MM or
9 mm made to accept a detachable magazine-also Astra, Azul, Royal,
Bergman-Bayard and some models of Destroyer 9 MM carbines
ONE MAGAZINE-with leather pouch _ $ 7.95
FOUR MAGAZINES-with leather pouch, magazine loader and tool 29.95
FIVE MAGAZINES-with leather pouch, 2 magazines & 2 tools......._ 34.95
MAGAZINE LOADER __ _........... 3.95
MAGAZINE DISMOUNTING TOOL _ _ . 1.50

(Continued from page 53)
fire ammo. Fired at 15 and 25 yards, five
shot groups could be covered with a quarter
when shot from a sitting position. I found
that the hold is dead-on, and my gun fired
just a fraction right and high, but still in
the 10 ring-so I left the sight well enough
alone.

The Convertible Single Six is a real gun;
for plinking or hunting it could easily be
come a favorite. It has enough weight to take
it out of the toy class, yet is not too heavy
to be carried afield all day. It represents the
second important development to come from
Sturm-Ruger in a year. The .44 Magnum
carbine is one of the finest-handling rifles
I have ever fired; the Convertible Single Six
revolver is a dandy fun· gun. What's next
from Southport?

SPECIAL!
UNIVERSAL 50 ROUND

PISTOL MAGAZINE

EDITION /Jn1nl/1'8
OF ITEMS FOR THE HUNTER, (,/u"uILtj
SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR.

Service Armament Co. has done it again, by
offering you its new enlarged catalog.
This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
to Minie Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present
ing the most diversified line of arms found
anywhere including the World's Largest supply

of shooting ammo $1.00
SEND ONLY

Expansion of Magi-Click tip
assures positive contact of
patch.

Service Armament Co. B EAST FORT LEE RD. BOGOTA. NEW JERSEY

THE SHOTGU. CLEANER THAT REALLY CLEANS!
• BETTER CLEANING-Ripple actio{l.
insures constant contact with bore
and provides a scrubbing action.
• ADJUSTABLE IN THE BORE -Ball
bearing clickstops let you instantly
adjust MagiCLICK to chamber, bore
and choke.
• FITS ALL RODS-Universal threads
fit your rod Available to fit 12,
16 and 20 gauge shotguns.
• PROTECTS GUN BORE-Magi
CLICK's nylon and neoprene con
struction centers rod in bore and
prevents any metal-to-bore contact.

MINNESOTA RUBBER COMPANY
3630 WOODDALE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS 16. MINNESOTA

$1.69 ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE TODAY

~ CENTENNIAL
'4 JOOO's

The first smokeless powder 'repeating arm
adopted by the British Army. These arms
saw service with the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police, and fought gallantly in the various Irish Rebellions-on
both sides ... only 3000 ever made. A must for all Enfield Collectors-
supply limited _ _ _ .. _. __ _._ _._ $39.95

Select _ _ _ $44.95

$995.............. __.. - 5. . MADE IN U.S.A. ppd.

NEW SIGHTMASTER"101"RIFLESCOPE.:
It's here at last! The most sensational scope value in a lifetime in your choice of power - 2l12X, 4X or 6X. Its got -
all the deluxe features you've been looking for: precision glass optics throughoutj color corrected; & with internal
adjustments for perfect focus & alignment. Beautifully blued steel. long eye relief. Easy to install, fits over 350 U.S. •
and foreign rifles including Enfields. Only $9.95 ppd. inel. mount. Send cash, check or M.O. C.O.D.'S require $5
deposit. Add $1 for Air Mail. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. When ordering specify scope
power, make ana moael of rifle. Dulen inquire. rAN TECHNICS. INC••'123t ran Technics ildl., £nclnltas121.Calif.

Winchester's Mid-A.merican Shoot
In general, we gun editors are so loaded

with paper work and chained to a desk that
it is a rare event when we get out to do some
shooting just for the fun of it. Most of our
shooting is testing, and although a lot of
shooters envy us this opportunity to tryout
new guns or ammo, this is harder work than
the actual writing of the report. Winchester·
Western decided to change this a bit, giving
Midwestern gun editors and writers a chance
to show their stull with the smoothbores. The
meet was held at the Jennings Gun Club
outside of Alton, Ill., and the contest was
for trap and skeet, with everything supplied
by Winchester. Coaches from Winchester
and the Jennings Gun Club were on hand
to improve stance and shooting skill, and a
wonderful day was had by all of us. To Win
chester and the members of the Jennings

(Continued on page 60)

The .22 Jet and the Model 53
By now you must be aware of the Model

53 S&W and the new .22 Jet cartridge. The
batch of ammo I tested functioned smoothly.
The case is a necked down .357 Magnum,
chock-full of a powder that looks like a first
cousin to 2400. The rounds I broke down
contained 14.9 grains of powder.

I would suggest that if you shoot the .22
Jet cartridge, you wear ear plugs at least.
Indoors the sound is downright unpleasant,
under a range roof on an outdoor range
there is little improvement, and even in the
wide-open area where I tested the gun, the
noise was an unpleasantly sharp crack.

Unloaded, the gun weighs 2 pounds 8%
ounces. It sells for $110. For a second .22 RF
cylinder, to be fitted at the factory, the ad
ditional cost will be around $22.

Accuracy of this gun is amazing. Without
adjusting the sights, all shots were in the
black, tight little groups. Being interested
in long-range shots, my shooting partner and
I selected a rock, abouf five inches across.
While I spotted with a B&L spotting scope,
my side-kick shot from the reclining posi
tion, gun hand resting against. the right
knee. First shot was slightly to the left and
low, and by holding a bit over, the next two
shots pulverized the rock. Distance: 200
yards! Presently I am working up some
handloads for this new cartridge and hope
to report on it in the near future. A word of
warning might be added here. Unlike most
other calibers, this one really spews flames
and powder particles, so keep a respectful
distance.
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THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST SHOPPING

WITH FILTER

$125 L:;:'l~he,Case &
Straps

BAUSCH & LOMB
7xSO NEW
BINOCULARS

CW FOLDING
GUN R·EST

First MiniatUri.ed
TWO-WAY'· J'

RADIO! . :"".
SPACEPHONE-FlTS IN SHIRT POCI<ETl Two·
way walkie-talkie sending and receiving set
in the smallest case at the lowest price!
Absolutely self·contained: microphone-loud·
speaker,9-volt transistor radio battery, trans·
islodzed transmiUingand receiving sets with
the latest miniaturized printed circuitry. U.S.
designed and made. Volume control and tun
ing. Range 1,7 mile up.
CitIzen's band-NO LICENSE, NO EXAMINA
TION-NO AGE LIMIT. For hunting, boating,
fishing, hiking, all sporting uses, farms and
ranches. Will operate between vehicles.
Electrosolids Corp. products are now in use
on such projects as the Explorer VI satellite.
Spacephone replaces and does the Smle job
as equipment costing from $114 to $300 per
pair.
TO ORDER: Enclose check, cash or M.O. for
postpaid shipment. $5 deposit per unit for
C.O.D.lo-day unconditional money·back guar.
Dealers inquire. calif. res. add 4% state tax.
Electroso\ids Corp., 13745 saticoy Street,
Panorama City 12, calif.

REGULARLY $295

g;~ivi~Uo:rf:;;tful~,Sia~~~n~~~l,S~~tr~n~id~eA~f~:
Adjustable filter. Limited supply.

~lZ
HIGH

It gives you a sturdy horizon
tal and vertical resting sup
port (from the RTound when
resting bar is folded down
and up to 3 ft. when extend·
ed) on any terrain-sloping or
level. You set it up with ODe
hand; place the ~ between
your thumb and the padded
resting bar, then adj ust tbe
shooting position With the lnln
to your shoulder. It carries well

in ordinary c1othin~ pockets, however, a shoulder·strar)
holster is available for ~eater convenience. Ideal for
antelope or other long-ran~e shooting and for sighting
in your rifle. Wt. 1 lb. Gun rest only $3.95 ppd. With
canvas holster $4.95. Money back guarantee.

BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORiES

DALE MYRES CO.
BOX 7292·L, EL PASO, TEXAS

\OSTPAID

~
4.80 • SILHOUETTE DECOYS (5..,y,

doz . . N. C.O.D',)
, •~ BOB HINMAN, OUTFITTERS

. 116-E RIVERVIEW CT.,PEORIA HEIGHTS, ILL.

Free to WRITERS
seeking a book publisher

Two fact-fiIied, illustrated brochures
tell how to publish your book, gel;
40% royalties, national advertising.
publicity and promotion. Free edi·
torial appraisal. Write Dept. G.

~xpo5itio.nPress, 38'6 Park Av.e. 5.,N.Y.1,

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Protecfsight Holsters"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of mico
rear sight which does not "con
tact" the leather. "Cobra
Snapaway"© gun hold-down

which also prevents snow. etc. ob
structing notch in the blade. Hol
sler retains its permanent shape
under all usual conditions and is
rast-drawing. Belt 2Ih inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. First
quality leather and workmanship guar
anteed, leather double and sewed.
~i;:e ~1Is~~ t;.~d ~~~~~feie~all:::r 1~~

~%cek&~t ~i~~9lto/~ ~nci:if~~~ti~~
on all C,O.D. orders.

Plain: Tan S34.50. Black $36.50. Fully
carved (,hown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

Maker 01 '"'World?, Finest" hoZsters that have no equal
for last-drawing.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

THE

SJ Ii u.s. and Canadian Pat.

l . Complete job as shown_ ream tne lor Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precisian
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ons. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secdiidary recoil). Guar
anteed warkmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~P~;,d';';to~,a~',"t.
Licensed fitter for Canadian custome.rs
IAN 5. DINGWALL. Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9. B. C.

~-------------------------.

A reallyhandsome
belt with distinc
tive rifle sling

clasp design. Polished Solid Brass or Silver
Plate. For sport or dress.

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
FINE TOP GRAIN LEATHERS in Cordavan or
Black. Polished Brass ... 53.95: Silver ... $4.95 •

Be sure to include waist CALIBER.
Enclose S1.00 with each C.O.D. Orders shipped
without delay. Dealer inquiries invited.

NEW 18 PAGE LIST EVERY 5 WEEKS

ANTIQUE & MODERN GUNS
PLEASE SEND IOc FOR YOUR COPY.

ALWAYS ON HAND: Win. Lever-Actions,
Colt's, S&W's, Rem's, Muskets, and Win.
Parts. Will Trade.
(HET FULMER, RTE. 3, DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

TEMPO P.O. Box 91B, Orla Vista Br.
PRODUCTS Orlando, Florida

GUNS

Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

ANTIQUE

For police or civilian
defense against robbers,
mashers, elc. Causes no
permanent injury. Highly
polished heavy nickel
case with spring·steel
pocket clip.

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER. NO COD's

Registered Colt Distributors
Suppliers for

Official Police Equipment
This product ts not Intended (or sale In states or

localities which have laws forbidding' thelr sale.

Nickel Plated
Peerless Type

HANDCUFFS
$15.00 value: Special

$7.95 pair
Deluxe leather

carrying case $2.50

Public Sports Shops, Dept. G, 11 S.161h SI., Phila. 2, Pa.

I'RDTECT YDURSELF
with this Fountain Pen-Type POCKET

TEAR GAS

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.
GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $1
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE,------'----,I~~9~ Br:.~Jo~~Op~FG. CO. I

INamo I
IAddre" 1
I I
l..~;;;;.:·;;;;;·;;;;;·=2~e.;:.;::;;;;.:.••

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a short
and enlightening history on its period.

Send cash, check or Jfoney Order nowl

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - Tujunga, caUf.

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strong metal-look and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

1847 Colt Wolker-44 cal•.....••..•..$7.95
1873 Colt Peacemaker-45 cal. . .•••.. $5.95
1836 Colt Texas Paterson-40 cal•...... $6.95
1848 Colt Wells Fargo-31 cal•....•... $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44' cal•...••••..••.. $5.95
1851 Colt Navy-36 cal. ....••.•..•••. $5.95

•••••••••••

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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THALMANN ARMS AND AMMO
OFFERS YOU

Custom Gunstack Carving and Inlay
Firearms - Ammunition

Ammo in the following calibers: .222,
.243, .250/3000, .257, .270, 7mm., .30
Carb., .30-30, .300 Sav., .30·40, .30·06,
8mm., .38 Sp., .45 ACP, .45 Colt.

Send self·addressed, stamped envelope

for free price list to:

THALMANN ARMS AND AMMO
P. O. Bax 545

Far! Davis, Texas

FREE CATALOG

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

Never bp-
fore has
achromatic tele·
scope sold for any.
where ncar this amazin~
low price! You get clea
sharper pictures at all
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari·

~~~e~:eE~~:rac;!~~~lee~~erl;nt4~ororJl~et
~~~01~:;~ ~J:g~:I~::daA~~~o~~e;'i~i}u~:f~i~ecf°:;e~~ot
.22 hO~S in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring

g~~~l~~eo:J~:i~ns.p~~r~eme~lai~et:ieae~ci·n:Obri~~~~~:;i~'iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uncon
ditionaUy ~uaranteed. Carrying- case included. Send only
56.98. Cash, check or money order. We pay po~tage.

Criterion Co. 313 Church St.. Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-68

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

New, Exciting, Illustrated
Catalog Every 8 Weeks
Now 72 Pages Each Issue!
Thousands of antique Colt
revolvers, Kentucky rifles,
pistols, muskets, swords,
daggers from allover the
world: uniforms, helmets,
gun books, etc.· all differ·
ent each issue. Widest se·
lection availa ble anywhere!

~t:;;-,__--.l. Subscription Just $1.00
per Yea r. Send now to:

NORM FLAYDERMAN
44 W. Putnam, Dept. G-9

GREENWICH, CONN.
TOP CASH PRICES PAID
For your Antique Guns and
Military Equipment.

POINTER
PUPS

~ftorn the ordinaty
~

~~~~:~iX~el~1~e.1ar~~i~~~~ $~~~
PI', Yes. for Hi-Std. Double 9 too. Originators

g~Jt?IJll~~L~'W~~~RG~iihsi~~~~·~~~t\tu~~~
sing-Ie 6 & Colt SAA new model $9. Also most
complete stock of quality g-enuine Pearl, Ivory,

and stag' g-rips.
ORDER NOWI REMEMBER, IF IT'S A PISTOL GRIP
WE'VE GOT ITI SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE.

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd" Montebello 8, Calif.

A Mount Base for
the Pistol Shooter
who really wan"ts
to see what a pistol
can do. S & W, 'K'
& 'N', COLT & RUGER bases.
All Buehler rings fit. Most rifle
scopes 21f2x, 3x, 4x work well.
Write for FREE Buehler Catalog 16-G

For high scores & greater shock absorp
tion, crack pistol shooters rely on Pointer
Stocks. Improved back strap buUt into
stock, additional length, width & breadth.
form fitting non·slip RTip: ALL combine
to insure you positi trot & greater
shooting accuracy. often copied, nothin~ can com-
pare to the feel & of Pointer Stocks. 'UNCONDI-
TIONALLY GUARA WUl never warp, flare-up or
burn. Will never I orig' luster. Easy to install.
~~~blO;f~Ai.\~n)~porhEBgWY~S$7.~~:ce of finishes I IVORY.

All details on Ready-Cut Kits,
Plans and Hardware are listed
in big, fully illustrated • •
'~Handboak"-Catalo9

Only $1.00 ppd. ,
Your $1.00 is refundable in
credit with your first order!

Get Your Copy NOW!

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4K Hazletan, Pa.

$19.95 ppd.
OUR FIRST LIST OF RARE, UNUSUAL
AND CONTEMPORARY FIREARMS ... SOc

THE ARMS LOCKER, INC.
2027 Harbor Blvd. Costa Mesa, Calif.

.177 Cal. rifled BBL.
Adj. Sights and Trigger.

Comes Attractively Boxed
w /100 Pellets.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

\NITH

FAMOUS GERMAN AIR PISTOL

Ride into "big buck" country and bring bock your deer

with ease on the hill climbin', ridge runnin' TOTE GOTE.

Specially designed for off highway travel, the light.weight

(120 Ibs.) "GOTE" will carry a man and his gear up 45%

grades, through gulleys, across fallen timber and over the

roughest terrain imaginable with a minimum of effort on

the part of the rider. Its completely automatic tronsmis·

sio.n will let you travel speeds of 1 to 18 miles per hour.

REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF BONHAM CORP.

AMERICAS NO.1 OFF HIGHWAY CYCLE

It's EASY! With
Cunberth· Plans & Kits
Finished cabinets in 82
different styles and fin-

ishes also available,

TOTE®GOTE

~----------------------------------i

! Bonham Corporation G !
I P. O. BOX 220 PROVO, UTAH I
: NAME.. . 1
IADDRESS.. . i
I II CITY.. ... STATL :

I IL J
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HIGHLY·PRIZED
HOLSTERS
The Federal Man and the Perfect Fit. Two of
our most popular models. Note the authentic

Western design of the Perfect Fit-handmolded

over·the revolver or automatic for whiCh it's

intended. Lawmen everywhere like the Federal
Man's snap-draw feature, which keeps the

weapon at instant readiness.
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A HUNTER'S MUST DOUBLE BARRELED BEAUTY

SILICONE
GUN CLOTH

A new silicone gun cloth, treated
with Wonder Silicones and Rust
Inhibitors, for protecting surfaces
of firearms, tools, reels, brass,
chrome, etc., against fingerprints,
rust and corrosion. Polishes as
it cleans leaving soft attractive'
finish. Prevents fogging on scope
lenses and protects lens sur
faces. Packaged in handy poly
ethylene "snap-bag". .

-the No. 15X plastic Pistol
Utility Case holds two
pistols or revolvers 
snugly and securely
- in wool glove
lining. Pockets
for shells and
cleaning rod pro
vic:led. Also available
in long-wearing leather
with nylon pile lining (No. 16X).

DEER HUNTER'S
CARTRIDGE CARRIER

-:.you'll appreciate the 'convenience of
this' six-cartridge holder the first time
yo'u use it. Snaps to belt or slips easily
into pocket. Accommodates most popu
lar rifle cartridges. Ask for No. 685.

RIFLE SLINGS
-a complete line of rifle slings-Military Type-Whelan-Carry
ing Straps-either Plain or Hand Tooled. Finest brass hardware
and quality top grain cowhide. Some slings have stitched
keepers. Slings in price ranges to suit all 'requirements.

-top-grain cowhide car
tridge belt by Bucheimer.
The No. 985 pictured
takes most popular rifle
cartridges, comes in sizes
to fit 28-48 waists.

There's a Bucheimer belt for every cartridge from a .22 to a 7 MM
Mauser, as well as 12, 16 and 20 gauge shotgun shells.

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.•••.•.•••.................................. '.
•••••: ......................................••• ,

: OPEN AND :
: SHUT CASE :
• •• •••••••Ii

•••••
• Ii
: -the Handy Rifle Cartridge Case :
• No. 55. Heavyweight cowhide •
• construction, this quality carrier •
: holds 20 cartridges with dividers. :
• Slides easily over belt,fits close •
• to body. Secure snap fastener. •• •

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MERITS OF' To guard your gun in transport, choose this handsome Bucheimer case.
Made for easy insertion and quick removal of gun. Complete carrying

THE CASw
~w.W0,.1i7."""HHrsecurity. Other cases in top-quality leather and plastic to fit all weapons,
'w with or without telescopic sights.

= Whatever it is in hunting acces- =
sories, police equipment or
leather specialties - when you =
call for quality, then call for ~=Bucheimer - original designs
in leather goods since 1884. =
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Reloading Components from
Federal

The Federal Cartridge Corporation, makers
of the well-known Monark shotshells, has an
nounced the availability of reloading com·
ponents. They now market the primed shot·
shells in the Monark brand, cardboard and
cushion wads, as well as an exteJ+Sive line
of primers. These are available as small and
large pistol primers, small and large rifle,
large magnum rifle, and as shotshelI primers.
Their shotshells need little introduction to
shooters, and the components are the same
as are being put into the :\1onark shells. With
the constant increase in the hobby, this news
from Federal is most welcome.

(Continued from page 55)
Gun Club, a big thank you and well done.
Even the weather cooperated and I am very
grateful to the trap boy who must have made
a mistake in scoring my card, giving me
fourth place in the trap event.

Norma's .44 Magnum Loads
These long-awaited cartridges are available

at long last. Preliminary tests proved them
to be a very accurate load, although I did
not have a chance to test it on game. The
240 grain soft point bullet with the exclusive
Tri-Clad construction prevents harrel leading
and fouling. With the unprimed Norma brass
and the 240 grain bullet, I think that many
loaders will want to try their .44 Mag.~
num pet loads on game this coming fall.~

Hollywood's New
Senior Turret Tool

Famed for their chronograph and the
Senior Turret tool, the long·expected new
Senior Turret tool is everything that I had
heard ahout it. Like all of the Hollywood
equipment, this press is precision-engineered
and should last practically forever, no mat
ter how much it is used. For the man who
loads rifle, pistol, and shotshells, the new
Senior Turret tool might well be the answer
to the problem of what press to select. Here
tofore, the presses designed for pistol and
rifle cartridges, although changeable to shot·
shell loading, never performed as smoothly
as those tools expressely designed for shot
shell loading. In addition to performing all
of these functions, the new Hollywood Senior
Turret tool also swages with ease all calibers
of rifle and pistol bullets.

Shotshell loading is rapid and, as with all
manual skills, speed is an acquired matter.
Loading about 200 shells per hour is no
trick, once the tool is set up and the wad
column determined. By the way, in loading
shotshells, I have found it very handy to
make up stacks of the required wads in lots
of 25, thus saving considerable time picking
wads out of the boxes.

The eight-position turret with a choice of
hole sizes has a 6 inch stroke, a positively
indexing turret head, and for swaging hul·
lets, a lh inch tie-down rod is furnished.

Lyle Corcoran, boss of the Hollywood Gun
Shop, tells me that he expects to be able to
ship the new Automatic Shotshell Loader
next month. The word is that this tool will
load 1800 shells an hour in a progressive
rotating system. The way I burn up shells
in the course of a month, this might well
become my tool for loading fodder for my
smoothbores.

Manufactured
in the
U.S.A.

ACE DOUBLE-SET
TRIGGER $10.95

WITH KICK·OFF
Fitted to your Mauser or
F.N. Action <no others),
$4.00 more. Ace Single
Set·Trlgger. $10.95.

*

Complete

With stamped
parts $20.00

Stripped ••.•.... $ 9.00

NEW MAUSER 98 BOLTS
Complete .. $11.00
Stripped ••. $ 6.00

Flttl,'s
ACE FINISHED
BARRELS AND

Barreled Actions
(White)

NEW MAUSER 98 ACTIONS
ALL MILLED PARTS

$2500

1. FaflCJI Oregon MJlrtle; 2. Rare Fanctl
Oregon }'f'JIrtle; 3. Rare Flaked .Maple; 4.
Fant1l Ourlv Maple~' 5. Rare Birds61le .Maple.
NOTE: In Mannl1t:her length, rifte blanks or
turned and seml-lnletted stocks cost $5.00
more than prices shown.

Ace 24" or 26" Barrels for .338 or .264 Win. fitted
to your action. (Win..70, Enfield, High No. Spring
field, FN or 98 Mauser-no others).

~e~de s&~~~ha~~~~fu~~'1ciion:: : : : : : : : : : $:~:gg
If we furnish FN Series 400 Action. . . . . . •. 89.00

Specify weight, caliber and twist when ordering Ace·
barrels.

Barrel Ia;am. atIalam. at 1Lgth. at I WeIghtBreech Muzzle Muzzle

Lightweight l1/a -,,600=1~ 2 lb. 6 ox.
Sporter-Weiaht II/a .615 24" 3 tb.
Med. Hvy. Wgt.~ ---:-700- -26"""--~

TWIST: Ace Barrels come in standard twists as follows:
Cal. 243, 257, 270. 7MM, .25-06. 280, 338 and 30-06,
1.10. Cal. 244, 250, 300 and 308, 1·12. Cal. 22-250,
220 and 222, 1·4.
F.N. Ace Barreled Action (White)1 $72.5Q-Add $5.00

~~'ttrn·:·S~~:i~~~)..t:i~,~esw11~OAtA:~~°"ACEBarrel to your
action, stamp caliber, hcadspace and test fire for $5.00.
Returned Lo.b. Milvale, Pa., unless postag-e and insurance
remittance is cneIosed.

MILLED
SPRINGFIELD

TRIGGER GUARDS
(Milled Steel)

Made for Flaig's by Sako, fea-

hl~~ie"3fl~~k:;:te,s:r;:.t~~~~=:~re
c~e~e;.se~e~~ttgru~~~ld~Niigr.fr~nUyar~_

1903 Springfield, including .03-A3.
Increases resale value to your Sporter.

ized Springfield.

GUNS • GUN PARTS • SCOPES
e AMMUNITION • GUN STOCKS • BLANKS

• GUN SMITHING SERVICE

Sporter-weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 an.

_._--- ----
-~ --- -- -----

PURCHASERS: Please send signed statement stating that you are
21 or over, not an alien, have not been convicted of a crime, not
under indictment, not a fugitive from justice or a drug addict.

Professional Fast Draw Model. Very Finest in Quality, Work·
manship and Material. All Steel Construction. Genuine
Solid Brass Back Strap and Trigger Guard. Lighter Hammer
Pull. Smooth, Fast Action. Deep Tone Blue Finish.* ORDER DIRECT SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

Fast Draw Model
SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER

45 LONG COLT CALIBER 4%" BBL.

NEW LOW PRICE 58995

ACE TRIGGER SHOE
For most rifles, shotguns

and •handguns. $250SpeCify gun.

SAVE OVER 30%
ON A BRAND NEW
SAKO MAUSER
HUNTING RIFLE

Your choice of Calibers .270,
30-06 or .300 H&H and .375
H&H.

Only $12500
Supply Limited-No Trades

GREAT lNESTERN ARMS
CUSTOM QUALITY il

....:-:.:.:.:.:.:-.

TURNED & SEMI-INLETTED STOCKS AND BLANKS
All our stock waad is both air. dried and kiln dried ta below 7% moisture content. All blanks are
sent subject to customer's approval. All grades are available in lots.

RARE CURLY & BIRDSEYE MAPLE

~rA'~eglaannk~ s.e~i~i.n.l~t.t~~ .S~C.k.S.:::::::::::::::::: :$~g:gg t: $~g:gg

pt~~~Jf::ri~a~V~.~ki;{pair)'::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:gg:: 2g:gg
OREGON MYRTLE

~::r~~a~~.s(r~~~~n~~t~~~ ~~.c~~,. ~r.~~).::::::::::::: :$~g:gg ~ $~I:gg
Pii'~sr~j':>laCl~~kS' {p'ati)' : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: 1~:gg~: 3::gg
FINEST PENNA. BLACK WALNUT
~!lJncgl and semi-inletted stocks $ 7.50 to $40.00

~~~l~i~~~c~~~:ip:ai;): : :; :: : : :: :: : : :: : : :: : :: : :: ~:gg:: ~~:E
RARE CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
~::H~~~~~ak~~s~rit~t~lb~::~~~V~ha~ff~t~~~r;k ret very close grained

i~i~~\it:~J::; :":::7: ::::::::::::::": ::::S!H~ ii sii:ft
CLARO WALNUT (CALIFORNIA)
~~eglaa~:s scmi-inletted. stocks ••....•.•.••..•••.• $20.00 to $50.00

~r~~~i~l~~~~~i~~i~): : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: tg:gg E~!:gg

Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz.
Made exclusively for Flaig's by a nationally known
barrel maker. Each barrel is-best quality 6-groove with
smooth, hard-swedged "button" patented rifling.
Threaded for '98 Mauser, F.N. Mauser, HVA, Springfield,
Enfield, Win. 70, Rem. 721 & 722, Norwegian Krag,
Mex. Small Ring Mauser, Jap 6.5 and 7.7.
Chambered for all standard calibers, including the new
.338 Win. and .264 Win.
Choice of medium heavy, sporter weight or light weight.
Economically priced: Ace 8arrel (white), $24.00-except
264 and 338 caJ. ($2.00 more for Enfield barrel.)
Guarantee: Barrels are made to the highest standards
of workmanship and after a five day inspection period
customer has the privilege to return for full refund if
not 100% pleased. 8arrel should be head-spaced before
use by a competent gunsmith.
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WADS, RESIZES, and CRIMPS in one continuous operation.

EXCLUSIVE TRIPLE ACTION CHAMBER

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels,.
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CH .. ltLOTTI. N. c.

The LEE LOADER is guaranteed never to wear
out or break through normal use. If any part
should fail it will be replaced AT NO COST.

IF NOT. AT YOUR .DEALER ORDER DIRECT

r----WEMYmU~M~--~-'
I LEE CUSTOM ENGINEERING .. Dept.85 I
I 6026 N. Apple Blossom Lane (6th St.) I
I Milwaukee 17, Wis. I
I Enclosed lind $... .. _ I
I ...Gauge LEE LOADER I
I ..Length 01 shell I
I Gauge LEE STAR CRIMPER I

I
Reloaders Handbook $2.00 I
By Lyman - 190 pages

I II RUSH TO: .nn.. n ... n ..nnnn.n..m.mmnn.m... n m • nn.................... I

Llt;e~.~::~::~:~:=:~:~:i;;:~:=:=:=:~l
COMPONENTS WITH MAIL ORDERS.

10 Gauge 3%
12 Gauge 3

LEE STAR
CRIMPER

MADE IN ALL GAUGES AND SHELL LENGTHS.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED• PERFECT RELOADS

• 100 SHELLS AN HOUR

• COMPLETE SET OF TOOLS

• EASY INSTRUCTIONS

• CHARGE TABLE

• VARIETY OF LOADS

• CHROME PLATED

• LOAD ANYWHERE

SAVE $5.00 A BOX ON 10 GAUGE

MAGNUM

•

NOWI

For Remington and Peters plastic $3 00
shells or new paper shells. . '

F R E E! LIST OF DEALERS WHO STOCK

ELMER KEITH SAYS

and one in the barrel gives it a four-shot
capacity. This little .410 Savage would ac
count for quail, ruffed grouse, fool hens,
woodcock, doves, at 30 yards or less and
often out to 35.

The little gun was stiff but functioned
well. It has a cross-bolt safety in the trigger
guard, a magazine release at front of guard,
and is a thoroughly well made and excellent
little gun. It has a good straight-grain walnut
stock that will fit almost anyone. Gold plated
safety and trigger, and a ruffed grouse and
some scenery stamped on each side of frame,
break up the plainness of the metai.

(Continued from page 9)

C.C.l. Magnum Primers
Cascade Cartridge Co. of Lewiston, Idaho,

now has a line of "Magnum" primers. These
were designed after a lot of research into
this priming business. All old ballisticians
have long known that they could weigh and
spin and mike the bullets, check the cases
and the primer pockets, and weigh the pow
der charges, but they had no control over the
primers. For years, No. 2400 Hercules pow
der has been our best powder for Magnum
pistol loads, but it has also been hard to
ignite and burn properly. Usually, some un
burned powder is left in the bore. This does
little if any harm, but the fact remains that
it was not burning completely. Even factory
.44 Magnum loads showed a very wide
dispersion in pressures, and this also was

, not conductive to fine accuracy.

The new C.c.I. primers were engineered
to hold the flash over a longer period of
time and thus bring the powder temperature
up to a proper burning heat. In this way,
they have accomplished much more uniform
combustion of hard-to-ignite powders, as well
as more complete combustion of the powder
charge.

The new C.C.I. Magnum primer has given
me the best and most uniform combustion in
.357 and .44 Magnum loads of any primers I
have used. I believe it is one of the best
ever produced for heavy pistol loads with
2400 Hercules propellant. In the big rifle
cartridges, this new primer is particularly
well adapted to properly ignite and fire long
heavy rifle powder loads. It is ideal for all
the big Weatherby Cases, and is about the
best ever produced for the .378 and .460
Weatherby Magnums and for the .450 Mag.
num. I only wish we had No. 40 Berdan
caps made with this same pellet, as they
would do a much better j~b of igniting our
I.M.R. powders in the big English cordite
elephant rifle cases. These Magnum primers
are equally useful in very light loads in big
rifle cases.

These primers have been tested in tem
peratures down to a minus 70, as well as
extremes' of heat, and have shown uniform
performance at all temperatures. They are
not just a hot primer. Proper powder com·
bustion of slow hard-to-ignite powders is not
accomplished with just a very powerful
primer. What is needed, and what is accom·
plished by the C.c.I. primers, is to build up
the temperature of the powder to a proper
burning heat, and to sustain the blast long
enough for proper and complete combustion.
This they have accomplished to a remarkable
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U. S. M-3 GREASE GUN

Speer Bullets
Speer Products Co. (Lewiston, Idaho)

told me recently that they were dropping
production of all half-jacket revolver bullets
and were now tooling up for full-jacket
bullets for the .357 and .44 Magnums. Sam
ples shown to me showed a good gilding
metal jacket over the entire bearing surface,
with a square shoulder of lead in advance
of the jacket like myoId bullet design but
just enough smaller so this band would not
take the rifing but would be fine to crimp
into just over the end of the jacket. The
cores will also be 3 per cent antimony for
a harder nose that won't flow back at higher
velocities. Tests show great accuracy and no
leading.

Gun Slings and Swivels
For hunting rifles, even heavy ones: -there

is no need for a wide, thick, heavy sling.
Heavy slings are O.K. on the target range
where you may put 100 pounds tension on
them at times, but they are a nuisance on
a hunting rifle. They add greatly 'to the
weight, are cumbersome, and if the rifle is
raised quickly for a running shot, the heavy
sling tends to swing back and forth and
disturb the aim. If made of good leather,
there is no earthly need for a sling of over
%:' to 1" width. Such narrow slings bite
into the shoulder and hold the rifle in place,
while big wide slings tend to slip and slide
off the shoulder.

The sling may be of either the Whelen
pattern, laced at one end and still a fine
shooting sling, or the Hayes sling with loop
for the shooting arm, or just a simple strap.
If one is doing much prone and sitting shoot
ing, the loop is fine and makes for the most

Dakin Service
The Dakin Gun Co. has now been taken

over by Simmons Gun Specialties, Inc. (504
East Main St., Kansas City 8, Mo.) All
U. S. sales and services for the Dakin and
Breda shotguns will now be handled by this
well known Missouri firm.

degree, and with less VarIatIOn in pressures
than any other primers tested. All I can say
is try them, as they have certainly performed
well for me in all three sizes. I believe they
will also work very well in shotguns, and .
eliminate a lot of the trouble formerly en
countered with hard-to·ignite powders that
require heavy wad pressure for proper ~gni

tion.
Of course, fast pistol powders or black

powder are not actually hard to ignite, but
the fact remains that long columns of many
of our IMR powders are hard to ignite and
burn properly. Many times I have witnessed
the loading of three to five grains of black
powder on the primer in big Magnum rifle
loads designed for 1000 yard work, and also
at times the use of a couple grains of Bulls
eye for the same purpose. Anyone who has
reloaded the long English straight Cordite
cases well knows the problem of getting tbe
primer to fire the load cleanly and promptly.
Let us hope C.C.1. also brings out Berdan
caps with this mixture for such reloading.

I would expect higher velocity and far
better accuracy from the use of the new
C.C.1. Magnum primers. They have under
gone very long and thorough laboratory tests
in comparison with other primers before
being offered to the shooting public.

gv

ONLY $18.75
A few specially'
se'ected mode's •
$3.00 additional

IWe buy & trade all
types of firearms.

FLARE
PISTOLS

Ideal for boats or
for celebration.
With 3 Free Flares,
$6.95. Additional
flares SOc each.

R.R.B. Barrels, Cal. .43 $4.95
R.R.B. Semi-finished butt stocks, mil. type,

new mfg. (Sold only with barreled
actions) $5.95

R.R.B. Ammo: Orig . .43 Spanish ammo
(misfires naturally to be expected), $5.00
per 100. $37.$0 per case of 1,000 rounds.

Any gun worth powder
is worth HeSS
reloading equipment!

A "must" for collectors of military weapons. The
only specimens available anywhere-and they are
in unused condition. While they last-Only $49.95.

ReDS RIFLE DIES
Precision machined. Standard 1'8".14
thread for all popular reloading presses.
Hand polished for long wear. No decora
tive chrome plating to crack or peel. No
inter-changeable inserts which neck size
only. Over 500 calibers available.

$13.50

NRA V. G. 0' Bette',-'-::....;--:..::.-.=.._:.....;....:.......:.... I

INC.
DEPT E·9, P.O. BOX 729 OROVILLE, CALIF

SN I PER MODEL ROYAL
ENFIELD MATCH RIFLE

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.C). Box 35 - 200 5. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

SHIPPED EXPRESS CHARGES COllECT. Send $20.00 minimum for COD express coiled ship
ment. For free list of shooting equipment, enclose large envelope.

*UNSERVICEABLE MACHINE GUNS

REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCKS

No more complete Remington Rolling Blocks Available
anywhere! But we con furnish. original Remington Ro.lling
Block Argentine Models, caliber .43 barreled actions,
complete and with good shootcble bores; also, new mfg.
military type butt stocks for this popular rifle.
R.R.B. complete Barreled-Actions, with forearm, as illus-

trated. Cal. .43 _ $9.95
R.R.B. complete Barreled-Actions, less forearm,

Cal . .43 _ _ $8.95

*Made unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding. Internal parts fundion. Can be used for instrudion
purposes, or as a prized decorator for colledors.

... • CALIBER .303
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Pecar Riflescopes

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send 50c for list and year 'round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G, 6844 Gersten St., Philadelphia 19, Pa.

SUMTER. S. C.

Shows very latest in rifle and
shotgun stock designs along with
the time tested favorites. It
pictures and describes complete
gunstock service from semi
finished to completely custom
made. Shows many carved game
scenes and carved border checker
ing. Whether you buy a stock or
wish to make your own, this new
book catalog will be a real guide
and an authoritative source of in
formation on gunstocks. Send $1.00
Now for your copy. sent postpaid.

PECAR RIFLE SCOPES. long famous throughout the world for top quality, are now offered with a
new and improved design.
WE at PECAR have been able to make even greater improvements in our scopes due to our long
experience in production, progress in the field of optics and technology, and-above all-close
contact with our customers.
We are conscious of the personal responsibility to supply our friends with a top-quality scope
they can rely on for true sportsmanship.
PECAR scopes are built to withstand roughest treatment-IOO'}'. shockproof and free of parallax.
Our NITROGEN processed PECAR scopes are completely protected against dampness and dust.
The inner surfaces of the lenses CANNOT log up.
On the basis of scientific findings the PECAR lens system has been newly computed and belongs to
the Ilroup of superior quality products produced by the world·famous German optical industry.
The Image and its edges are sharp as a pinpoint and free from bothersome color halo.
The lens coating guarantees highest image brilliancy and increases light gathering appro. 30'}'..
The PECAR windage and elevation clicks correspond exactly to the values designated for each
type. Lifetime guarantee. Available in the variables 4X·IOX. 3X to 7X, the fixed 2%x64, 4x81, 6x59
and the 8x43. At your dealer free literature.

·CHARLES W. LEAVELL

Over 100
Gunstocks

pictured in new
36 page book
catalog just
published.

Many fancy grades
of Walnut, Maple,
Myrtlewood shown,
in brilliant fUll

~
life-like colors,
with easily under
stood standards of
grading.

Distributed on West Cc.st by ~,

For information on the full line of the famous
target pistols and rifles write to:

H-- ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois.

sLeady hold of all. However, most hunting
means mixed shots: fast running shots, off
hand shots, and rest shots in suitable ter·
rain. After a lifetime of it, I find I' do about
as well with Lhe Williams Guide Strap as
will any sling, I keep it adj usted so that tbe
rille carries nicely on the shoulder and can
also be used as a tight hastey sling.

Many times, getting the shot off quickly
is far more important than taking time to
get the arm through a loop in a gun sling.
If the rille is short or the forward swivel is
out on the barrel, then one of the best of
all carrying positions is the old European
position with muzzle down and butt high
and to the rear on the left shoulder (for
right.handed shooters), The rille can then
be grasped with the left hand on the fore·end
and, if a quick shot develops, one has only
to swing it up and aim and fire. This is the
hunting position used by most European
hunters, and is a good way to carry the gun
so that rain will not run down the barrel. It
is also one of the fastest of all rille positions.

For target work, the front swivel is best
on the fore·end so the web of the left hand
can bed solidly against it in probe and sit
ting positions; but for hunting, this is not
necessary and if the sling swivel is out on
the barrel in front of the fore·end it then
holds the muzzle of the rifle higher off the
ground if carried on the left shoulder upside
down in the European position.

Fixed swivels are fine on rifles for non
dangerous game, but I do not like them at
all on any rille Lo be used on dangerous
game. When yOll crawl into the brush after
something big that can and will fight back,
the sling should be removed and even swivels
are a detriment, as they may snag on limbs
and thorns. For this reason, all dangerous
game rifles should be' fitted with detachable
swivels, so that sling, swivels and all can
be removed when you get to close quarters.
The old Whelen type .swivels adopted by
Winchester and many others, are fine but
are fairly heavy. The much smaller, neater,
and lighter detachable swivels by Paul Jaeger
are fast becoming the most popular.

I have never found that a sling strap
helped me in any way in off·hand shooting,
but I have seen many men on .30 caliber
target teams who used the sling for off·hand
or standing position. It is a great help in
prone, sitting, or kneeling positions, but I

(Continued on page 65)
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MOD. HB. Speciol heavy barrel b~lJ

gun made especially to our order
for occurocy $215.00

__, (Plus scope mount $25)
--"""'-

The Oldest Name In
Surplus Guns 1947-1961

Gas operated, 20-shot detachable box magazine
auto rifle complete with manual, gas key and
front sight zero key, $175. Lightweight $180.

*

FNNew, Original
Lotest FN·Browning Assoult Rifle 7.62mm (.308)
caliber, special semi-auto American Model made
to our specifications by the FN, Belgium.

843 JUDSON AVENUE
EVANSTON, ILL.

pin, $149.95
1, $125.00

*

EXCLUSIVE SCOOP!

WALTHERS
Mod. H.P., Type 1-2

ARMS
Co.

Rarest of the German
Automatic Pistols is the
pre-1938 manufactured 9mm
double action gun that be
came adopted as the liP. 38 11

•

These are earliest commercial
guns with 1937·39 proof
marks and full bonner stamp
on brilliontly blued slides
Type 1, experimental Rectangular firing
Type 2, Slide, safety, pin changes from

BENET
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THE GUN MAR'K-ET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Payable
in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date Nov. 1961 issue (on sale

October 1) is August 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine, 8150
North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, III.

BILL OF SALE forms for Antique firearms collectors
and dealers. 5c each, 25 for 75c, 50 for $1.00, or $3 for
~~~ter~I~~~~~n Press, 708 N. Mt. Pleasant A,e., Lan-

HANDCUFFS. $7.95: LEG Irons. $12.95: Leather re
straints. Collector's specialties. New catalogue 50c. Thomas
Ferrick, Box 12G, Newburyport, Mass.

'''HO)'IEBRE'VED 'VINES, Beers"-Highest Powered In
structions-$l.OO. Testers (Hydrometers)-$3.!J5.' Dean's.
109-GNS 'Vest 42nd. New York 36, N. Y.

ZUIHO RIFLE Scopes. 4x $27.50. 6x $29.50. 2.5x-7x
Van-Power $35.50. Write for specifications to "'VEICO"
5318 Chenevert, Houston 4, Texas. Dealer Inquiries Invited.

CROSSBO'VS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Direct-Prices!
Jay Co., Box 1355, 'Vichita, Kansas.

RELOADINC EQUIPMENT

58 .NIP~LE~ 'VUENCH. 35e, 45-70 wrench 45c. Sharps'
l\~alllspnng. aOc, Confederate Nipple Protector $1.00. 1818
discharge, llldenture $13.00. List l2c Fahey R 2 Hun~
tington, N. Y. ., . ,

FR~E ..• CATALOG. 170 pages. Save on Ueloading
EQUipment. Calls. Decoys. Archery Fishing l.'ackle Molds
Tools, nod Blanks. li'innysports' (G). 'I'oledo 14, OhiO:

BULLET> SWAGE Dies. .243· .22 - .308 full jacket.
Hollow lom,t. Use in standard loading press. Two Die
set. $14.90. The Oregon Outdoorsman, Ontario I, Oregon.

THE 'VELL KNO,",VN Branding Iron four wall rack kit
in Pine, is back on the market at $10.95 postpaid USA'
Assemhle in minutes. sliding door <:ompartmcnts.· 1'he
Branding Iron, P. O. Box 6192, Tucson, Ariz.

SELL OR TRADE

SICHTS (, SCOPES

FLORIDA HUNTING and flshlng campsites 100x135 only
$295 each. At Manatee Springs on the Suwannee River
'Yill accept guns in trade. Send for Free Plat. terms and
pictures. 1'aul Vonn. Belleview, Florida.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE! Engraves all Metals, $2.00. Beyer
Mfg., 10511-Q Springfield. Chicago.

SPECIAL OFFER-Send $1.00. receive the next 4 issues
of Shooting Times. the gun world's fastest growing pub
lication. Dept. GM, Box 1500, Peoria. Illinois.

MISCELLANEOUS

THOUSANDS OF used guns listed. All kinds, priced right.
Published twice monthly. Sample 25c. Yearly $2.00.
Shotgun News, Box 57 F. Columbus. Nebraska.

NAZI ITEMS bought & sold. orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 812 Anderson, Palisades. N. J.

D.EALERS SEND license No. for large price list New
FIrearms - ScoDes - Mounts - Reloading Tools - Compon
e.z:ts - L~ather Goods - Binoculars - Shop Tools. 3821
~~~~r;~;e~tHci:g~~n~~~~li~~~~mediate delivery. Hoagland

NE\V! ~~A~KI~G Pen with 1000 uses! '''rites on any
surface--Dnes lJ;lstan~lY. Perfect for identifYing ;rour
B!ass and for codmg different loads. Eight brilliant colors·
4;)c each. postpaid. 'l'ry several at this low price. Sen(i
check to: Hobby Craft, 7940 East Florence, Downey, Calif.

'VHOLESALE-A~CHEH.YEquipment, tents, binoculars.
~ape recorders, radiOS. office equipment. Send 25c for large
ghi~~rated catalog. Hinkle's, 119 North First, Trenton,

]l'~~T DRA\V Fans. All new Fast Draw Catalog con
tamIng guns, holsters. timers, clothes, boots, etc. Send
l~c pl~ase. Glauser's Guns, 4510 'Voodville H.oad, Toledo
16. OhIO.

LEATHERCRAFT

T~DE IN your used Smith & '''essons. Rugers, '''in
chcsters. Colts, Uemingtons. etc. Top trade in allowed
towa!ds Sak? Mauser, rifles. barreled actions. C-H Re
loadmg EQUIpment and dies, Redding Scales & )!easures
MEC presses. Please describe your guns accurately advise
sour needs, enclose self-addressed envelope Fred Thacker
"Guns", Box 5334. El Paso, Texas. .

CUSTO),{ BLUEING Five Day Service. Dealer Inquiries
Invited. Valley Gun Shop, Box 3253, Albuquerque, N.M.

GENERAl.. GUNSMITHING-Repairing. rebluing, con
,",erslon work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berry Creek, Calif.

SHOOTERS-If interested in gunsmithing and will work
a few hours in your shop for handsome, accurate .22 target
pistol, send '4c stamp for illustrated information. Box 362,
Terre Haute, Indiana.

CUSTOM VARMINT and hunting rifles to order from
$150.00. Also scopes. sights, accessories. Specializing In
restocking refinishing, rebluing of rifles. Write your
wants-will answer promptly. Ace Sport Center, 438 East
86th St., New York 28, N.Y.

CUSTOM RIFLES. stocks. General gunsmithing, rebluing,
repairing, sight mounting. Rebarreling in standard cal
ibers and most w-ildcats. Lowest prices and quality guar
anteed to your satisfaction. 'Vrite for price list. Witt
Brother Gun Shop, Sand Springs. ~fontana.

GUN SCREWS. 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Professional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45e. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial), Low Safetys
etc. Maynard Buehler Inc.• Orinda. Calif.

CUNSMITHINC

M-1 CARRINE HA;NDGUARDS $1.00 ea. L. A. Funk.
9404 "'~oodland Rd., Puyallup, "'ash.

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS. BUY \¥holesale. Become a dealer. Instructions
$1.00. Gunsco, P. O. Box 291, 'Vindsor, Calif.

GUNS. ALI.. kinds under $20.00. Bargain list 25c. Armsco,
P. O. Box 286, Santa Rosa, Calif.

NEW M-1 CARBINES. $74.95. Ammunition $5. hundred.
Sloper, Westwood, California.

20 mm DEACTIVATED NAVY Cannon Cartrid$tes $1.00
each. .Toe Putfert, 3750 Hanley Rd., Cincinnati 39, Ohio.

GUNS, NEW, Modern, Antique, Illustrated List $1.
J. M. Powell, Gunmaker, Reigate, England.

NE'V GUNS and reloading supplies at large discount.
prepaid. .25c for catalog, refundable. Alamo Arms,
P. O. Box S58G. Alamogordo. N. Mex.

GUNS. SURPLUS Ritle, $7.95. Pistols $6.95. Whole
sale catalog $1.00 refundable. Mailmart, P. O. Box 191,
Sebastopol, Calif.

BRAND NEW M-l Carbines $74.5O-Dealer Inquiries
invited. Island Enterprises, P. O. Box 93. Altoona, Penn
sylvania

'VAR SUUPLUS Guns, ammo, accessories. relics. 24-page
catalog describing 450 items, 25c. Martin B. Retting,
Inc., 11029 \Vashington, Culver City 9, California.

NE'" FIREARMS-=-Scopes-Reloading Supplies-Acces
sories. Quick Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"'alter Oliver, Box 55, Auburn, Indiana.

ONCE FIRED Cases-8mm-270-30.3Q-32 Win. 300
Sav.-30.40-35 Uem.-30.06-303 Brit.-308 6c ea. ppd.
MicaronL 65 Taylor Ave., E. Meadow, L. I., N. Y.

6 SHOT TEAR Gas Automatic. Effective personal protec
tion. Not sold to minors. $6.95 ppd. 20th Century Dis
tributors. 570 Fifth Ave.• New York.

GUN DISCOUNTS - Ruger - Smith Wesson - Colt
'Vinchester-Remington---8avage--M-l Carbines-Lowest
Prices-Send For Li~t-Flagler Jewelry & Loan. 163 W.
li'lagler St., Miami, Florida.

FAMOUS ACTIONS: Genuine Mauser K98, $16.50. 2 for
$30.00. Genuine Mannlicher-Schonauer, $16.50, 2 for
$30.00. $1.50 postage. International Firearms. 52 Lake,
St. Albans, Vermont.

FAMOUS HAYES Gunslinger. Quickly detachable carry
ing sling for shotgun, rifle. Swivels unnecessary. Fits all
makes and models. Guaranteed. $3.00. ALIFCO. 2708
East 22nd, Austin 2. Texas.

SHOTGUN SPECULISTS: Complete Refinishing from
$20.00 up. Restocking. Rebluing, Repair all makes. Re
boring, change chokes. lengthen chambers. New Parker
Barrels. Frank Le Fever & ~ons. Inc., Custom Gun
smiths, Frankfort, New York.

INDIAN RELICS

10,000 GUNS!I!-ANTIQUES, Moderns. Swords, Armour
-every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
41 Riverdale Ave.• Yonkers, N. Y.

3 INDIA); WAH arrowheads. Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkanslls.

DISCRIMINATING SHOOTERS' Supplies. quality re
loads, loading equipment. wholesale and retail. Lists free.
Trades accepted. Joe F. Frye, Gunsmith. Box 2202,
Memphis 2, Tenn.

WINCHESTER MODEL 70 30-06. Lyman Sporting Sight.
Excellent Condition. Freight Paid. NRA Life 1\lember.
Joseph De Pasquale, 31 Valley Drive, West Paterson.
New Jersey.

GERMAN ''''WII l"nLITARIA. Photo illustrated catalog
SOc. Stephen Hyatt, Graduate Circle Entry 4, University
Park, Pa.
ANTIQUE AND :MJLITARY Firearms, Edged 'Veapons,
'Var Uelics. Send 10c for list. PLC ARMS. 129 'Vest
56th St., New York 19, New York.

GREEK MANNLICHER Schonauer Service rifles, 6.5mm.
with original Sterr or Breda markings only $29.50. Car
bine $34.50. Matched Set $59.50. A collectors item and
a good shooter. International Firearms, 52 Lake. St.
Albans. Vermont.

GUNS-SWORDS-Knlves-Daggers-Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe, Cooper Mills 10, Maine.

CANNON FUSE 3/32" dia.. waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft., $1; 25 ft .• $2. ppd. ,Villiam Zeller, Keil
Hwy.• Hudson, Mich.

:UILITARY MINIATURES and Curios. Finest Quality
miniatures. edged weapons, helmets. books and prints and
other curios. 11'ree list. Ie petit soldat, 959 n. la cienega
blvd., los angeles 6. california.

ENCRAVINC

'YOHLD'S FINE8'.r Custom Engraving and Inlay "'orle
at lh U.S.A. Cost. Free Brochure. Box 28, Denenchofu,
Otaku, Tokyo.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords, war relics. armor, military gear. Excellent
reference book-$l.OO. Brick House Shop. New Paltz 4,
N. Y.

CIVIL 'VAll. And Other Antique Firearms. Hundreds of
items always on hand. Latest catalogue, 50 cents. Charles
'V. Moore, R. D. #2. Schenevus. N. Y.

PISTOL COLLECTION. reasonably priced. Stamp }for
List. T. Rostkowski, 1132 Stephen Drive. Baltimore 20,
Maryland.

CUNS (, AMMUNITION

AUTH~NTIC CIVIL 'Var Bullets frolIi Virginia Battle
fields $1.00 ea. Postpaid. Virginia Home and Hobby
Center. P. O. Box 37. Triangle. Virginia.

DELUXE RIFLES with latest Sako L579 or FN 400
Supreme barreled action, figured walnut or maple stock,
rollover cheek-piece, rare wood forearm tip and grip cap,
Paclunayr recoil pad, and basketweave checkering. Regular
$209.50, summer special only $127 .50. ~or complete in
formation write Custom Rifles. 642 Prestwlck, San Antonio
10. Texas.

COLLECTORS

FOR SALE

"TOLL ROAD" victim last hunting season? Beat the
"fee" bandits. Own a choice Western Slope Col.orado
hunting and flshing ground for $50/ acre. up. All tl~nber
and mineral rights unrestricted usage. \Vnte: Don Kmght,
Box 95. Carbondale W03-2553, Colorado.

GUN ENGftAVING or unsurpassed quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme, 302 Ward Bldg.• Shreveport, La.

u.s. l\fl 30-06 Garand rifles. Very good $79.95. Exce!~
lent-$89.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfield rifles. Very good-$29.9:J.
Excellent-$34.50. U.S. 30~06 high number Springfield
rifles. Very good-$39.95. Excellent-$44.95. Perfect
$49.50. U.S. 45-70 Springfleld rifles. Good-$39.50. Ger
man :i\fo<l. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$34.95.
Gennan Mod. 98 7mm Mauser rifles. Vt;:ry good-$29.92·
German Mod. 1871 / 84 llmm Mauser rifles. Perfect-$24.9a.
Czech Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good-$29.95.
Excellent-$34.95. Swedish Mod. 94 6.5mm Mauser car
bines. Very good-$29.95. Excellent-$~4.50. Perfect
539.50. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser nfies: Very good
-$29.95. Persian Mod. 98 8mm Mauser carbmes. Good
$34.95. Very good-$39.95. New-$49.95. Russian MO~.
1938 & 1940 7.62mm Tokarcv rifiel). Very good-49.9a.
Excellent--$54.95. Perfect-$59.95. Spanish 44/40 Tigre
carbines. Good-$39.95. 30-06, 303 British. 8mm Mau~e.r.
6.5mm Swedish, 7.62mm Russian & 7.35mm Italian m~h"·
tary ammunition at $7.50 pcr 100 rds. Free gun lIst.
Freeland Arms Co.• 34 Park Row, New York 38. N. Y.

NOBODY UNDERSELLS KLEIN'S! New and used Guns.
Golf, Camping. Fishing Equipment. Colorful Bargain
Circular FREE: or send 25e for 144 pg ALL-SPORTS
BARGAIN CATALOG. KLEIN·S-G. 227 W. Washington,
Chicago 6. 111.

SPECIAL SALE. MEC Loader #500 $75.00 Delivered.
C-H Swag-O-Matic with standard dies $30.00 Deliyered.
'VAC 32 Cal. Auto pistol, new, $22.00 fob. 45 ACP Ammo
$4 00 per hundred fob. Arthur E. Anderson Gunshop, 1128Los 011\'os Aye., Los Osos Sta.• San Luis Obispo, Calif.

BUY. SELL & trade all ltinds of guns. Largest selection
in Cheshire County. Makers of the famous Saeco powder
measure adapters. GUN'S ADAMSON, Troy. New Hamp
shire.

of
page 54

FREE! 3-book Library
Gun Lore - see

QUALr.ry I)."IPORTS-drop shipped. Send 4c for details.
Stanforth, Box 951, Lancaster, California.

BEER. 'VINE)lAKING: Strongest fonnulas, 75c. Beverage
Supplies, Box 1242-N, Santa Rosa, Calif.

Great opportunities-operate YOUR OWN SHOP!
learn easily with Country's most complete
Master Gunsmithing Course. Approved for Korean
Vets; low tuition. Write

PENNA. GUNSMITH SCHOOL
257 W. Riverside Ave. • Bellevue • Pittsburgh 2, Po.

LEARN GUNSMITHINGHUNTERS!
GUN RACKS, "HUNTERS SEAT"

FOR JEEP AND TRUCK VEHICLES

"TRAILERS" for JEEP Vehicles
Write for Free Colorful Brochures

San Angelo Die Casting & Mfg. Co.
P. O. BOX 984 SAN ANGELO, TEXAS
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MODEL 500

Write lor illustrated literatur. and oJdreu 01 nearest chtafer.

SINGLE BARREL

Iftllitlh TRAP GUNS

This model incorparoles all the desirable features of Ihe
Model 400 plus a chrome-lined barrel, machined trigger
guard, Monte Carla stock and deluxe engraving.

Model 500 12 gouge .•• $119.95

The enthusiasm shown by sportsmen for the
rapidly growing sport of wing shooting is creating a

demand for a good, single barrel trap gun.
RICHLAND ARMS meets this demand with a gun

designed and produced by a leading .Italian gunsmith.
Of highest quality materials and craftsmanship,

these low priced guns combine the desirable features·
of the expensive ones.

l1trrtffs STOCKS
Box 741 TWIN FALLS, IDAHO

MODEL 400

Remarkable value at amazingly low price. A 32" barrel
with ventilated rib, long beavertail forend, automatic
ejector, non-automatic safety, satin chrome hand en~

graved receiver and hand checkered selected European
walnut stock and forend. Weight about 7Y2 Ibs.

Model 400 12 goug. . •• $79.95

Write for FREE Brochure in color with all
information on Stocks and how to order!

RICHLAND ARMS CO •.
BLISSFIELD. MICHIGAN ••• Phone 6BO \

Best Shots Demand
HERRETT'S HANDGUN STOCKS

• Law Enforcement
• Target Shooters
• Hunters
• Field Shooters
• Quick Draw
Stocks carved for all popular
American guns, individually
customiitted. Genuine walnut wood!

MID\NESTERNERS!
WHY PAY HIGH TRANSPORTATION FEES WHEN YOU CAN
BUY CLOSE TO HOME? WE ARE JOBBERS OF:

TWO ANSWERS T£ MANY INQUIRIES

find it no help at all off-hand. In game shoot
ing, one can often rest a shoulder or forward
hand against a tree or over a log; but the
hunter should be very careful never to let
the rifle itself contact any solid object, as
it will then shoot away off-aim. Always keep
the hand between the rifle and any rest.
When hunting, take advantage of any rest
offered if the shot is long and time permits.

Want binders for GUNS? The box binder above,
gold stamped, costs $2.50, three for $7.00, or six
for $13.00. Order direct from Jesse Jones Box Corp.,
P. O. Box 5120, Phila. 41, Penna.

Fine book binding, below, GUNS logo and emblem
in gold on spine and your name in gold on cover,
costs $5.75 per volume, you furnish the magazines.
Address Publishers Authorized Bindery Service Ltd.,
5811 West Division St., Chicago 51, III. Books re
turned to you prepaid.

Remington Components
Remington metallic and shot shell com

ponents are now available. All shotshell com
ponents-paper cases, primers, wads, and
shot--are listed, as are all rifle and pistol
cartridges and their component parts. Even
the new 240 grain, fully jacketed, soft-point
.44 Magnum bullets are available; also
primed or unprimed .44 Magnum cases and
primers. See your dealer for any Remington
components needed for any caliber of rifle,
pistol, or shotgun.

Springfield Available
Hunters Lodge (200 S~. Union, Alexan

dria, Va.) have a good supply of very good
Springfield Model 1903 rifles with excellent
four-groove barrels at a price of $39.95.

B. E. HODGDON, Inc.
DEPT. G1. 7710 W.50 HIWAY

These Springfields are said to be in first
class condition, ideal for range use or for
remodelling into fine sporters. They all~
have high serial numbers. ~

••• and finally, don't miss

GUNS Quarterly, Yol. Y
on sale Sept. 1st

AlCAN, BUCHEIMER, B& M, CCI, CH, FEDERAL, FITZ, DUPONT, HERCULES,
HIGH STANDARD, HORNADY, lYMAN, MEC, MITCHEll, NORMA, NOSlER,
OlT, PACIFIC, RCBS, REDDING, REMINGTON, SAECO, SAKO, SISK, SPEER,
SIERRA, TEXAN, VICKERMAN, WEBSTER, WILSON, WINCHESTER AND
MANY, MANY MORE.

CATALOG AND LOADING DATA ON HODGDON POWDERS, SOc
Bona Fide Dealer Inquiries Invited

SHAWNEE.MISSION,
KANSAS
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Write for
AUTHENTIC

COLLECTOR'S BADGES

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

MARKSMAN'S UR
ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$I::AID
SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS
Limited Quantity

i 208 page catalog'Reference~
book with more than 1600rr· items photo·illustrated, de·
scribed and priced. Ameri· •

- can, European Firearms and
Edged Weapons - all for --

~ sale. Send $t - refunded •
~e with first purchase. ~

Iiiifi
Dept N· 1038 Alton Road· Miami Beach, Fla.

another FI RST by the Dewey Gun Co.

"FINE LINE"s:I~~~N
NO MORE "GUESS·BY·GOSH" SLUG SHOOTING • • • Now you can
shoot as accurately with your favorite shotgun as with a rifle •
Your shotgun with good sights Is a POWER HOUSE - USE IT.
Install it yourself in two minutes - you need only a screwdriver.
Sight·in instructions and shooting tips Included SEE YOUR DEALER
with each set of "FINE LINE" shotgun sights. OR ORDER DIRECT
• 5H groups fired at 100 yards with most off the $13.95

shelf models pump and semi·auto shotguns. PREPAID
8·12 GA. pump; auto and R·12 GA. for rib state model 128 and 410 GA.
8·16 GA. single barrel R·16 GA. and make - on special
8·20 GA. without rib. R·20 GA. width of rib Grder on.,

11 'I:a.~ /? n,. GUNSMITHS and -i1ARRELMAKERS
, • ..lJ_---r "'f"'" c~. ROXBURY, CONNECTICUT

BEAUTIFULLY ENGRAVED COMBINATION GUNS & DOUBLE RIFLES~
made to special order-$266. & up.

Satisfaction guaranteed
Send $1 for illusfrofed (ofolog C

waffen A. G. HANAK
." Box 35 fG, Sussex, N. J.
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TRADEWINDS, INC.
P.O. BOX 1191 TACOMA 1, WASHINGTON

Worldwide popularity has made Husqvarna the largest'
selling bolt-action, hi·power lightweight in the world,
Classically crafted of finest Swedish steel and European
walnut by gunsmiths famous for matchless workmanship
for over 300 years. Perfectly balanced for outstanding
accuracy and performance. Available in calibers .243,
.30-06, .270, .308, 7 mm, .358 Magnum - with strong HVA
Mauser action. Write for details.

Mer~"rv
PISTOLS

Compact and trouble free,
with "fixed-barrel" accuracy.
Blue or chrome engraved fin
ish in miniature or full pocket
size. Finest Belgian workman
ship. .22 LR and .25 cal.
Priced from $29.95 to $49.95

Finest German optics. Larger
field of view, greater light
transmission, binocular focus
ing, lightweight 1" tube. Dot,
post or crosshairs.
TW-4- 4x Power
TW-Zoom- Variable Hx to 4x
TW-Vari - Variable 2}x to 8x
Priced from $49.95

71& f/
IJrl!tfJI((JIr/A;;

HUSQVARNA
recognition

~ ~~~'f-.-

TRADEWINDS
VARIABLE POWER SCOPES



No gun better typifies the Old West
than the gun that. opened up its frontiers
... the Colt Single Action Army. And no .
gun better typifies Colt quality. In 90 years
it has had no significant change. It is
appropriate, therefore, that a Single Action
Army be designated. Colt's 125th
Anniversary Model.

A limited production model, with special
serial numbers, in royal blue with
gold trim; 7 112" barrel, .45 cal. in
presentation case with anniversary
medallion. $150.00. See it at your
Colt Registered Dealer or write ...

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Inc.

Hartford 15, Connecticut

@@
~@[]'1i'~ L?D~~ &~~g)
A MAJOR INDUSTRIAL COMPONENT OF

~AIRRANICC:: WIUTN~V
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